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ENTER THE FUTURE OF INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT 

II here is a danger that discerning 

gameheads missed last month's issue 

because some less-than-switched-on 

newsagent employees took one look at the 

gorgeous Ferrari 355 render that adorned its 

cover and promptly stacked it among the 

motoring titles on their shelves. 

The quality of today's CGI perhaps 

renders confusion inevitable. But this is a 

serious issue. Why else do you think 

videogaming has become so popular? Why is 

it now a multibillion-dollar industry when it 

was once such a niche market? Why does 

the mainstream lifestyle press, almost 

without exception, now feature sections 

ded icated to videogames? It's certain ly not 

because today's games play any better than 

many of those of the early '90s. 

No, it's simply because they look better. 

The people who've made videogaming a 

cultural phenomenon would n't have even 

touched an Amiga, SNES or Mega Drive 

during their heyday, because they just could 

not relate to what was being represented 

onscreen. With the advent of the PlayStation, 

however, suddenly cars in driving games 

carried some semblance of rea lity. The 

layman no longer had to use so much 

imagination. Where once he passed over 2D 

sprites because of their abstract nature, he 

became faced with components whose 

existence made a new sort of sense, be it 

the female form in Lara or the world of motor 

sports in the touring cars of TOCA. The door 

of wide-scale marketability duly opened. 

Videogaming is fantasy. But the journey 

towards representing reality has turned it 

on its head in recent years. 

Apologies if you had any•difficulty 

locating this issue at your newsagent. 
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C Mtt in& Ed gP- f& " g.dutlingEdge ~utb, ,~ t:Oge 
The latest news from the world of interactive entertainment 

SONY PREPARES TO GO TO WAR 
Kessen leads the next-generation PlayStation charge 

Despite the NGPS's 
grunt, Kessen will carry 
FMV footage like this 

D apanese publisher Koei has delivered the most 

tangible evidence yet of the real game potential of 

the next-generation Playstation. 

Kessen, a realtime feudal wargame, will be launched next 

year. sometime after Sony's machine hits Japanese retail in 

December - a date recently confirmed by company insiders. 

The title was demonstrated to an expectant audience, 

which naturally inc,luded Edge, via a standard Playstation 

cuttmf';tJ!ft'iWt~l 

controller. And, despite its predictable content (for some 

years Koei's output has consisted of straight-laced strategy 

wargames), Kessen provided ample proof that Sony's new 

machine can muster up visuals that surpass anything ever 

seen in the home by a significant margin. 

Although the demo version showed only so or so horse

riding soldiers, Koei president Yoichi Erikawa claimed that 

the finished game wi ll be able to handle six times that amount 



Koei is working on four NGPS titles, but Kessen, whose 
development budget is set at around $4m, will launch first 

simultaneously onscreen, going on to relate that the title 

"is the realisation of a dream I have had for 20 years." ,, 

The west is waiting 
One source claims that over 1,000 next-generation 

Playstation dev kits have been introduced to Japanese 

developers, and yet only publishers Rage and Acclaim are 

known to be working with the technology in the UK, along 

with various companies working on middleware components 

"You can bet that, like us, most companies are developing 

their Playstation 2 games on high-end PCs in readiness for 

hardware availability," revealed one leading UK developer. 

"Dev kits will trickle through to the highest priority developers 

after the devcon in August, but I don't think 'regular' 

developers will see machines before the end of the year." 

Intriguingly, the more Sony reveals about the new format, 

the more developers are getting worked into a lather, as 

another anonymous source disclosed to Edge "The more 1 

know about the format, the more impressed I am. This is a 

very powerful machine. The demos do not do it justice. The PC 

programmers coming over- the 'Texas mafia', etc - will not 

easily be able to cope with it because it looks so different to 

PC architecture. The skills required to program the system are 

reminiscent of the skills needed to program Spectrums and 

early game consoles, with small cache memories, a high 

reliance on DMAs, tight-coded assembler loops, inline coding, 

no libraries, little or no C code, etc - all of the skills England 

has in abundance but the us doesn't fare quite so well with." 

"The early Japanese claims that only five companies in the 

world wi ll be able to develop PS2 games are complete 

NEWS 

As horses approach, the noise of their hooves becomes more audible. Shibusawa-san wants 
"to put more effort into representing the emotional aspects of humans:' More FMV (top right) 

"This is a very ~rful machine. The demos do 
not do it justice. The skills required to program 

the system are reminiscent of skills needed to 
program Spectrums and ear1y game consoles" 

bullshit," another insider related. "Teams will not be three 

times the size of those working on existing Playstation games." 

Sony will make a big splash with its next-generation 

Playstation at the Tokyo Game Show in September, although 

the company is eager not to be perceived as being at all 

bothered by the threat of sega's Dreamcast, which has 

remained buoyant at retail since the Japanese price drop 

in May. Edge was not invited to a recent PlayStation 

conference in Los Angeles for this very reason. 

Albeit slowly, Sony is drawing the new battle lines. 

Edge will speak to more NGPS devcos next month. 

Now, that's a hat. 
Ornamental headgear 
is just one element that 
is about to be refined 
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PAL DREAMCAST ARRIVES AS SEGA RAMS MESSAGE HOME 
Finally, 128bit console makes its UK debut at Edge's offices, whi le global marketing for the machine goes into overdrive 

The letterbox effect so 
hated by Euro gamers 
courtesy of the PAL 
Dreamcast. Thankfully, 
some developers are 
already including the 
optional full -screen, 
full-speed 60Hz mode 

r:I dge has taken delivery of one 

L:I of the first PAL Dreamcasts in 

the UK, along with a selection of software 

samplers, including sega Rally 2, The 

House of the Dead 2, and Sonic 

Adventure. And, as was initially feared, 

the unoptimised code results in a 17 per 

cent speed reduction, plus borders of 

at least 15mm top and bottom on a 

300mm-deep television screen. (As Edge 

exclusively revealed last month, sega is 

urging Dreamcast game developers to 

offer ful l-screen, full -speed 60Hz modes 

as options in software: lnfogrames' UEFA 

Striker offers such a mode, with Acclaim's 

Trick Style thought to follow suit.) 

The console itself remains physically 

unchanged, apart from the words 

'Designed for Microsoft Windows CE' that 

appears on the front of the Japanese 

model having been replaced by 

·compatible with Microsoft's Windows 

CE' on the PAL unit. 

sega has made a slight alteration to 

the joypad design, however: the D-pad 

is raised more than that of the Japanese 

version, resulting in further 'throw·, which 

will go some way towards appeasing the 

critics who'd found the original Dreamcast 

Joypads to be almost unusable for titles 

such as street Fighter zero 3. 

However, it has transpired that when 

the PAL system is ready to go online, 

Sega's new Dream Passport 2 software 

wi ll be more capable than was initially 

intimated. The code was shipped free 

to Japanese owners on Augusts, and 

offers compatibility with Flash- and Java

enhanced websites. It also allows users 

to set up screening procedures to restrict 

access to adult content, although it is not 

yet clear how this is implemented. 

sega nas maae a sllgnt alteramn to tne ~ 
joypad design: the D-pad is raised more than that 

of the Japanese version, resulting in further 'throw', 
which will go some wav towards a a in~ the critics 

Edge's unit did not arrive replete 

with modem, however. sega wi ll not be 

making these units available to the press 

until September. 

Light launch 
Much speculation still surrounds sega's 

initial software launch line-up, although 

an inside source revealed to Edge that 

the game plan involves making three 

ti tles (Sega Rally 2, Virtua Fighter 3tb and 

Toy Commander) available immediately at 

launch, with at least one game following 

every week thereafter (the first batch 

arriving in this order, tentatively: The 

House of the Dead 2, Red Dog, sonic 

Adventure, Snow surfer (aka coo/ 

Boarders: Dreamcast version), sega Bass 

Fishing (aka Get Bass), and soul Calibur). 

sega is clearly not about to shoot its 

bolt upon launch, electing instead to 

supply its hungry audience in dripfeed 

fashion. But support remains 

unprecedented, with at least 30 titles 

available by Christmas. Edge will be 

rounding up all of them next month. 

Lifestyle choice 
Meanwhile, with a matter of weeks until 

the machine's launch in the west, the 

Dreamcast marketing campaigns are 

starting to gain momentum. 

Clockwise from top left: Sego Rally 2, Toy Commander and Virtua Fighter Jtb are guaranteed to appear with the 
Dreamcast when it hits game stores on September 23, although it's believed that Sega is proposing to stagger the 
releases of Sonic Adventure, Sego Bass Fishing, The House of the Dead 2, Snow Surfer, Red Dog and Soul Calibur 

In Europe, the first two ads were 

shown at the UK premiere of 'Star 

wars Episode I: The Phantom Menace·. 

They will stay in cinemas for eight 

weeks before switching to terrestrial 

TV and premium satellite channels, 

◄ 08 £DG£
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The two Dreamcast ads running with 'The Phantom Menace: entitled 'Shave' and 'Buoy; concentrate on drawing parallels between everyday activities and 
the social nature of playing games on Sega's console. The two ads will hit television screens during September and continue running up until Christmas 

running until Christmas. The two 

advertisements. entitled Shave and 

Buoy. are backed respectively by Robbie 

Williams tracks. and focus on the social 

aspects of Dreamcast. 

By contrast, the American marketing 

is more aggressive. Three generic adverts 

have already been rolled out on 

American television, starting with MTV. 

Entitled 'Anxiety·, 'REM' and 

'Claustrophobia", they feature typically 

cyberpunk themes, all ending with the 

phrase, "lt"s Thinking" Sega of America 

has started buying advertising space 

in cinemas as well but this will be for 

specific games. NFL 2000. sonic 

Adventure and Trick Style will be among 

the first titles to receive such exposure. 

Teaser campaign 
Sega·s decision to rent out Dreamcast 

units and games prior to its launch 

through 600 branches of Hollywood 

Video stores has also raised the 

console's profile in the us media, 

creating new demand. This offer started 

in July and was kickstarted by five 

celebrity parties across the country. 

Gamers desperate for an early taste 

of the console. complete with the us 

version of sonic. had to shell out $20 for 

two days rental, as well as a hefty $350 

deposit to ensure the console"s return. 

And, despite Dreamcast costing only 

$200, some gamers felt it was well worth 

losing their deposits in order to own a 

pre-launch model. 

Sega's American marketing for its Website, www.sega.com, focuses on the 
spiral Dreamcast logo, while its tv ads end with the phrase, "It's Thinking" 

on the other hand, import specialist 

National console support had more 

nefarious reasons for blowing $700 on 

two units it is attempting to unravel the 

localisation codes. Although Sega will 

be pleased to hear that the company 

promptly fried the motherboard of one 

of its 'test' consoles .. 

Generally, however, the American 

prelaunch period appears to have 

proved a success. ''We expect to have 

well over 250,000 preorders by launch," 

Sega·s head of marketing Charles 

Bellfield told Edge. By comparison, 

only 100,000 preorders were registered 

In the run up to the 1995 launch of the 

Playstation in the west. 

Preorders in the UK are also 

looking strong. Although no figures are 

officially available, retailers are bullish 

about the console's sales potential. HMV 

has been preselling Dreamcast at £30 

since July, and Virgin recently started its 

own £25 campaign. 

"It's going extremely well," an HMV 

spokesman told Edge. "Early demand 

appears to be greater than our initial 

expectations, and they were very high." 

Sega predicts sales of 250,000 ~ 

UK Dreamcasts by Christmas. 1..S 

Robbie Williams' 'Let 
Me Entertain You' and 
'She's The One' provide 
the tunes for Sega's 
first stab at selling 
Dreamcast in Europe 
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HOT IN THE CITY 
PC conference proves popular showcase for new products 

CUTTINGS 

Ultimate cheat 

The current obsession for 

sell ing Ultima Online 

characters and buildings on 

Internet auction service eBay 

has claimed its first victim. 

A member of the Ultima 

support department. known 

ingame as GM Darwin, was 

found to have been using his 

GameMaster powers to create! 

an enormous stash of online 

riches. which he then sold for 

good green cash. 

A search of his eBay 

account revealed the sale 

of more than 19 million gold 

pieces. in addition to three 

houses, a tower and a pair 

of castles. These were 

exchanged for almost S8,000. 

After being tracked down by 

a suspicious Ultima fan. 

Darwin (real name Kevin 

Roseler) was immediately 

sacked by developer Origin. 

Good new s for Stroud 

Despite all being made 

redundant following Psygnosis' 

massive reorganisation, the 

team at its ex-Stroud offi ce 

has good reason to feel 

satisfied. Having completed 

G-Police 2 (see p78), Acclaim 

has announced it will take 

over the studio, adding it to 

the existing teams based in 

Teesside and London. work at 

Stroud wi ll concentrate on 

games for Sony consoles. 

D ondon·s Stakis Metropole 

Hotel recently played host to 

Microsoft's annual European Meltdown 

conference, a business-l ike event for 

PC developers and hardware 

manufactu rers where they can test 

thei r wares on each others' products. 

Equally, Microsoft uses the event to 

promote its Directx technology. And with 

DirectX now establ ished as the common 

development platform for PC games, 

Meltdown·s function is an educational 

one. Its three days of sessions get 

developers up to speed on everything 

from the role of Windows CE in 

programming for sega·s Dreamcast, to 

implementing hardware bump-mapping. 

And PC developers certainly seem to 

like the event, with attendance up a fifth 

to around 250 this year. Representatives 

from Electronic Arts, Codemasters. 

Bullfrog, lnfogrames and Eidos, among 

others, joined hardware manufacturers 

ranging from Intel and AMO to creative 

Labs. "This was Creative Labs' second 

European Meltdown, and we have 

been very impressed with the level of 

attendance," comments Andrea D'Orta, 

European developer relations manager 

for the company. "It's been good to see 

that developers are rea lising that making 

a great game is not just a matter of 

throwing thousands of polygons at the 

screen, but that there's a working synergy 

between sound and graphics. and that 3D 

GAMES OSCARS A HIT 

Attendance at this year's Meltdown '99 conference was high. Microsoft's 
Windows Came Manager was shown to expectant crowds for the first time 

audio is a must-have feature in the 

next generation of games." 

Whereas the Develop1 

conference (see p60) attracts a large 

number of attendees from the 

console community, Meltdown 

caters for the PC arena, and as such 

provides an important forum for 

developers and manufacturers to 

exchange ideas. Dara Gray, 

thirdparty marketing manager for 

3Dfx adds, "It's really valuable for us 

to have this kind of interaction with 

studio chiefs and creative directors. 

European development is critical 

to 3D game development, so it's 

important that we meet and discuss 

any relevant issues. The social 

side is also really good fun." 

long in a session entitled 'Tools and 

Util ities for Maximising Performance'. 

Sti ll. a couple of Meltdown seminars 

would whet most PC-heads' appetites. 

DirectMusic is impressive, while 

Simis' first European demonstration 

of hardware geometry processing 

(using technology from 3D Labs) would 

have excited anyone wondering where 

3D acceleration is headed. Perhaps 

of greatest appeal, though, is Windows 

Game Manager, which received its 

first public showing at Meltdown. 

This initia tive promises to make 

playing a game on a PC as easy as 

popping a disc in a PlayStation. Edge 

awaits more details with interest. 

UK developers queue up to enter the annual BAFTA Interactive Awards 

r:,i roving they like to win gold trophies and party as much as any other 

Ill entertainment industry, game developers have been feverishly preparing 

their entries for the second BAFTA Interactive awards. "Interest has been much 

higher after the success of last year's event," BAFTA coordinator Helen Young told 

Edge. The deadline for entries closed on August 6, with Zelda being the obvious 

frontrunner for glory. Rare's GotdenEye gained Best Game Award in 1998. 

"These awards will quickly become as much part of the landscape as the TV 

awards," commented BAFTA vice president Lord Puttnam . The nominations for the 

16 awards will be announced on September 20 with the actual ceremony 

taking place a month later. Further details can be found at www.bafta.org. Last year saw the successful inauguration of the BAFTA Interactive awards, 
attended by celebs like Lord Puttnam, Stephen Fry and SCEE's Chris Deering 







PRESCREEN 
EDGE PREMIERES INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT'S FRESHEST FACES 

Beautiful gaming? 
Exploring exploitative manoeuvres on the digital football field 

lTiT] ith shop shelves groaning under the weight 
l!.l!.I of footy sims, what chance has a publisher 
of grabbing Mr casua l Gamer's attention with its 
latest soccer extravaganza? Every titl e promises 
the same old su ite of features, offering every team 
under the sun, rea listic ball and net physics, 
advanced motion capture, accurate stadium 
recreation, dynamic environmental effects, 
sampled crowd noise, realtime shadowing during 
night matches, state-of-the-art-Al - everything 
but the kitchen sink. once you have a game that 
convincingly offers all of this, why would you 
want to spend more money on purchasing 
updates that are effectively the same product? 

Inevitably, as with all consumer items that 
reach such a great level of market saturation, it's 
become a licensing match. And EA is comfortably 
in the lead, with minutes to go. Its massive 
publishing power is only equalled by an immense 
internal marketing machine, ensuring that when 
a 'new' EA football game is out, even a hermit in 
the deepest of Andalucia's caves gets to hear 
about it. Certainly, flexing the FIFA licence to the 
boundaries of its resistance has provided the us 
company with numerous European number one 
hits for the last seven years. But the final whistle 

hasn't blown yet and with licences of their own, 
Eidos and lnfogrames are intent on making a 
comeback - though realistically speaking, they 
have only injury time left in which to repair the 
scoreline. EA wil l continue to release three near
identical footy titles every 12 months (five during 
World Cup years, if rumours are correct), and 
credulous game shop frequenters will happily 
hand over their switch cards at the counter. 

What is astounding is the absurd short-termist 
attitude displayed by the majority of the game 
publishers at work here. By inundating the 
market you may get healthy sales at the outset 
(at least if you're armed with the right review 
scores and ad budgets). but eventually the 
bubble should burst. Even Average Joe Punter 
has his limits, and yet publishers are about to 
ta rget him with more football titles than ever. 

Increasing the interval between football ing 
releases not only cuts down on development 
costs (obviously, as less versions are produced). 
but by the time the new sequel is ready, the target 
audience will be genuinely eager for a follow-up. 
The result? Massive sales in one outing rather 
than running the risk of exhausting the audience 
with too frequent updates. Hey, it's an idea. 

Is there really room for relentless release schedules in an already saturated genre? New footy titles 
include (from left to right) Premier League Stars (EA), Striker 2 (lnfogrames) and This is Football (Sony) 

Strider Hiryu 2 Colin MCRae Rally 2 

(Coin-op) Capcom (PS/ PC) Codemasters 

Capcom wasn't shouting Codemasters plans to 
this title from the rooftops improve every aspect of 
at E3, instead leaving it the sublime original. While 
sitting in a quiet corner. It perhaps not the most 
won't be 3D enough for realistic, this could easily 
many, but it's still a hoot. prove the most playable. 

·, ' 

' 
' .~ . 
~ 'ii-.J/:,: 

Quake 111: Arena 

(PC) id software 

Its release may be slipping 
backwards, but the drip of 
new levels and weapons 
convinces Edge that its 
position as the instant 
multiplayer rush is safe. 

Trick Style 

(DC) Acclaim 

Floating over a racetrack 
is never quite as satisfying 
as roaring across one 
on four wheels, but 
Criterion's hoverboard sim 
could prove the exception. 
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PRESCREEN ALPHAS 
PSYGNOSIS' BRAND LEADER FLIES IN THE FACE OF PREVIOUS INSTALMENTS, WHILE NINTENDO BITES BACK 

WIPEOUT 3 FORMAT: PLAYSTATION DEVELOPER: PSYGNOSIS 

All of the major elements from Psygnosis' third instalment in the massively popular Wipeout series 

have improved since Edge first showcased the title in E72. The handling has been tightened, the 

graphics tweaked, all of the modes implemented, and the menu screens have now been completed 

and look wonderfully minimalist - very Designers Republic. The resulting package is a stark contrast 

to its predecessor's cartoon-like appearance. It's also a rather appropriate swansong for the series 

before the inevitable next-generation PlayStation interpretation emerges. Expect a review next issue. 



DONKEY KONG 64 

PRE SCREEN 

FORMAT: NINTENDO 64 DEVELOPER: RARE 

Six new shots of Rare's forthcoming 64bit realisation of Nintendo's popular Donkey Kong franchise. unlike Jet Force 

Gemini, though, this RAM Pak-only 32Mb cart offering continues on schedule to hit its November 22 us release date 

(expect a UK release around the same time) and at present there are no signs of possible delays. If Ken Lobb's 

exclusive closed-doors presentation at E3 is anything to go by, expect to be playing this through into the new year. 

I 

RESIDENT EVIL: NEMESIS FORMAT: PLAYSTATION DEVELOPER: CAPCOM 

The release of Dino Crisis seems sure to heighten expectations for the next episode of the real thing. And thanks to its reliance on prerendered 

backgrounds instead of the 3D locations inhabited by the dinos, Nemesis is looking more gorgeous than ever. Limited to a single disc, the gameplay 

promises to be more immersive, too, with puzzles proving less contrived, and the Nemesis boss more terrifying than anything previously seen. 

£DG£
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PRE SCREEN 

MUSIC 2CXXJ 

The follow-up to Codemasters' 

successful PlayStation music maker, 

Music 2000 now features a friendlier 

and more intuitive control interface. 

The number of samples has been 

doubled while the musical categories 

have also been extended. A 

particularly interesti ng feature is the 

music-jam option. Here, up to four 

players can assign different audio 

samples to their joypad's buttons 

and then Join in a group jamming 

session. You will find it hard to 

believe how addictive it can prove. 

Hours simply fly by. (Honest.) 

SHAO LIN 

◄ 16 £DG£
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TOMB RAIDER: THE LAST REVELATION 
November hosts the arrival of the now yearly Lara croft update. If you're 

still reading, this fourth instalment is entirely Egypt-based and new 

programming tricks ensure seamless transition between game and 

cut-scenes, so no more loading screens. New moves, new puzzles, new 

inventory system, better lighting, yadda, yadda (main three shots are PC). 

FORMAT: PS/ PC DEVELOPER: CORE 

FORMAT: PLAYSTATION DEVELOPER: POLYGON MAGIC 

The most immediate aspect of this November release likely to attract gamers is the frantic simultaneous eightplayer 

option (the PlayStation doesn't manage eight high-poly-count models on screen at once, opting for angular wooden 

training dummies instead - see bottom right). In addition to the two- and fourplayer alternatives ('real' characters this 

time), the RPG-inspired quest mode has you fighting enemies for experience points in one of six martial art styles. 



DEATH CRIMSON 2 

GRAND THEFT AUTO 2 

Development of arguably DMA's strongest brand continues apace, these 

new shots revealing more of the dark, sinister locales that will play host 

to destruction aplenty. weapons new to this sequel include the molotov 

cocktail (relatively wide area of damage but weak range), the silenced 

pistol (for those quieter moments). and the police's favourite, the tazer. 

PRE SCREEN 

FORMAT: DREAMCAST DEVELOPER: ECOLE 

With House of the Dead 2 currently the only game carrying the flag for 

sega's Dreamcast lightgun peripheral, the appearance of Death Crimson 

will surely be good news for shooter fans. The original Saturn title has a 

science-fiction theme, but developer Ecole has opted for horror imagery 

this time around. surprisingly, a fourplayer mode is planned for the title. 

FORMAT: PC DEVELOPER: DMA DESIGN 



PRE SCREEN 

KIRBY64 

Kirby's Air Ride was supposed to be 

one of the launch titles for the N64, 

but, like other games such as Buggy 

Boogie, it disappeared into the 

development ether, never to see the 

light of day. HAL Laboratories, the 

codeshop responsible, has now 

opted to lash together a 64bit update 

of its 8- and 16bit Kirby platformers 

The result, inevitably, wi ll be a title 

high on cuteness but low on 

challenge. Is this really what N64 

owners bought their machines for? 

◄ 18 £DG£' 

BANGAIO 
Offbeat concepts are most definitely Japanese softco Treasure's bag, and 

its latest project, a shoot 'em up for the N64, is an action game with a 

twist: it features super-twee graphics. The size of the sprites being 

thrown around the screen simply means that there can be more of 

them, resulting in scene after scene of pyrotechnical extravagance. 

SOUL FIGHTER 

French codeshop Toka has shown a predilection for scrolling beat 'em 

ups ever since it unleashed titles such as Iron commando and Legend 

on to the SNES, and its full-blown 3D extrapolation of those themes is 

being swiftly realised in soul Fighter. It's a necessarily straightforward 

game, but its firstperson mode, used for ranged weapons, is a neat twist. 

FORMAT: NINTENDO 64 DEVELOPER: TREASURE 

~ 

FORMAT: DREAMCAST/ PC DEVELOPER: TOKA 



ROADSTERS 
Shown on the N64 at E3 (the main three shots here are PS; the DC 

version is not shown), Roadsters stood out as a promising racing game 

despite some steering sensitivity problems. The finished version will have 

30 real convertible sports models (including the Lotus El ise and Ferrari 

FS0), ten tracks, and four modes of play. A winter release is expected. 

THE NOMAD SOUL 

FORMAT: NINTENDO 64/ PLAYSTATION/ DC DEVELOPER: TITUS 

PRE SCREEN 

HYPERBIKE 

Developed by the same team behind 

Top Gear Rally 2, Kemco·s entry into 

the rapidly expanding world of N64 

motorbiking focuses on realistic 

physics and extensive motion 

capture for the riders. Dirt bikes, 

street bikes and secret bikes are 

available to race over six tracks, and 

a reasonable sense of speed is 

maintained throughout. Things look a 
little bland graphically, although a 

visual boost is promised via RAM Pak 

compatibility, giving more detail. 

FORMAT: PC DEVELOPER : QUANTIC DREAM 

So, you probably already know it w2s David Bowie, then - the artist contracted to contribute to The Nomad soul 

(formerly known as Omikron: The Nomad Soun soundtrack that Edge wasn't allowed to reveal in E71. It doesn't alter 

the game in any way (al though Bowie does play two characters in Quantic Dream's ambitious adventure, one of them 

alongside real-life wi fe Iman), but you can tell by these latest screenshots how much the project has developed since. 
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PRE SCREEN 

Fl '99 

◄ 20 £DG£
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FORMAT: PLAYSTATION DEVELOPER: STUDIO 33 

F1 games may be imitating football titles (see Prescreen Intro, p13), but at least a lot more room for improvement 

remains within the digital Formula one season. Enter F1 '99. Developed by the Newman Haas Racing boys, this is 

looking promising, having already surpassed the dreadful F1 '98 from Visual Sciences' (now working on EA's F1 games). 

Draw distance is impressive and the comprehensive package includes, for the first time, the presence of a safety car. 

SUZUKI ALSTARE RACING 
These are the first shots or the DC version of UbiSoft's former PC motorbike 

test, Redline Racer. The deal with the Suzuki Alstare team (Superbike and 

Supersport contenders) results in a new name, new track design, an extra 

urban environment, new samples, plus enhanced visuals and lighting effects. 

FORMAT: DREAMCAST DEVELOPER: CRITERION STUDIOS 





PRE SCREEN 

JET FORCE GEMINI 
After a final, but not unexpected, development delay to alter main character 

· design, Edge spends a few precious hours playing Rare's next N64 title 

The realtime lighting and dynamic reflection routines in JFG translate poorly 
in screenshot form, but it's certainly one of the best- looking N64 games yet 

You're really supposed 
to rescue the Tribes 
from their enslaved 
existence. But blasting 
them is so much fun ... 

Format: Nintendo 64 

Publisher: Nintendo 

Developer: Rare 

Release: September 

Origin : UK 
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D n typical Rare 'it' ll be ready when it's 
ready' fashion, when you get a call inviting 

you to the Nintendo-biased develop~r's new 
headquarters to have a look at one of its 
products for preview, you know the development 
stage is nearing its end. Having been privy to 

such a summons, Edge is more than happy to 
hot-foot it to sleepy Twycross, th rough Rare·s 
inconspicuous entrance gate and past several 
manually controlled camera stations along the 
lengthy driveway, before arriving at an expanse 
ofTarmac populated by Ferraris, Porsches, 
Lotuses and other generally swift veh icles, where 
Edge counts at least a further eight cameras on 
constant alert. It's good to see some things 
remain reassuringly constant at Rareware. 

Resisting the reaction to wait until all security 
optical devices face outwards so as not to step 
into their field of detection (an unfortunate side 
effect from replaying Metal Gear Solid this 
month), Edge walks purposefully through the 
main entrance and asks to see Jet Force Gemini. 
While the sense of urgency impresses no one, 
politely signing in and waiting to be escorted to 

the demo room seems a reasonable alternative. 

A deathmatch mode for those with enough friends proves surprisingly 
intuitive given the thirdperson view (note the new character design) 

Had you believed the release date put 
forward at the E3 convention back in May, you 
would most likely be playing this by now. But 
not wanting to shock the gameplaying public 
by hitting its proposed commercial outing, JFG 
has slipped. Only by a month, though - just 
enough time to rework the main characters, 
as those with the more acute visual memory 
among you have probably al ready noticed. 

Alien bug-slaying duo Juno and Vela (the 
changes to Lupus the dog are not as immediately 
apparent) have gone through an elongating 



Despite its cuteness, expect insectoid intestines to decorate the levels' 
walls with alarming frequency. Pro-Logic sonics enhance the effect 

PRE SCREEN 

No game these days is complete without an underwater section for main 
characters to swim in, something that hasn't been left out of JFG's design 

exterminator hats and stop him in his tracks. 
Naturally, each of the three characters are 
controllable, and while their individual skills take 
them on different routes, their inevitable 
rendezvous with Mizar sees them reunite. 

Before then, approximately 420 locations 
must be cleared of any alien scum, countless 
puzzles solved and perilous routes negotiated. 

Alien bug-slaying duo Juno and Vela have gone through 

Nightclubs and chill-out 
rooms (right) are all part 
of the varied JFCi package 

an elongating process, resulting in a more adolescent look 

process, resulting in a more adolescent look 
which contrasts heavily with the ·super 
deformed', manga-esque influence previously 
evident. It's a wise move, but while Rare may tell 
you that it was an internal decision, Edge 

wouldn't be surprised if. after seeing the game at 
E3, Nintendo felt a certain anxiety at seeing 
childlike characters blasting insectoid parts all 
over the scenery (particularly in lieu of the 
'videogames killed my son' tabloid hysteria). 

The story remains the same, however. Evil 
space bug tyrant Mizar passes the time by 
invading alien worlds. When his insectoid minions 
reach the Tribal planet, it's up to the residing 
crime-preventing JFG trio to don their galactic 

As you progress, you encounter new weapons 
until your chosen character disposes of an 
impressive arsenal: mini-guns, flame throwers, 
plasma shotguns, cluster bombs, sniper rifles, 
grenades and shuriken are but a few. 

Another aspect to be completed are the 
many cut-scenes Rare has implemented to carry 
the story along. something of a trend since Zelda 

(Perfect Dark also has its fair share of cinematics 
using the ingame engine), the stylish camera 
work highlights key plot moments with aplomb. 

More importantly, Rare·s trademark multiplayer 
options are particularly evident here. One to four 
friends can engage in 3D hover racing as well as 
super Sprint-type antics, deathmatching, and 
Lethal Enforcers-like target practice, for example. 
The first two are also available in the oneplayer 
game, forming part of Jet Force's many 
references to past videogames - Edge won't 
spoil the surprise by revealing them all. 

It's easy to categorise JFG as an old-school 
shooter, but there are plenty of novel touches 
and some intriguing approaches to familiar 
situations that make it worthy of attention. Edge, 

for one, is looking forward to reviewing the ~ 
finished product in the very near future. L.'::::i 

(From top) Hover and 
Super Sprint-ish racing, 
and target shooting are 
some of the multiplayer 
games available to you 
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PRE SCREEN 

VAGRANT STORY 
Mixing a familiar RPG setting with action-adventure gameplay, this murderous 

The character design is 
exquisite, combining 
well with the detailed, 
atmospheric backdrops 
and gothic locales 

Format: Playstation 

Publisher: Squaresoft 

Developer: In-house 

Release: Autumn (Japan) 

Origin: Japan 
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title represents an interesting new slant on familiar SquareSoft themes 

D n the mythical kingdom ofvalendia, a 
powerful Duke is murdered by the very 

knight assigned to protect him. And so begins 
Vagrant Story, a part RPG, part free-roaming 
thirdperson arcade adventure. Interestingly, the 
player takes on the role of the assassin -Ashley 
Riot - in what will no doubt become a quest to 
clear his name. Along the way he must do battle 
with a religious cult named Mullenkamp and its 
apocalypse-obsessed leader Sydney, whose malign 
influence threatens the stabil ity of the realm. 

Although the plot is hopelessly derivative, 
vagrant Story is a mouth-watering proposition 
The fully 3D scenery and characters are 
masterfully drawn, with texture detail surely 
pushing the Playstation to its limits, and there 
are some interesting gameplay twists to boot. 
Most notable. is the ·weapon build' system: 
players can create custom swords, axes and 
maces by combin ing three weapon parts - a 
blade, grip and powerstone. These arms can also 
'learn· from the creatures you slay, so that if you 
ki ll a fire monster the sword will, in future, cause 

greater damage to other fire monsters. It's also 

Vagrant Story has a much darker and more mature look than SquareSoft's 
other current projects (see opposite). It's more Castlevania than Chrano Cross 

possible to wound enemies, slowing them down 
with a leg shot, or reducing their sword skills wi th 
a slash to the arm - a touch of realism often 
missing from RPG-related games. 

SquareSoft also promises an intuitive control 
system and smooth animation, as well as gothic 
backgrounds and cool characters. Plus, gameplay 
influences are coming in from everywhere: the 
monsters have fatal flaws which need to be 

discovered quickly - a throwback to the 2D shoot 
'em up age - while the many traps and emphasis 
on stea lth and strategy call to mind the more 
modern MGS. If these elements do come 
together, this could be a great title from a 
company currently in creative overdrive. 

The enemies all have key flaws which 
must be exploited carefully in battle 

The scenery is stunning 
- which could explain 
rumours that the game 
can be completed in 
only eight to ten hours 



PRE SCREEN 

CH RONO CROSS 
After Final Fantasy VII and VIII, and the announcement of Legend of Mana, 

SquareSoft continues its RPG exhumation with a sequel to time-travelling epic, Chrono Trigger 

The incredibly rich colour palette used by the new Chrono team imbues 
each scene with fantastic depth and the vitality of an anime cartoon 

As usual, the game 
presents a variety of 
interesting and diverse 
baddies including 
dinosaur beasts (top) 
and giant insects in 
the bath (above) 

Format: Playstat ion 

Publisher: Squaresoft 

Developer: In -house 

Release: Winter (Japan ) 

Origin: Japan 

r.11 !though Final Fantasy tends to get all the 
l&ll press these days, 1995's Chrono Trigger 

probably did just as much to glamorise the RPG 
genre in the west as its illustrious stablemate. 
With a complex plot spanning thousands of 
years, excel lent music and a cast of likeable 
characters, the game drew a huge audience, 
selling 2.5 mi llion units on release in Japan. 

Four years later, square has revived the 
franchise with a new set of characters and a new 
development team. Although a few staff remain 
from the original line-up, legendary character and 
background designer Toriyama Akira has moved 
on to other projects, as has Sakaguchi Hironobu. 
The replacement team does have plenty of 
experience, however, coming in from games 
such as Final Fantasy I, 11 and 111. Chrono, then, is 
still an A-list title as far as Square is concerned. 

As for the ingame cast, even Chrono himself 
has departed, replaced by a cutesy youth named 
serge and his female sidekick, Kid - a gutsy knife 
-wielding heroine. on the dark side is Yamaneko 
an evil cat/human hybrid whose underhand 
deeds and magical abi lities make him a wyl ie foe 
for the two young protagonists. Although storyline 
details are few at present, the main th rust of the 
action takes place in Guardia - the Tolkien-esque 
empire featured in the original title. This time, 
though, instead of travelling backwards and 
forwards in time, the plot involves a parallel 
dimension into wh ich Serge is unwittingly thrust. 
As in Soul Reaver, th is other world mirrors the 
real Guardia, and anything that occurs in one 
dimension has direct consequences in the other. 

For combat, Square has abandoned the old 
turn-based engine. Instead, a highly strategic 
setup allows players to give commands to their 
characters, and provides a thorough range of 
physical, as well as elemental (ie, magical), attacks. 

What really marks the garne out, though, is 
its beautifully atmospheric visuals. With a camera 
that gets much closer to the characters than most 
RPG fare, and some amazing light and shadow 
work, Chrono Cross fully captures the colourful 
vitality of an anime film. With CGI cut-scenes 
developed by the FFVII and FFV/11 team, this 
could be a visua l masterpiece as well as a ~ 
welcome return to gaming pleasures of old. L.=:J 

The artists have made 
excellent use of light 
and shadow to create a 
variety of atmospheric 
settings. The inviting 
tavern (centre) is 
especially effective 

The game uses a modified version of the original Chrono Trigger battle 
system, allowing precise realtime control over each playable character 
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PRE SC REE N 

PRINCE NASEEM BOXING 
In its quest for perfection, Codemasters put back the release date six months 

The main reason for 
the development 
extension was the 
developer's wish to 
improve gameplay. 
Now the boxers can 
'duck'n'dive' their way 
around the whole ring 

Format: Pl aystat ion/ PC 

Publi sher: c odemast ers 

Developer: In-house 

Release: September 

Origin: UK 
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then e mbarked on a fundamental rebuild of what it hopes will be its prize fighter 

As well as the Qneplayer game (including the 
career mode), multiplayer fun is promised 

D f proof were needed of Richard Darling·s 
comments regarding Codemasters· policy 

of not releasing games until it feels they are 
ready (see Audience With Richard Darling, p118), 
then Prince Naseem Boxing is certainly it. Initially 
scheduled for a spring release, the gamE\ is now 
not scheduled to appear until September. Not 
that Edge saw anything critically wrong with it 
when it got to try it out during May's E3 
exhibition in LA Quite the opposite in fact -
things were looking promisingly playable. 

But Codemasters thought different. so much 
so that the team behind it has gone back and 
reworked some fundamental areas. Edge had a 
chance to witness the latest transformation while 
on a recent visit to Codemasters· Warwickshire 
headquarters, and is more than happy to reveal 
the latest modifications. When the game last 
showed its face, the action had been entirely 
animation based. Not so now. 

Expect the presentation throughout to 
reflect Codemasters' usual high standards 

Jn order to enhance playability, many aspects of the game remain 
reassuringly arcade-like, although a certain authenticity is included 

Opting instead for a physics-influenced 
environ, everything has a force value assigned 
to it. The change is immediately noticeable. Any 
tweaking of variables, such as weight or power, 
will ~ave a knock-on effect on the gameplay. 

1he default camera now displays the fighting 
from a more playable vertical perspective. More 
importantly, the development team was unhappy 
with the lack of 'ducking and diving' around the 
ring in the previous versions, admitting that there 
was a tendency for the fighting duo to stand 
firmly rooted to a spot, punching the polygonal 
excrement out of each other. Again, this has 
been altered so that now the whole of the 
canvas-lined area is used as two players 
attempt to land a well-timed digital punch. 

The game's original modes of play 
(tournament for up to eight players, versus, and 
oneplayer career options) have so far survived, 
and a total of 90 fighters with an impressive 
moves repertoi re still looks set to make the 

~ final version, wh ich Edge is certainly 
looking forward to getting its hands on. 

The game used to be 
centred around an 
elaborate animation 
system for its play 
mechanics, but a 
complete rework sees 
a physics-based engine 
take centre stage 



PRE SCREEN 

URBAN CHAOS 
The opening game from ex-Bullfrog outfit Mucky Foot combines a 

liberal splattering of genres in one futuristic, apocalyptic adventure 

The streets of Urban Chaos are busy with pedestrians and city traffic -
where you will, of course, be penalised for beating innocent people up 

Form at : PC 

Publisher: Eidos 

Developer: Mucky Foot 

Release: September 

Origin : UK 

m ostradamus has been getting a lot of 
W publicity lately. A few weeks ago, flocks of 
his most ardent believers were preparing for the 
end of the world - an event he had reported ly , 
scheduled for sometime in July. They must have 

been so disappointed when the four horsemen _ ' 
failed to show - or will the August eclipse spell 
disaster? Either way, Mucky Foot has released an 
early demo of its forthcoming arcade adventure 
set at the turn of the century, and based around 
the old trickster's prophecies of Armageddon. 

The twoplayer cooperative mode could 
prove an interesting option, as it makes 
use of both of the game's lead characters 

The camera is incredibly flexible, capable of hovering above the player to 
look over a ledge, or loitering behind when a street-level view is required 

You play one of two cops - Darci or Roper -
trying to keep order in a dark metropolis gripped 
by pre-millennial tension. It's a thirdperson affair, 
combining the eclectic character abilities of Ms 
croft 0umping, climbing, etc), with the fisticuffs 
of Fighting Force and the weaponry arsenal of a 
good firstperson shooter. The player has free run 
of the city, which is filled with veh icles and 
pedestrians, all going about their own business 
as police helicopters swoop above and rubbish 
blows about the dirty streets. It's a very 

atmospheric, well realised environment that 
should serve the shadowy storyline well. 

As for gameplay, the action is mission-based. 
One minute you'll be storming a crackhouse 
near the beach, the next you'll be breaking up 
a gangland meeting in a baseball arena or trying 
to talk a suicidal man down from the roof of a 
skyscraper. There are various NPCs to interact 
with along the way, and you can get into different 
vehicles, which accentuates the feeling of being 
immersed in the life of a 'real' city. 

At the moment the controls seem a little 
fiddly (left and right keys rotate the onscreen 
character, a familiar tactic that can make intricate 
movements difficult), and the fighting is a li ttle 
basic. However, with a good range of missions, 
decent weapons, and a variety of city areas 
created with the attention to detail that Edge 

has witnessed so far, Urban Chaos could prove 
to be an atmospheric and eminently 
playable game, if not entirely original. 

Nearly all of the many 
objects in Urban Chaos 
offer some form of 
interactivity. NPCs are 
no different, of course 
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PRE SCREEN 

DEW PRISM 
Action RPG or women's body fragrance? This delicately titled game could 

Mint and Lou are both 
searching for the Dew 
Prism. Lou wants it 
to bring back his 
dead sister, while the 
princess wants it for 
more dastardly ends ... 

Format: PS/ DC 

Publi sher: SquareSof t 

Developer: In-house 

Rel ease: Oct ober (J apan) 

Origin: Japan 
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be either. Predictably, Square has decided to develop it as the former 

Dew Prism boasts a large cast of 
NPCs, who will interact differently 
depending on which of the two 
characters you've chosen to play as 

D he market will be awash with new RPGs 
by the end of the year - largely thanks to 

the recent efforts of Square. While Vagrant Story 
(see p24), Chrono Cross (see p25) and now Dew 
Prism are all in development, two of them - Dew 
Prism and Chrono Cross - even share the same 
producer, the possibly over-worked Tanaka 
Hiromishi of Final Fantasy fame. 

Dew Prism is a different kettle of goblins 
altogether. though. Where Chrono Cross has 
an almost naturalistic look, Dew Prism is pure 
super-deformed cuteness - aping both the 
mini-characters and the simple, realtime 3D 
platformer controls of Zelda. Comparisons 
have also been made with Square 's earlier 
action RPG, Brave Fencer Musashiden (8/10, see 
E63), mostly due to the similar character design 
and the game style. Whatever the case, Dew 
Prism gives you a choice of two characters, both 
searching for the eponymous magical artefact. 

As in Zelda, the super-deformed look makes all the characters resemble wide
eyed children. The game's so cutesy, even the sabretooth tigers look huggable 

Lou is a young orphan who needs it to reanimate 
his dead sister brutally murdered three years 
before, while Mint is a spoiled princess who 
wants to use the Prism's magical properties to 
defeat her sister and take her place on the 
throne. The setting, of course, is a standard RPG 
realm of sword and sorcery, where monsters run 
free and the local inhabitants are generally 
lifeless unti l you go up and talk to them. 

Naturally, the game differs depending on 
which character you choose. Lou's quest is a 
bit of a tear-jerker, while Mint's is more comic -
plus, although they meet the same characters 
during the course of their adventures, they wi ll 
act differently depending on which protagonist 
you've chosen to play as. And if you choose to 
play Mint, you'l l bump into Lou along the way -
and vice versa - giving the Dew Prism universe 
a neat uniformity. 

While perhaps not quite as visually arresting 
as Chrono cross, Dew Prism does have a 
charming style, and the contrasting experiences 
and abilities of the characters (Lou can turn 
himself into different monsters, while Mint 
can use spells, for example) should give the 
game considerable replay potential. Also, the 
simple interface, which doesn't even appear 
to change during fights (there are no special 
battle screens or modes) should ensure the 
game's appeal extends beyond the usual 
circle of RPG obsessives 

The game's plot differs 
depending on which of 
the two characters has 
been selected. Expect 
to run into the other at 
certain points, though 



PRE SCREEN 

SPEED DEVILS 
UbiSoft's well timed and thoughtfully tweaked pseudo-sequel to Speed Busters 

is perfectly positioned to catch the Dreamcast wave when it beg ins to roll 

New features include some additional track elements such as this striking 
twister-infested Louisiana circuit, which has you battling to stay ahead of 
the pack while avoiding the perilous phenomena nature throws your way 

Format: Dreamcast 

Publisher: UbiSoft 

Developer: In -hou se 

Release: September (US/ UK) 

Origin: Canada 

A ome of you may remember UbiSoft's PC 
11:.11 racing specimen Speed Busters. Released 
last November, the game proved an enjoyable 
venture into the realm of the fantastical - its 
tracks, though inspired by real locations, 
contained many arcade elements. For example, 
you'd negotiate a corner only to face falling 

rocks, or you'd have to outrun a mechanical 
T-Rex - a risk you take when racing around a 
Hollywood film studio lot. Yet, while Speed 
Busters' approach to a genre increasingly 
preoccupied with real ism proved refreshing, 
it suffered from severa l limitations. 

Enter Speed Devils. While a relatively simple 
Dreamcast port could have been an option, and 
one immediately attractive to a less scrupulous 
developer, to its credit UbiSoft opted to polish 
the jewels and correct the faults of the 'Busters 
original. The result, as the slight name alteration 
suggests, is a tweaked pseudo-sequel. 

Other than the ten varied (and fully 
damageable) vehicles, the 13 tracks - inspired 
by seven different environments - improved 
visuals and other simi lar revisions, two major 
alterations are immediately noticeable. The first, 
is the introduction of finance into the equation. In 
championship mode, several income-generating 

opportunities exist (which in turn allow you to 

purchase better cars or upgrade current models). 
You can also place bets before the actual race, 
and, while you're driving, factors such as top 
speed, fastest lap, and the finishing position 
also carry fi nancial rewards and incentives. 

The second Dreamcast-only addition is the 
multiplayer option. Not, as its tit le may suggest, 

a 16-player onl ine option (sadly, Speed Devils 
doesn't exploit the machine's modem capability), 
but rather a series of twoplayer games. The 
traditional head-to-head game is there, but with 
it are fou r other modes. In a move partially 
inspired by Micro Machines, several battle-type 
racing games exist. one requires a player to 
defend his lead while the second-placed racer 
frantically attempts to steal it. Another has you 
attempting to secure all of the money-making 
factors (fastest speed, lap, position, etc) present 
in the oneplayer championship before your 
adversary manages the same feat. Long after 
the main game has been vanquished, the 

multiplayer options promise more play value. 
In its current form, speed Devils could 

emerge as an intriguing and playable proposition 
come Dreamcast's launch. It's al l set to find 
itself in the enviable position of being the first 
of its kind on sega's 128bit machine, which ~ 
should fu rther its potential. ~ 

There is a pleasingly 
solid feel to the game. 
It's a good start for 
UbiSoft's European 
Dreamcast attack 
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Following Rainbow 6, the game that detonated the whole tactical combat explosion, Red Storm's 
latest special forces game takes the realism and adrenaline rush of hostage rescue to new levels 

Environmental effects such as snow and rain have been added. As 
in MGS, guards wHI be alerted if they see footprints in the snow 

34 ~ 

The first mission of Rogue Spear is to retake the Metropolitan Museum of Art which 
has been occupied by terrorists objecting to an exhibition of Egyptian antiques 

wo life-sized targets are pinned 
to the doors of the Rogue 
spear office. swarthy-looking 

terrorists clutching chunky assault rifles. 
they are souvenirs of the team's visit to 
an army weapons range. 

One has been shot to pieces, with 
the bullet holes spread as much outside 
the target area as inside. The damage is 
so wayward you wouldn't be surprised 
to learn that it had been inflicted with a 
blunderbuss - inaccurate doesn't do it 
justice. The other target demonstrates 

the neat patterns of a trained 
professional, however. Closely bunched 
clusters dot the target's vital areas. 

Placed in a hostage situation. it's 
obvious which marksman you 'd prefer 
to be rescued by. It's also a daily 
reminder of the Rogue Spear philosophy: 
modelling the accuracy, plannlng, and 
ice-cool thinking required 1'n special 
force situations, and converting it into 
the form of a computer game. 

Behind those targets, and 
surrounded by copies of ·small Arms of 



Even during an assault, the player can access information such as the location of 
squads or weapon load-out. The aircraft hijack (right) is sure to be a highlight 

the world' and the occasional replica 
gun, programmers compile tables listing 
tl1e rate of fire of the Steyr assault nfle 
and the 'run accuracy· of the 357 Desert 

Eagle pistol want to knQY-1 the recoil 
effects of offloading all seven shells 
from the fully automatic SPAS 12 

shotgun in Just over a minute? It'll be In 
a database somewhere here Because if 
there rs one thing Red Storm Is 1ustly 
proud of. it's the realism that underpins 
the Ram/JOw 6 experience. 

so real It hurts 
The game's legend, 'As Real As It Gets·, 
isn't JUSI marketlllg hype Although they 
don't like to talk about it, t's clear the 
team have close ties with military 
agencies This level of contact has 
almost been written mto Red Storm's 
ONA thanks to founder Tom Clancy His 
books display a startling level of veracity 
for someone wl10 clauns never to have 
actually read a classified document. But. 
in the case of Rainbow 6. the links go 
both ways The special forces of re 
than one country have communicated 
that they use the game as a part of their 
traimng programmes. 

But If the black ops were impressed 
by RambOw 6. Rogu Spear takes the 
realism one step further. one of the key 
enhancements that producer Carl 

Schnurr Is most excited about Is the 
elaborate ballistics model that underpins 
the game's combat This calculates each 
bullet's loss of kinetic energy as it exits 

a gun barrel. subsequently working out 
what damage it tan do when 11 hits a 
target. And, as the guns and ammunition 
have different mechanical properties. 
the combination of load-out kit brings a 
new level of tactical thinking to the fore 

For example, full metal jacket or 
jacketed hollow-point ammumtion 
can be chosen Combined with the 
nglll weapon. a full metal jacket round 
will penetrate body armour, wi1ereas 
the hollow point won't But, bec;auseof 
its softer composition, it I1as more 
stopping power asainst unarmoured 
targets. Schnurr explains the various 
tactical implications. "If you have a 
Colt AR 15 tan M16 clone! it may be 
armour penetrating at close rang • but 
at long range It may t be. so now 
there's a reason to take a submarine 
gun instead of an assault rifle, because 
you have to be careful not to shoot 
through a terrorist and kill a team 
member or hostage." 

Another repercussion of tile over
penetration of rounds is that players will 
be able to shoot through doors. or snipe 
two terrorists with one bullet. In fact. 
the only physical effect the game 
doesn't model is the downward pull of 
gravity on bullets. According to Scl1nurr, 
a PhD in physics himself, with line-of
sight calculatmns needed for up to 38 

characters on a level. all of which could 
potentially end up in the same room, 
there Just Is11·1 enough CPU memory 
available. And. as most ol the fighting is 

J 

close-combat. it doesn't make much 
difference anyway. 

That stated, however. one of the 
most requested features for Rogue 
Spear was a defined sniper role. so 
two marksmen have been added to 
the Rainbow team, and the terrorists 
get their own dedicated snipers. The 
level designers have also created some 
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or: how a successful PC game property is having 

every drop of money-spinning potential wrung out of it 

Considering the hit-driven nature of the 

games market, it's unsurprising that Red 

Storm is keen to aggressively reposition 

the Rainbow 6 franchise. Fi rst of the 

console versions will be a Dreamcast 

port. Developed by Majesco, it is 

scheduled for the console's US launch. 

Squeezing the game into Sony's 

32bit machine is the job of Oxford-based 

Rebellion. However, because of obvious 

technical limitations, only three team 

members wi ll be playable, and the game 

loses its strategic planning aspects 

The N64 and the Game Boy Colar 

versions are more interesting, however, 

with both retaining the planning stage. 

The Macsoft team are currently working 

on a Mac version, too. 

In the longer term, Red Storm is 

weighing up the tricky proposi tion of 

where to take the brand. Producer Carl 

Schnurr is interested in developing strong 

characters and sto,ylines using Rainbow 

team leader John Clark. 

Other options include creating a 

straight firstperson shooter or a realtime 

strategy version. And, of course, there 

are options for a movie. 

Game Boy Coler Rainbow 6 

PlayStation Rainbow 6 
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Nintendo 64 Rainbow 6 



In the best of modern mythic traditions, a homespun 

cure for jet lag sparked the birth of a software outfit 

Red Storm is a peculiar games company. 

It was set up less than three years ago 

by two people with little experience of 

the industry itself. 

"The story started back when I was 

in the Royal Navy, running UK subma rine 

operations," explains CEO and president 

Doug Littlejohns. Aher suffering from 

jet lag on a trip to the US, he was given 

'The Hunt for Red October' to help him 

sleep. "I finished it at six in the morning," 

he recalls. Startled by its accuracy, he 

decided he needed to meet its author, 

Tom Clancy, who, coincidentally, was on 

a book tour at the time. 

'We met up in a coffee bar and 

clicked. I asked him if he would ever 

like to go aboard a British submarine 

and he said, 'I'd love to. I've never 

been on a submarine before''.' The pair 

remained friends, with Clancy sending 

the proofs for his next book, 'Red Storm 

Rising', to Littlejohns. 

"I leh the Navy in 1994 and ran 

Earls Court," recounts Littlejohns. '1am 

started doing a computer game called 

SSN and he asked me to be the technical 

director'.' However, aher looking at the 

business model, Littlejohns told Clancy 

that he wasn' t going to make any 

money with it unless he worked with a 

dedica ted games company. 

A few months later, Littlejohns 

received a phone ca ll. It was Clancy, 

asking him if he wanted to move to 

North Carolina and form a games 

company. Eventually he agreed, and Red 

Storm Entertainment was created on 

November 4, 1994. They originally 

wanted to call it Patriot Games but were 

unable to get permission. 

Despite the Clancy connection, 

Littlejohns is adamant that Red Storm is 

not just Tom Clancy's games company. 

For instance, Red Storm has recently 

signed a deal with Anne Mccaffrey to 

create a new game based on her 

'Catteni' series. 

As for the future, Littlejohns is 

ambitious. "I view the marketplace as a 

series of plateaux," he explains. "At the 

top you've got the really big guys, and at 

the bottom, the guys working in a garage. 

I don't want to get stuck in this no-man's 

land. I'm looking to build a big company'.' 

CEO Doug Littlejohns 

·nie 
Hunt 
for 
RED 
OCTOBER 
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Artificial Life will be the videogame technology of the next millennium, and at the forefront 
of this .strange and complex science is Cambridge-based Cyberlife Technology. Edge recently 
visited the company and discovered that its revolutionary creatures titles are only the beginning ... 

Creatures Adventures 
features a simpler, more 
visual interface than 
previous titles in the 
series. Younger gamers are 
therefore a key audience 
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m s you would expect from a city 
housing one of the world's most 
respected universities, Cambridge 

has seen its fair share of scientific glory. 
Isaac Newton came up with his most 
groundbreaking ideas here, Charles 
Darwin was persuaded to sail aboard the 
Beagle by his Botany professor while 
studying at Christ's College and, more 
recently, Stephen Hawking arrived to 
research cosmology and now holds the 
post of Lucasian Professor of 
Mathematics. It is fitting, then, that 
CyberLife should choose to set up here. 
Above a bar, looking down on the river 
cam, a stone's throw away from 
Magdalene College, the company is 
currently refining its eponymous invention 
- Cyberlife: a means of simulating the 
very processes and structures of life itself. 

Although Cyberlife has existed for 
around a decade under other names and 

has worked on many previous projects, 
it was the success of creatures in 1996 

that gave the company its focus on 
Artificial Life. understandably, the 
developer is busy working on several 
new titles in the series. 

The creatures return 
The first to reach the shelves will be 
creatures Adventures - a restructured 
version of the franchise aimed primarily, 
but not exclusively, at younger players. 
Due for release in September, the game 
retains many of the features of its 
predecessors, including a bright, detailed 
2D world filled with objects, food, birds, 
butterflies and plants to investigate. Here, 
though, interaction between the player 
and the Norns is simplified. There are no 
pull-down menus and there's no keyboard 
input Norns are led around the map by 
the player, they can be dressed up in 

different costumes and they can bake 
cakes using ingredients they've grown 
in the garden. 

There are also several subgames 
littered around the title's 15 different areas 
(including a Thrust-style fly-about in Cloud 
Kingdom) which producer Ben Simpson 
justifies thus: "Adventures is designed 

around the philosophy of free play, the aim 
being to guide and teach your creatures 
as they experience the world around 
them. The product provides the building 
blocks for you to create their own 
experiences without forcing them to follow 
linear play patterns." 

But that's not to say the title has been 
completely dumbed down. The technology 
behind Creatures Adventures is just as 
advanced as in previous titles, and Norns 
still mate, get sick and die (the manual 
includes a guide to help parents answer 
any questions these features might bring 

up). The landscape is also just as realistic, 
supporting a true ecosystem where 
spiders eat flies, flowers close up at night, 
and plants thrive in rainy conditions. It's 
just that here everything is more obvious. 
When the .Norns are hungry they rub their 
stomachs; when they're ill they get spots 
on their face; when they're pregnant their 
stomachs swell up. In fact, Adventures will 
perhaps serve as a great introduction to 
AL for anyone who finds the abstract 
complexity of Creatures overawing. 

Next up will be Creatures 3, heading 

for a November release. The third iteration, 
the action is now set aboard a huge 
spaceship owned by a superior race 
named the Shee, who, according to 

Creatures mythology, originally bred the 
Norns and the Grendels and left some of 
them on the worlds that you've seen in 

the first two instalments. The spaceship is 
essentially a gigantic breeding experiment, 



with four separate areas or 'Terrariums': 
the Norn Terrarium, the Grendel Terrarium 
(replete with pools of Norn-eating 
piranhas), an aquatic area and a desert 
area populated by the Ettins, a third 
species introduced in creatures 2. Each 
area has its own indigenous wildlife and 
food chain, which players can mess up by 
transporting species from one place to 
another (with interesting ecological 
consequences). Norns have direct access 
to each of these areas, of course, as well 
as the ship's bridge and engineering dept 
so they can interact with dozens of 
objects, food types, gadgets and wildlife 
species, just as in the previous title. 

There are many additions, however, as 
producer Toby Simpson explains: "The 
Norns in Creatures 3 have a whole new 
brain. This improves their memory 
considerably, and makes enormous 
advances in the brain's ability to learn the 
difference between positive and negative 
actions. The whole system - brain and 
biochemistry - is now in floating point, 
providing a broader dynamic range and 
considerable performance increases. The 
creatures· goal direction and navigation 
system is now based on smel l - allowing a 
creature to find the shortest route to a 
target, even if the target is moving, and 
the route itself changes continually. 
several new genetic structures remove 
some previous limitations, and creatures 
have had their internal organs and 
chemical systems rebuilt from scratch . 
One particularly exciting development is 
the addition of new brain lobes and 
structures that provide the potential for 
social behaviour, so creatures can learn 
the difference between a positive 
acquaintance (friend) and a negative one. 
A side-effect of the social brain lobes is 
that parents are now able to pass their 
knowledge on to their young." 

Those who criticised the last two 
instalments as largely passive experiences 
will perhaps be more interested in the 
new ·connection· agents. Strewn about the 

Creatures J uses a much more 
interactive environment, allowing 
users to create complex machines 

Terrariums are various gadgets lhat can be 
connected up to other objects to create 
complex mechanical systems. Connect a 
sludge gun to a Grendel Detector, and it 

fires any time one of the lumbering beasts 
gets near. Connect a Norn smell-emitter 
into an airlock, wait for a Grendel to come 
along (they're attracted by the odour) and 
then blast them out into space. You can 
also set up alarm networks to warn of 
approaching monsters or lurking diseases: 
"We also provide some low-level building 
blocks such as 'or' gates, 'and' gates, 'not' 
gates, counters, delays, etc," adds Simpson 
"You could theoretically build a working 
computer out of the parts." 

This detailed new element not only 
adds to the gameplay, but it should also 
widen the user-exchange element of the 
titles. Already there are thousands of users 
on the Internet, swapping Norn DNA and 
creating thei r own agents; soon it will be 
possible to save blueprints of huge, 
complicated machines and swap them 
on line. It rather puts shooting opponents 
in Quake Ill tests into perspective. 

The beasts within 
To date, Cyberlife has restricted itself to 
variations on one theme: Creatures, 
which, like Sim City, is more of a highly 
complex toy than a game However, the 
developer's latest project - still in its 

planning stages and going under the 
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The creatures' progress 

Creatures (1996) Creatures 2 (1998) 

The original Creatures is an incredibly advanced Al toy - a sort of 
grown-up Tamagotchi. Users are given control over a race of creatures 
called Norns who wander around a 2D landscape, littered with food, toys, _ 
lifts and transporters - all of which they can interact with of their own 
accord. And Norns are actual living creatures - they have simulated blood 
systems, instinctive drives and rudimentary brains employing advanced 
neural network technology; they don't rely on scripted behaviours, they 
learn from their actions in ways that even the programmers can't fully 
predict. They can even mate, donating their coded DNA to the resulting 
progeny. The player's role is to help each Norn navigate the world, to 
keep them amused, and to simply watch. If the critters do something 
wrong, you can use the cursor to slap them; if they do someth ing well, 
give them a tickle - in this way you train and modify their behavior. 
Oh, and you must keep them away from Grendels - ugly, disease
carrying beasts who love to pick on their cuddly neighbours. 

working title Beasts - is a move into 
new territory. Producer Chris Bamford 

enthuses: "The main aim is to take the 
cool technology of Creatures and use it 
for something mainstream gamers will 
really go for - something with danger and 
action, with a clear goa l, but without only 
one way of achieving that goal." 

In other words, Cyberlife is finally 
creating a traditional game, based around 
its core AL technology. The cutesy Norns 
have been dropped, though - Cyberlife 
quite rightly assumed that hardened 
Quake and TA fans would balk at 
controlling cuddly teddy bears. The fantasy 
world setting is also out the window -
Beasts will be very much based on earth 
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as we know it. However, the dev team still 
wanted their game to be based around 
fictional creatures - mostly to avoid 
wrangles about behavioural authenticity. 
so two provisos were set: they had to be 
plausible, and threatening. 

Looking into myth, legend and 
anecdote for inspiration, the designers 
settled upon the idea of using the yeti -
a primate beast rumoured 1at least by 
impressionable climbers and the odd 
local) to wander the Himalayas. Here, then, 
players get their own troop of Yetis which 
they must guide through a series of 
challenges (there are 12 at the moment), 
each set in a different area of the map. 
some involve battling other animals, some 
are based around fighting rival Yeti tribes 
looking to expand their territory, and 
others have your group rampaging 
through human villages scaring the 
bejesus out of the locals so that they 
don't encroach on your mountain realm. 

The catch is - as with the Norns - you 
cannot directly control these creatures. 
They are artificial organisms with their 
own simulated brains, biochemical 
systems, instincts and urges: "They are 

Hoping to appeal to mainstream gamers, the Yeti tribes in Beasts are 
much more aggressive than Norns. The gameplay should reflect this 
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more responsive than Norns," publishing 
director Howard New mark points out, 
"but they' re not as subservient as C&C 
units. Imagine a tank that says, 'Fuck off. 
I'm not doing that, it's su icide,' and you're 

on the right track." 

Creature comforts 
Consequently, as in creatures, you have to 
influence your tribe through a punishment 
and reward system. 1n place of tile old 
slap and tickle interface you get a pull
down menu listing a number of emotional 
stimulants - anger, fear, pain, calm, 
curiosity, etc - which must be 
administered via injection to promote 

relevant behaviours. 
For example, if a human being or Yeti 

from another tribe is around, inject one of 
your Yetis with aggression and hope that 
he starts a fight with the bad guy If he 
does, inject him again with happiness and 
he'l l remember that baddie-bashing is 
good. You can now count on him in a 
scrape. To affect your troops on a wider 
scale you can drag the cursor over a 
group of Yetis and 'bomb' them with the 

desired emotional chemical so that they 
all react. The only problem with this tactic 
is that you can't direct how they react -

cover your whole tri be in aggression and 
they may just start kicking seven bells out 
of each other rather than looking for 

another tribe to take on. 
But it's not al l about manipulating 

these poor beasts into battle. As with the 
Norns, they have to be taught and 
nurtured. You have to make sure you've 
always got an equal ration of males and 
females, and you've also got to instigate a 
strict breeding program, keeping the weak, 
sickly males away from copulation at all 
costs - or risk infecting your tribes' gene 
pool with their infirmity. Interestingly, the 
beasts have advanced social skills and will 
quickly form a tribal hierachy based on 
strength and aggression - something the 
designers have instigated after studying 
real- li fe primate behaviour. They also 

Cyberlife's Origin technology 
enables the team to create 
hugely realistic ecosystems 

recognise members of their own tribe by 
smell , and can be taught to attack those 
who don't share it 

Importantly, Beasts also marks a visual 
landmark in Cyberlife history - it uses a 
3D engine. But why the long wait? 
Bamford explains: "The move from 2D to 
3D involves quite a lot of issues over and 
above the obvious one of rendering 
technology. The visual engine has actually 
proved the least of worries. Navigation, for 
example, is something we've had to work 
out new solutions for - beasts now have 
to think and path-find in three dimensions 
and cope with intervening hills and so 
forth, for instance. so our answer was to 
create a navigation system that, in 
principle, works a bit like smell. Interesting 
objects like food give out a smell that 
slowly spreads through the world. Beasts 
can follow the trail, homing in on the area 

of greatest concentration. We've also had 
to implement a complete physics engine, 
to cope with our 3D worlds." 

Essentially, Beasts is a realtime strategy 
game, but with units that have a life of 
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their own - units that are susceptible to 
the ravages of genetics and the seasonal 
whims of the world around them. As in the 
Creatures titles, the Yetis' environment is a 
true ecosystem: if there's a drought, the 
amount of food they can harvest 
diminishes, placing the tribe in jeopardy 
before they've even begun engaging their 
enemies Ultimately, then, the game should 
require a whole new set of skills and 
tactics from RTS veterans - a factor the 
genre will surely benefit from. 

Virtual actors and holodecks 
cyberlife - the AL code behind the Norns, 
Grendels, Yetis, etc - is not this company's 
only proprietary technology. Origin is a 
brand new software architecture (or 
environmental modelling system) which 
allows teams to create 3D worlds rich in 

ecological realism. seasons and true 
physics can both be built into origin 
domains, which can then be filled with 
'agents' - living th ings built using AL code. 
These agents, whether they're plants, 
birds, horses, or humans, will then exist in 
the world as sentient beings, conforming 

to a totally naturalistic food chain. 
Beasts is the first title to use the 

system, but Cyberlife has even more 
grandiose plans for both its AL code and 
origin. Not only is the next creatures title 
set to use the new 3D technology, but 
Cyberllfe 1s also looking into creating a 
sustained online multiplayer game - one 
which can be customised and mutated in 
realtime, by its inhabitants; one that 
provides a landscape in which everything 
you see is alive and autonomous and 
where computer-controlled characters are 
virtual actors who contribute their own 

Beasts (working title) is essentially 
an RTS - the expansion of the 
tribe's territory is the main aim 

personalities and unpredictable whims to 
the proceedings. When pushed to give a 
theme or plot to this vision, Toby Simpson 

is evasive - he doesn't want to restrict 
players in the way that, say, Everquest and 

Ultima Online do. 
"Ultimately, one of the things we wish 

to do is to put a holodeck on your 
desktop," he says. "We want to be able to 
create an environment where you can do 
anything, any time, with anyone - creating 
environments for entertainment that are 
so real that suspension of disbelief occurs 
all, or at least most, of the time. we 
believe that such worlds are impractical 
without a sound, bottom-up development 
approach. Origin allows us to consider 
the creation of shared worlds where 
everyone is in the same space, rather than 
having to run many different smaller 
copies of the same world. we're after 
virtual soap operas, where players 
become part of the story rather than an 
observer of it, and where stories and 
associated game assets are dynamically 
created by the players themselves." 
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The diversity of A-life 
Cyberlife Technology is actually made up of 
three departments. The game development 
section, named Creaturelabs, is just one part 
of the equation. These are the other two 

The Cyberlife A-life Institute A sort of AL think-tank headed up by 
Steve Grand, creator of Creatures. "They are in charge of our Blue Sky 
research into A-life and where it can be taken," explains publisher Howard 

Newmark. "Their ultimate goal is what we call the 2020 Vision - that is, 
to have artificial organisms with human intelligence by the year 2020." 
Cyberlife Applied Research Takes the concepts filtered down from the 
institute and applies them to real-world projects. The team is currently 
conducting research into pilotless aircraft (or UCAVs - Unmanned Combat 
Air Vehicles) for the ministry of defence, and has also been employed by 
NCR to do research into retail and banking environments. For the latter, 
Applied Research actually creates a CG model of a building design and 
floods it with simulated customers, using the same core AL data found 
in Creatures - the purpose being to see where customers head first, and 
where the bottlenecks occur. "It's a lot cheaper and easier, not to mention 
safer, to model [these areas] in software before trying them out in the real 
world," says Newmark. The group is also carrying out medical resear_ch, 
synthesising the behaviour of the E-Coli bacteria using AL organisms. 

The concepts are blurred at the 
moment, far-fetched even. But Cyberlife 
has been pushing the unknown for the 
last three years one thing is for sure, 
though, real istic 3D environments are 
among the hottest area of game design at 
the moment. If Simpson et al really can 
begin to develop worlds where each tree, 
animal and computer-controlled enemy 
has its own agenda, its own set of 
priorities and a very real relationship with 
everything else in the world, they have the 

future in their hands. Virtual reality ~ 
would arrive. It would be game over. L:=:l 
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McRae's new car, the Ford Focus, sporting the Martini livery 
associated with the rallying Lancias of the 1970s and '80s 

Codemasters is not known for compromising either, particularly 
when it concerns the quality of one of its games So it comes as no 
surprise, perhaps, that McRae's involvement with the company, 
following the partnership's superlative first outing into the rally 

field with 1998's Colin McRae Rally (9/10, E61J, is very hands-on 
"!He's] very keen - he's had a whole lot of comments to make, 

as has Nicky Grist, McRae's co-driver," says Guy Wilday, producer 
on Colin McRae Rally and now its sequel. "When we went out to 
Barcelona and spent a couple of days testing with him we did all 
sorts of things; we talked through the whole testing process - we 
took a PlayStation to the hotel bar, plugged it into the TV and it was 
sort of Colin and Nicky and me all playing Colin McRae and 
criticising the mechanics and stuff. It was al l a bit surreal, as you 
can imagine, but you get a lot of suggestions about the mechanics, 
about the different surfaces, how things should work, and we've 
been taking that on board. It was an opportunity for fine tuning, 
and he was very keen to do that. Nicky's also made some 
comments about the special individual features of the countries 
and the way they look, which we're planning to do as well. 

Handling with care 
"Certainly, from Colin's side, the car is his thing. You know, the car 
handling is his whole area of expertise, and that's really what he's 
been focusing on - he's very much helping to get the car to drive 
properly. He took me in the car to give me an idea of what it really 
is like in comparison to what we're doing! It's been good, and we'l l 

continue to send him revisions throughout the process to get a 

"We've done a 
lot with the 
suspension of 
the car - we have 
proper independent 
suspension on 
all four wheels" 

Guy Wilday, producer 

Guy Wilday: "Rally drivers always laugh about Formula 
One because they think Formula One is the easy life" 

feel for where we are, if we're going in the right direction." 

This is not dissimilar to the input McRae had on his first 
polygonal entrance into the digital realm. In fact, getting McRae to 
collaborate isn't difficult at all - it's getting hold of him that proves 
somewhat troublesome. "It's all to do with timescales with him, 
unfortunately," laments Wilday. "They have a really gruelling 
schedule. I mean, they start January and it goes through to 
November. 1 think they have June or July off and that's it apart from 
December, and, obviously, they're testing throughout that period 
anyway. we had some feedback on the first game and again we 
had some mechanical input about how things were looking that we 
managed to implement, but meeting and sitting down with him 
and playing the game is something completely different. And then 

having him taking you out in the car and saying, 'This is what I was 
talking about, you know, when you get the car sideways it's like 
this', it's very different from him saying, 'You want to be doing this.' 
It's enabled us to get the handling much more polished.'' 

The handling was undoubtedly CMR's masterstroke. Marrying 
realism and playability only previously seen in Gran Turismo, it 

All of the shots on these two pages are PlayStation, 
The visual improvement over the original game is clear 



Now cars roll more 
realistically, spoilers 
can be knocked off, 

boots smash open 
and continue to 

flap, and rear 
bumpers can drag 
along the ground 

A lot of work has gone into making the stages look more authentic. The English stages, in particular, with their pubs (left), 
and tricky B road complexes (right), are convincingly accomplished. Other countries' sceneries promise to be as accurate 

catapulted the rally genre into the limelight. All of a sudden, 
everyone was seemingly working on a 'realistic' rallying game. Of 
course, CMR 2 is not without its share of realistic dynamics. "The 

mechanics is one of the th ings we were probably most sensitive 
to changing - it's the bit that everyone thought was good and was 
something that we had to look at. we still want to take it further," 
reveals Wilday. "We've done a lot with the suspension of the car -
we have proper independent suspension on all four wheels, the 
car over-jumps, and things will rebound far more realistically. Col in 
is notorious for taking off sideways over jumps - you see some 
really dramatic shots of him midair, one wheel pointing at the 
ground, all that sort of thing. we can do all of that. 

"We've managed to get hold of some Ford telemetry. We've 
forged a good relationship with them already - we've been testing 

with the team, wh ich was useful - they've sent us some telemetry 
- some real Ford equations - that we're using We put them 
straight into the mechanics model and it worked first time," 

continues Wilday, highlighting the increasing collaboration 
between car manufacturers and racing game developers. 

Naturally, the authenticity extends to other areas of the game. 

Notably, the 400-polygon car models of the fi rst game have now 
been boosted up to a figure approximating the 700 mark on the 
PlayStation version. Details such as a ful l complement of working 
lights (including hazards), radio telemetry transmission aerials, 
semi-transparent windows which allow you to catch a glimpse of 
the drivers in action, spark effects, and a new reflection map 
technique that gives the cars the appearance of realistic paintwork 
are just part of the all-improved package. Look at the original and 
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Publisher: Codemasters 

Developer: In -house 

Release: Ap ri l 

Origin: UK 

Twenty-eight individuals are already working flat out on 
CMR 2 (top). At its height, Colin McRae Rally only had 26 

The behaviour of the cars on Tarmac has been radically improved, with grip levels now 
approximating the way real rally cars stick to the road - you can thank McRae for that 
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"We really struggled 
for reference last 

time ... so this 
time we've taken 

quite a big step: 
we've visited the 

particular countries 
and taken photos" 

The PC version (shown on this two-page spread) boasts increased resolution and 32bit textures. 
Some features such as spectators running away from cars should make both versions, though 

Every other WRC car will 
also feature, of course 
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its developing sequel simultaneously and the overal l 
enhancements are instantly obvious. 

Opportunity knocks 
The whole damage issue, an integral part of real rallying, has also 
been brought up to scratch. Bodywork dents as previously, but 

now cars roll more realistically, spoilers can be knocked off, boots 
smash open and continue to flap as your car bounces around the 

uneven road surface, and rear bumpers can become partially 
dislodged, dragging along the ground only to be torn off following 
a particularly heavy landing, for example. It's early days, of course, 
and the possibi lities are numerous, as Wilday will be the first to 
admit. "We've looked at the whole damage area," he says ''Losing 
wheels is an interesting point because it's got real gameplay 
implications as well. 1 mean, if you lose a wheel the stage is over, 
if you like. Okay, it's not over, but you're going to have to limp to 
the end, and you lose so much time that, as I say, to me that 

comes down to playability, and it's something that you've got to 
play with to see how it works." 

Of course, the cars aren't the only thing the team has focused 

on. More countries second time around denotes more tracks, and 

Fictitious tracks give the developers complete control 
over the design, resulting in a thoroughly exciting drive 

the visual improvements are vast. Load up an England Tarmac 
stage, for example, and witness road signs, phone boxes, pubs, 
roundabouts and splendid stately houses whizz by as you hammer 
through treacherous B roads. "We really struggled for reference 
last time - we had a lot of problems with a lot of the countries," 
admits Wi lday. "So this time we've taken quite a big step: we've 
sent people out and visited the particular countries and taken 
photos, and that's primarily been done for the PC version where 
we're using 32bit textures. We're basically using the 32bit textures 
as a basis and generating the PlayStation ones from those." 

Lessons from the past 
This last comment is indicative of a major shift in the 

development of this Colin McRae Rally sequel. "Last time, 



"We're considering 
both platforms 

separately, because 
the PC has moved on 
so far, and you can't 

just do a Playstation 
game and shift it 
across any more" 

The weather effects are now pseudo-dynamic: start a stage and rain can begin falling halfway through. It won't affect the 
handling, as the stage is likely to have been wet already (it isn't possible to pit in for wet tyres as in FI), but it's a neat touch 

we were only based on PlayStation - the PC was ported across and 
then we tried to enhance it," Wilday says. "We're taking a bit of a 
different approach this time - we're trying to consider both platforms 
separately, purely because the PC has moved on so far, and you 
can't just do a PlayStation game and shift it across any more." 

The process involved regarding certain elements, such as 

the game engine, retains similarities, however. "We've certainly 
done a lot of work and we've taken what we had before and 
built on it," offers Wilday. "We have rewritten whole sections 
of it ... what we·ve tried to do is look at the areas of weakness 
and improve them so that it's a dramatically enl1anced engine. 
on the Playstation we've done a lot of work with the 
Performance Analyser and we found some techniques that 
enable us to use a more detailed car running at the same 
frame rate. It's the same with tl1e PC - we're working with the 
cars a lot better, we 're trying everything to go as fast as possible." 

At this stage, Wilday was apprehensive about disclosing 
anything regarding a possible Dreamcast port, simply saying there 
were "no plans at the moment". Edge, however, would hope that 
Codemasters reverts its 'policy' on oreamcast development should 
the console prove successful. After all, owners of sega·s 128bit 
hardware simply shouldn't be denied what may turn out to be one 
of the finest rally games ever made. 

Given the original's astounding popularity, and as videogaming 
enters the mainstream, Edge wonders if McRae realises what he's 
let himself in for: "Obviously the success of the first game has 

pleased him," states Wilday. "He's very happy. 1 know that people 

have been coming up to him with copies of magazines and all 
sorts of things for him to sign, so instead of signing T-shirts and 
stuff he's signing games mags now." 

Building on the strengths of its illustrious predecessor. Colin 

McRae Rally 2 refines all of its already lauded aspects. promising 
to deliver an experience as immersive and utterly captivating as 
before. Only better. And that's at least nine months before you'll 
see it at your local software emporium. Which, needless to say, 
is very impressive going from the 28-strong teani currently 
striving forth with absolute. unshakeable determination. Not 
unlike McRae·s driving, then. 

Rally man: Codemasters' Guy Wilday, producer on both 
McRae projects, shows off his ideal gameplaying setup 
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What would happen if interactive 
gameplay was fused with visuals and 

as in a Hollywood movie? 

And what stands i 

While games have produced their 
own 'stars', such as Lara, Cloud and 

Sonic, the art of storytelling and 
evoking real emotions is sti ll largely 
the preserve of the cinema format. 

This cou ld be about to change 
as the 128bit era approaches 
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we'l l learn more about a universe we've 

grown to love and the history of the 

characters we care about. And, for all 

its cu lt status, 'Star Wars' is pretty 

straightforward blockbuster fare. It's 

certa in ly not 'Apocalypse Now', let alone 

'Saving Private Ryan'. 

From 'Citizen Kane' to 'Pu lp Fiction', 

from 'The Wizard of Oz' to 'The Matrix', 

'It's a Wonderful Life' to 'Whose Life is 

it Anyway?', mainstream, five-bucks-a

ticket Hollywood has del ivered 60 years 

of tea r jerkers, heart-warmers and fi lms 

·that change people's lives. In contrast, 

in its 25 years, the videogame industry 

has come up with Doom. 

Okay, there a couple of honourable 

exceptions (Tamagotchi and Final 

Fan tasy VII most obviously), but, 

essential ly, videogames have got no 

further than putting the wind up gamers, 

and the vast majority don't even manage 

that. For every Resident Evil, there are 

a hundred successfu l sons-of-Robotron 

who live by adrenal ine alone. 

For many gamers, that's suffic ient. 

The in teractive movie, the cu t-scenes of 

Wing Commander, even the Simple 

Simon-esque sections of the upcoming 

Shenmue are warning enough. 

Games are games, after all, and we 

should be happy for that. But what 

would happen if interactive gameplay 

was fused with visuals and storytelling 

as strong as in a Hollywood movie? 

And what stands in the way7 

It was an intriguing enough 

proposition to prompt the venerable 

BAFTA earl ier this year to hold a seminar 

entitled 'When Games Go to the Movies'. 

Sir David Putnam, Lionhead's Peter 

Molyneux, Rebellion's Jason Kingsley 

and film industry insiders Bill Scanlon 

and Steve Nesbitt all met to exp lore 

wha t gaming can lea rn from its older 

sibl ing, cinema - and what it would 

do best to ignore. 

"Com puter enterta inment - what we 

ca ll 'games' now - is changing to 

become a real entertainment medium," 

Molyneux explains. "Because of that, the 

skills that we need are just terr ifying. 

Not only do we have to make a great 

game now, but we have to make that 

great game with emotion, with morals 

and with great cinematography. 

"We technically know how to put 

these sprites and polygons onscreen, 

but we haven't even begun to think 

about the emotions we're trying to 

portray in our games and what we're 

leading people into:· 

Such talk from a 'game developer', 

coupled with emerging technology such 

as Sony's Emotion Engine suggests the 

curta ins cou ld be soon be closing on the 

first act of videogames. But what can you 

hope to see when they part again? And 

who will be taking all the credit? 

The land time forgot 
Compare a movie wi th a videogame and 

the yawning gulf between the mediums is 

immediately clear. It's not just cinema's 

rich emotional content - it's more 

superficial than that. While even your 

mother might now recognise Gran 

Turismo as a game involving cars, the 

visuals of, say, Zelda or Hidden and 

Dangerous still fall way short of even 

animated fare like Disney's 'A Bug's Life'. 

What's often overlooked by 

pessimistic pundits is that movies started 

humbly, too. The Frenchman Louis 

Lumiere is credited with inventing the 

motion picture camera in 1895; 

mechanical devices had already set the 

tone for early moviemaking. Lumiere 

mostly produced dull th ree-minute 

documentaries of picnics and the like, 

but most picturegoers went for qu icker, 

visceral thri lls. 

"The film industry started as a 

fairground attraction," explains Putnam. 

"That's where the technology seemed 

to be best equ ipped to deal with the 

limitat ions of early film makers. For the 

most part it was explod ing policemen, 

boxing kangaroos and cops chasing 

each other around in circles:• 

Just like games are now, moving 

pictu res were pigeonholed as an 

amusement. Cynical game developers 

look out; as the medium progressed 

towards 1920 with the American 

DW Griffith's 'Birth of a Nation' and Abel 

Gance in France with 'Napoleon', the 

inventors of motion-pictu re tech nology 

were dismissive and even hostile of the 



Cynical games developers look out. 
The film industry started as a fairground attraction. 

Like games, then 
moving pictures were 

pigeonholed as an 
emerging art fo rm. They were also 

quickly sidelined. 

Within 20 years, cinema had become 

so potent that American president 

Woodrow Wilson described it as 

'wa tch ing history written in lightning'. 

Wilson founded The Motion Picture 

Association of America to ensure the 

US would dominate the cinema, and 

sel l 'The American Way' to any foreign 

nation of cinemagoers. 

Putnam believes videogames have 

reached the same juncture: "What's 

needed now is the next big move into 

narrative, into emotions, into something 

far deeper and more important and 

possibly more fulfill ing than the industry 

has challenged itse lf with so fa r." 

sex, lies and DVD 
It isn't prescient to say games are going 

to ape skill s from the movie industry -

it's happening. Titles li ke Half-Life or 

Metal Gear Solid would be un th inkable 

without the inspiration and understand ing 

of action fil ms. Improving visua ls -

particu larly 3D graphics and the arriva l of 

the external camera in games - has 

driven these cinematic incursions. 

Metal Gear Solid is surely the most 

cinema tic game yet made. But, like Final 

Fantasy VII, most of the zooms, fades 

and cuts take part in the lengthy 

prerendered sequences. A crucial step 

will be to incorporate similar techniques 

into the interactive sections of the game. 

"Camera freedom has previously 

only been possible at the expense of 

graphics," says Charles Cecil at 

Revolution, who recently revealed to 

attendees of the Develop! conference 

(see p60) 'The Big Story of the 128bit 

Revolution'. "The arrival of PlayStation 2 

wi ll allow us to control the camera while 

displaying very high-qual ity graph ics." 

Cecil is at pa ins to stress that the 

search for 'emotion' should n't come at 

the expense of ga meplay. But better 

camera work is a must, whichever 

direction the industry takes. 

"The ca mera as conce ived by Mario 

64 and Tomb Raider refl ected the 

excitement of wha t we cou ld do in an 

interactive environment," he says. "It 

didn 't matter that it broke all the rules of 

ci nematography. But in the new age it 

will be too crude. We have to learn our 

own art of cinematography." 

Scanlon's The Film Factory created the 

specia l effects for sci-fi blockbuster 'Lost 

in Space'. While he's used to working with 

the very best of equipment, he's stil l 

impressed by the possibil ities opened up 

by Sony's PlayStation 2, predicting the 

games console will ultimately be 'the 

future of home entertainment'. 

"If it does anything close to what they 

promise, PlayStation 2 is going to allow 

graphics in rea l time superseding what I 

would have thought good for animated 

TV content," he says. "Soon games 

com panies will employ scriptwriters, 

dig ital cinematographers, performance 

animators, post-production and visua l 

effects supervisors. These ta lents wil l 

enhance the stories and the cha racters to 

provide a truly immersive experience." 

The problem will be paying for it. The 

ten minutes of special effects footage in 

Metal Gear Solid creator Hideo 

Kojima 's ambition is to direct movies. 

He freely admits to the huge debt he 

owes to fi lm, from the camera work and 

lighting in his games, to his homage to 

films like 'Escape from New York' and 

'2001 '. "You know how humans are 

70 per cent water? I am 70 per cent 

movies," he only ha lf-jokes. Kojima-san 

be lieves games are serving the same 

function for today's youth as movies did 

fo r his generation. A view sha red, 

incidenta lly, by Putnam. 

Despite the accompl ished animation that is being celebra ted in Black and Wh ite (left), Disney's 
fea ture fi lm 'A Bug's Life' (right) far outstrips its acheivem ents in terms of qua lity and atmosphere 
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"What's needed now is a move into narrative, 

into emotions, into something far deeper 

and more important than the indust 
has challenged 

Sir David Putnam 
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itself with so far" 

'Lost in Space' took a fluctuating team of 

between four and 30 people 18 months 

and $3.5 million to crea te. That's about 

the cost of developing a game. Even 

with powerful realtime technology like 

PlayStation 2 (or its successors), this new 

vision of Hollywood-level graphic fidelity 

isn't going to come cheap. 

Nesbitt is part of Kickstart Films - a 

new studio that has made arrangements 

with Aliens Vs Predator creator Rebellion 

to develop feature films and computer 

games in tandem. He stresses that 

developers shouldn't necessarily think in 

terms of the photorealism that excites 

Hollywood. "Developers must get away 

from the stereotype that they are creating 

for themselves by relying on the most 

convincing, or the most high ly rendered, 

blink of an eye," he says. 

"It's digging a grave, genre-wise. Use 

the interactivity to create some alternative 

form of the suspension of disbe lief to 

that which the movie industry rel ies on. 

The easing in of fi lm business skills won't 

happen with visua l effects," he pred icts . 

"It wi ll happen instead with the use of 

narra tive and cinematography!' 

Videogames killed 
the movie star 
"To make a great movie you · need three 

things," said the late, great director Alfred 

Hitchcock. "A great script, a great script 

and a great script:' 

After the debacle that was the 

interactive movie, there is probably a 

dimin ished appetite for Hitchcock's 

maxim in the games industry today. But 

remember, it was mainly Hollywood -

not game developers - that gave us 

the interactive movie. What if game 

developers fi nd better ways to te ll stories 

that su it games, and weld it to interactivity, 

like Square's latest Final Fantasy t itles? 

Cecil says developers must strive to 

wri ng emotion fro m th e audience, just as 

Wa lt Disney once dreamt of making the 

fi rst cartoon that wou ld make people cry. 

Rather tha n looking towards movies for 

Cost is one of the major concerns facing developers. At $20m, Shenmue (left) is one of the most 
expensive games to date, while just ten minutes of a film such as 'Lost In Space' (ri ght) costs $3.Sm 

insp iration, developers need to clea r 

thei r heads of the tricks of f ilm. 

A movie can set up a scene in which 

the audience sits on the edge of its seat 

wondering if a concealed bomb will 

destroy the movie's hero. By contrast, 

any gameplayer would feel pretty short

changed if he wasn't given the 

opportunity to simply get away from the 

explosion. Aren't many of cinema's 

strongest narrat ive tr icks effective exactly 

because the viewer isn't in a position to 

change the outcome? 

"Movies have learned lots of 

techniques that suit their medium," 

adm its Ceci l. "That exa mple works 

because our empathy for that ch aracter 

makes us care whether or not he gets 

blown up. In an interactive gaming 

environment we have the opportunity to 

bu ild a differe nt type of empathy with 

ou r characters. In many wa ys we should 

be able to identify more close ly with the 

cha racter under our contro l:' 

Again, it seems the Japanese lead 

the way here. According to Molyneux: 

"I know for a fact [that Square] employs 

psychologists to he lp it decide when to 

introduce certa in elements into the game. 

"Showing people blood and gore is 

relat ively easy," he continues. "What is 

far more difficult is to make them real ly 

care about things so they don't want 

everyth ing killed and blown up - and 

that means we do need psychologists 

and others with sim ilar skills. 

"I don't think seeing something blow

up frightens people - that's just the pay

off Instead, 'what is going to happen 

next?' is frighten ing. It can be terrifying 

to know that there's a sp linter in the fl oor 

if you've got no shoes on:' 



"We know how to put sprites and polygons onscreen, 

but we haven't even begun to think 
about the emotions we're portraying in our games 

and what we're 
leading people into 
Peter Molyneux 

The never-ending story 
According to Cecil, a satisfying gaming 

experience comes from a combination 

of tradit ional storytelling elements like 

visuals, story and sounds, and the newer 

mechanics of gaming. 

Metaphorically speaking, games need 

to show Molyneux's splinter on the floor, 

but leave you to wonder exactly where 

it is - and how to avoid it. That's the 

essential difference of games compared 

to films: interactivity and unpredictability. 

"If you run down a corridor away 

from an alien and turn left, something 

will happen that wouldn't have happened 

if you'd turned right," says Kingsley by 

way of illustration. "If you play the game 

twice and run down the same corridor 

twice, you might not see the al ien a 

second time. An interactive product, a 

game product, isn't a linear narrative, 

[idea lly] it may have a branch ing narrative 

or an infinite number of branches'.' 

What the film industry can't seem to 

grasp is the compound effect on budgets 

of each non-linear branch, particularly if 

you're using traditional Hollywood 

techniques and yet still hoping to 

produce a vital interactive experience. 

The maths can begin to look daunting. 

"If you're going down the route of 

pre-designing each of those sequences 

and if it branches every three minutes .. 

well, I don't know what that cost comes 

to, but it's a huge amount of work," 

says Kingsley. 

So how can we get Hol lywood's 

empathetic characters, storytelling and 

emotions7 Does every developer in 

the world have to get to work on the 

same two-hour-long game? 

"We have to get programming teams 

to make characters that react depending 

on what you do as a player," explains 

Kingsley. Like a great novelist, a 

developer's characters must literally 

come to life. 

Of course, there are limits, as 

Kingsley discovered when making Aliens 

Vs Predator: "The predators and al iens all 

have their own intelligence. The problem 

was that when we started they all killed 

each other, so you were left to wander 

around gore-filled corridors. They were 

much more efficient at killing each other 

than chasing you. It was a bit like watching 

a disaster movie after it's all over:' 

21st Century box office 
At the height of Hollywood's incursion 

into videogames at the start of the '90s, · 

a certa in British developer was invited to 

an awards ceremony in Los Angel_es to 

present a prize to one of the blighted 

products. To show just how hip and 

hi-tech Hollywood was, the awards 

ceremony used a freshly manufactured 

Apple Newton to relay the winners to 

the announcer on stage. 

It was worse than a gimmick. The 

developer found that when he arrived 

on the podium, the Newton wasn't even 

switched on. Stickytaped across its 

display was the winner's name. It stands 

as an apt metaphor for Hollywood's 

botched attempt to appropriate the bare 

bones of game technology and slap 

some content on top . 

This time it's different. Games are 

evolving beyond our expectations. 

Developers are coming up against the 

limits of their ski lls and looking for 

answers. Public outrage at the nihilism 

evident in many games may even make 

a concession to mora ls and emotional 

content a must. And technology is slowly 

(so slowly) making the impossible possible. 

Interactive movies made gamers 

cry, but for all the wrong reasons. 

The next time you're weeping over a 

console, it might just be for the 

very best ones. 

Shinji Mikami, creator of the Res Evils (left), claims to be inspired by films such as 'Night of the living 
Dead' (right). Na rrative devices such as fea r and suspense are sti ll relatively new in games, however 
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m ollywood.might teach developers 

more than how to make smiles or 

tell stories. Just as the creative side of the 

film industry took years to reach 'Gone 

with the Wind', so the current Californian 

money machine took more than half a 

century to fine-tune. 

Lone creative mavericks dominated 

early 'film' making. It wasn't until the late 

1920s that Hollywood's studio system hit 

full steam. Motion pictures by legends 

such as Frank Capra ('It's a Wonderful 

Life') and Victor Flemming ('The Wizard of 

Oz') were made during a regime of 

complete studio dominance. Stars such as 

Humphrey Bogart, Shirley Temple and Gary 

Cooper, and even directors such as Fritz 

Lang and Elia Kazan, were contracted to 

work full time for 20th Century Fox, MGM 

and the other leading studios. 

Films were made on a production 

line. Bogart churned out four movies in 

1943, but posterity only remembers 

'Casablanca'. Sta rs were even loaned to 

other studios, like an empty set or camera. 

equ ipment. The studios also owned the 

movie theatre chains around the US, 

guaranteeing lucrative audiences. While 

there are huge differences between 

Hollywood then and games today - chiefly 

the latter's reliance on technological 

advancement - it is the era of '30s 

Hollywood that gaming most resembles. 

Today, in-house teams produce games 

under one roof, whether it is a publisher's 

in Hollywood 

"Because he had been a head man fo r so long and so many apprentices had grown up 

during his sway, more knowledge was attributed to him then he possessed. He watched 

the new processes of faking animated backgrounds with a secret child's approval. Thus 

his function was different from that of Griffith in the ea rly days, who had been all things 

to every fi nished frame of film:' 

or that of an independent developer. And 

Sony, Sega and Nintendo's format 

ownership (which makes publishers pay 

to release games on their systems) is 

somewhat analogous to the ownership of 

theatre cha ins - which, incidentally, the 

studios were forced to divest themselves 

of in 1949 after accusations of 

monopolistic trading. 

Hollywood's studio system finally 

dissolved in the '50s in the face of the 

growing status of directors, the freedom of 

stars to pick their own projects, and the 

rise of televis ion. Today's blockbusters are 

put together not by huge compan ies, but 

by loose-knit teams ot free agents - from 

actors and cameramen to special effects 

experts, set designers, the casting team 

and the caterers who make the tea. 

The studio's role is primarily to kickstart 

the movie, fund it, and to take the biggest 

cut of the profits. Studios like Paramount 

or New Line have few internal titles in 

production, and concentrate instead on 

rights acquisition and exploitation. 

Many observers suggest that a simi lar 

shift is coming in the games industry. The 

increasingly specia lised roles required for 

game development, the scarcity of hits, 

the rarity of individuals with track records, 

and ballooning costs may all lead to games 

being assembled by pa rtnerships of 

independent companies, if not individuals. 

"Developers need to ask, 'Are we the 

best in the world in all areas of games 

"The core skill of the developer 

is the creation of 

fantaStiC interactive ideas. 

Without this 

core skill there is 

nothing" 

The Lost Tycoon, F Scott Fitzgerald (1940) 

development?"' says Chris van der Kuyl 
of VIS Interactive. "If the answer is no -

which for virtually every honest company 

will be the correct answer - then they 

need to ask, 'Okay, is it critical to our 

future success that we become the best 

in all these fields?' Our fundamental skill 

is in games development, not software, 

art or music:' 

It's a view shared by Graham Brown
Martin, whose Soho-based Digital Arts is 

already providing graphics and animation 

expertise to a number of players in the· 

games industry: ''The core skil l of the 

developer is the creation of fantastic 

interactive ideas and bri lliant computer 

programming that realises this idea. 

Without this core skill there is nothing.· 

But beyond that, developers are better 

'sticking to the knitting'. "Having graphics, 

animation, sound and video teams 

in-house may flatter the corporate ego, but 

does it make good business sense when 

there are better teams outside that can be 

switched on and off as needed?" he asks. 

But just as game developers should 

concentrate on the interactive elements of 

their products, so they shouldn't set 

themselves up as project managers any 

more than Sean Connery would demand 

to oversee the hiring of a set designer. 

"If a developer is going to contract 

out part of the creation of a title, then 

they had better find someone to manage 

the contractors on their behalf," warns 

Brown-Martin. "Typically, this person is 

a producer. It is important that they have 

a clea r grasp of what the developer is 

making and the processes that the 

contractor uses:' 

Graphic design, ingame animation and 

FMV, live action direction, music and 

voiceovers are already being out-sourced 

by some developers. And if professionals, 

like scriptwriters and psychologists, are 

tempted into the industry, they wi ll be 

most likely to arrive on a per-project basis. 

"I n the future, technology and tools 

wi ll be much more flexible, and a small 

number of engineers wi ll be able to 

drive the product," predicts van der Kuyl. 

"But don't think that this wi ll make things 

easier to manage. Just look at the ~ 
Digital Arts' Graham Brown-Martin believes that harnessing independent expertise is the future credit list on a movie:' L==i 
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s 
What do videogame creators talk about when they're 

huddled together behind closed doors? Edge attended 

the Develop! '99 conference at Olympia to find out 

s the UK basks in the sunsh ine and festival -goers make 

the pi lgrimage to the greenfields of Glastonbury, a 

cross-section of Europe's most influential game 

developers heads to London 's Olympia for the annual meeting 

of minds that manifests itself as the Develop! Conference. Now in 

its seventh year, this two-day event hosts a number of seminars, 

presentations and lectures designed to ensure that Europe 

remains as powerful a videogame continent as the US and Japan. 

100 
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ALL TALK 
■ Ben Gunstone 

How's Develop! been for you? 
Most of it's been very interesting. 
It's very important for people to 
get together and share ideas. 
Did SCI take much persuading 
to pay for you to come here? 
None whatsoever. It was thought to 
be very important that we attend. 
What have you learnt so far? 
Lots of little things. The PlayStation 
Development 2000 lecture was 
interesting - you know, would it 
play DVD movies, that kind of 
thing. The tax importing issues: the 
fact that DVD players are levied a 
_higher import duty than games 
consoles was very interesting and 
information you wouldn't learn 
elsewhere. 'Beyond Music' was 
a very, very good presentation. 
I'm very interested in making the 
music for my next project as 
interactive as I can and The Fat 
Man's opinions were very valid. 
In fact, I'm going to have a chat 
with him in a minute. 
How important are these 
events to the development 
community? 
They're very important. we need 
more and more communication 
between the games development 
community as a whole. Everyone 
runs through the same kind of 
problems and I can't see why we 
can't meet more frequently in 
order to address the issues that 
are vital to the industry. we have 
to make sure that people don't 
leave here and just forget about 
what we've discussed. The Internet 
would be a very good forum to 
continue these discussions -
even if it's something as basic as 
a newsgroup where all the people 
here can carry on the same 

have been bandied around. 
conversations and theories that J 
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Developl is less ostentatious than its 

stablemate, the European Computer 

Trade Show (ECTS), but the relationship 

between the two is symbiotic. Without 

Develop!, ECTS would be vacuous and 

staid, devoid of the groundbreaking 

videogames it regularly unearths. 

Without ECTS, the watching world would 

know nothing of the pioneering work of 

Europe's brains behind the games. 

Despite thei r common goal - that of 

perfecting and promoting the art of 

interactive entertainment - both events 

could not be more different. Where 

upwards of 40,00D people attend ECTS, 

Develop! attracts a few hundred. ECTS 

boasts thousands of exhibits, Develop! 

houses but three. And while ECTS 

secures hundreds of hours of worldwide 

TV coverage, not even those attending 

The House and Garden Fare in the 

adjoining hall bother to turn their heads 

when passing Develop!'s modestly 

signposted entrance. 

A supervised lift ride to the third 

floor of Olympia's conference centre -

The Develop! seminars promise valuable technology demonstrations and 
insights into videogame philosophy, some of which inspire much debate 

for some reason the 200-odd attendees could not be trusted to operate a lift manually, 

presumably because they'd start reverse-engineering it or something - initially reveals 

nothing out of the ordinary. One would imagine the entrance to be bathed in brilliant 

white lieng and carpeted with a fog of dry ice - but ignore Criterion's lone Dreamcast 

exhibit and MathEngine's demonstration shell and this could be a conference about 

gold-plat~ bath faucets. It's only after glancing at the agenda that the conference's 

remit becomes apparent. 

Embracing the next generation 
Split into two simultaneous streams, Developl boasts a mix of technology 

demonstrations and videogame philosophy. Top of the bill is undoubtedly Sony 

Computer Entertainment America's Phil Harrison's tantalisingly named 'Console Futures' 

seminar in which, it is rumoured, he will premier the next-generation PlayStation demo 

video - the fi rst time it has been shown in Europe outside of SCEE's Golden Square 

headquarters. It is enlightening to see that almost all of Develop!'s esteemed attendees 

are as excited as Joe Public would be at such a privileged showcase. The difference 

being, of course, that to this particular crowd it wi ll be technology they will be able to 

Technology has reacherlaJevtl where frames per 
second should noJong_er.be an...issu_e ,. eQ(>ur __ 

imagination go " concludes Herve Caen of Titus 
harness. You can almost feel the anticipation - it's something akin to a room full of kids 

flicking to the back of an autumn/winter mail-order catalogue to select the possible 

inclusions on their Christmas list. 

In order to glean the best from Develop! it is necessary to flit between the 

auditorium and Conference Room One. Everyone has their own agenda, and their own 

particular areas of expertise. For this reason, it is disappointing to see that the streams 

aren't split more logically - technology in one location, opinion and vision in the other 

would, logically, seem the best way of ensuring that everyone can attend the sessions 

they'd like without being forced to choose between two similar seminars. But this is a 

world of stark choices, and when 'Getting the Most from Your Console' and 'Developing 

for a Mainstream Internet Audience' clash, inevitably there must be one loser - at least 

until cloning becomes something more than mere whimsical scientific endeavour. 

Day one opens with a keynote from Herve Caen, managing director of rejuvenated 

publisher Titus (rumours abound of its next acquisi tion, having recently secured a 

Whi le Bruno Bonnell was unable to attend and deliver his presentation, 
lnfogrames' Christophe Comparin is among the attendees at the event 

significant stake in Interplay) . Drafted in 

as a last-minute replacement for 

lnfogrames' Bruno Bonnell, who pulled 

out for 'personal reasons', Caen's 

presence is nonetheless welcome. He 

opens by recounting how, when 

addressing a similar audience in I 987, 

he was asked whether Sega and 

Nintendo would become major 

hardware forces in the videogaming 

world. Those were the days of the home 

computers - which has proved to be a 

misnomer, as the average processing 

power of those systems are comparable 

to the more sophisticated digital watches 

of today - and their demise was, to 



those outside of Japan, unthinkable. His 

answer in the negative and subsequent 

domination of the Master System, N ES 

and derivatives proves how 

unpredictable the industry really is. 

Hindsight is a brill iant thing, 

however, and Caen now feels much 

more confident in predicting industry 

trends. But, he stresses, the advent of 

new formats always cla ims tragedies on 

the development and publishing side. 

Realising this, he claims, is an important 

part of ensuring that it is avoided. Caen 

predicts that the major publishers now 

wi ll not be the major publishers of the 

future. Offering nothing more concrete 

than that, it is certainly food for thought 

as each developer silently tots up how 

many projects he has signed up with 

each particular publisher. 

content over style 
A theme that proves constant throughout 

the two days is how important it will be 

to focus on content rather than 

technology. As Harrison will suggest later, 

the next fevy years wi ll witness an 

overhaul not just in the types of games 

we play, but, more importantly, what 

additional facets those games offer. It 

will no longer be enough to boast of 

frames per second, for example -

technology has reached a level where 

that should no longer be an issue. 

Gameplay, Caen stresses, will be key. 

Revolution Software's Charles Cecil lectures an attentive audience on 
the importance of emotion and storytelling in games in the 128bit age 

model is changing and both sides of the videogame fence need to work closer to 

ensure that global release dates become the norm. With investment now stretching into 

millions of pounds per title, each publisher cannot afford too many failures. And it is 

only the people in this room - the "games visionaries" - that wi ll ensure the success of 

the industry as a whole, Caen proclaims. Both buoyed yet concerned, it proves a 

soberi ng thought for many, though the sentiment is truly inspiring. 

Ironically, Gathering of Developer's Jim Bloom's 'What is a Good Game Developer?' 

seminar is rescheduled, as Bloom is running late. In an industry plagued by late product, 

this turn-up seems remarkably apt. Cue much giggling about how the presentation has 

slipped. It'll be ready soon, quips one, but when it is finished it will be just the 

presentation Bloom wanted to write when he started. 

But at least everyone can attend the lecture by Paul Holman of Sony Computer 

Entertainment, entitled 'PlayStation Development 2000'. In truth, this title is slightly 

misleading. Holman begins by revealing Sony's internal figures extrapolated from 

PlayStation registration cards. It's an impressive graph. Holman then breaks down the 

demographics. He suggests that the PlayStation's diverse audience offers gaming 

possibilities that wouldn't be viable on any other system. Girls, for example, are 

proving to be a fast-growing market. Still a statistical niche, certa inly, but a niche 

within the size of PlayStation's audience is not insignificant. He suggests that 

developers should never compromise on ideas in order to ensure titles can be 

ported from one format to another. "Focus on one platform," Holman argues. "And 

that platform should be PlayStation'.' 

Interestingly, Holman highlights how the diversity of PlayStation's audience means 

that developers must think differently. PlayStation owners are no longer hardcore 

gamers by any stretch of the imagination, and are therefore unwilling to persist with 

games they can't understand or prove too difficult. The common rule, he says, is to 

GirJs_are..a.fast-growing sector of the PlayStation market. Still 
a.statistical nichef certa~but a niche within the size 

of PlayStation's audiencej s_not_insigoifican, _______ _ 
"Let your imagination go," he concludes, 

"and make your dreams interactive'.' 

The following questions-and-answers 

session proves a little too self-centred. 

Obviously, a room occupied by Europe's 

development community will be 

concerned by the consolidation of 

publishers and the escalating 

development costs the next-generation 

machines dictate, but there is a definite 

hostility towards Titus and its peers. How 

will Caen finance these teams? Will he 

take a punt on a game projected to take 

three years - as opposed to the 

'average' 18 months - to complete? 

Naturally, Caen is a little hesitant, 

but he deflects the questions well. 

Manpower is not important, he argues -

it is the minds behind the games. 

Europe, he believes, houses the best 

developers in the world. The business 

make sure your game's first two levels 

can be played by anyone - something 

crucial in this age of product sampling: 

the most successful PS games have 

been titles that are accessible by all. 

say it with feeling 
Revolution Software's Charles Cecil 's 

lecture on 'The Big Story in the 128bit 

Revolution' stimulates much debate. At 

the unveiling of PlayStation 2 a few 

months previously, Sony appealed to the 

development community to 'create 

games with more emotion' and Cecil's 

speech is an extension of this. 

Previous attempts to marry 

cinematic techniques with interactivity 

resulted in the aptly named 'interactive 

movie' abominations so beloved by 

developers with high-end rendering 

machines and little imagination. 

ALL TALK 
■ James Mcclaren 
■ Ben Sugden 
■ Nick Trout 

■ Video System 

(below) 
(middle) 
(bottom) 

How's it been for you? 

l 

James Mcclaren : It's been good. 
We've met some interesting people. 
The VIS lecture has been the most 
thought-provoking so far. It was 
very controversial and some of the 
ideas were a little idealistic, but it 
was good to hear. 
Ben Sugden: There were too many 
analogies with the film industry. 
We're a much more complicated 
industry than that - and that's why 
we'l l always be different. Maybe 
things will change, but I can't see it 
working the way he described. At 
the end of the day, technology is 
something that you have to take 
with you from game to game. 
Nick Trout: But the studio model 
may catch on, purely because 
development needs to be kept to a 
manageable size. once it becomes 
too large, you lose the spirit. 
What do you hope to get 
out of the conference? 

BS: I'm looking forward to the next 
lecture about coin-ops versus 
computer games as we're one of 
the few developers working on 
both. It will be interesting to hear 
what they have to say about the 
differences between the two 
platforms. People in Britain don't 
often make arcade games. 
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ALL TALK 
■ Alex Darby 

■ Designer, Codemasters 

Ever been to this event before? 

Yeah. I came to Develop' a couple 
of years ago. and last year I 
went to GDC in San Jose. 
How's it been? 

It's been all right. Generally, I've 
found most things to be a bit too 
low-level. I mean. I know I'm a 
designer and all that. but I've got 
a programming background and 
I've found that a lot of the 
presentations have skimmed over 
stuff that I think is important. I tend 
to get really annoyed at the way a 
lot of people don't seem to know 
what they're talking about. 
Any highlights? 

The best talk I've been to has been 
Chris van der Kuyl's. Whether or 
not it actually happens. it's nice 
that we've got someone that has 
that kind of vision. That's what we 
need - otherwise it's all going to 
get a bit fucked up and die. But his 
philosophy is eminently possible. 
There's so much in terms of 
middleware these days that there 
will come a time when the 
developer doesn't have to do a 
fat lot in terms of the underlying 
game code itself. There's game 
content to make, but the nuts
and-bolts stuff that potentially 
will get harder with more 
sophisticated hardware will not 
be much of a problem. 
What kind of follow-up 

would you like to see? 

I don't know. The thing about the 
computer game industry is that 
every company has its own 
agenda. Everybody worries about 
inside information being leaked out 
- but I don't think it's much of a 
problem. Nine times out of ten. 
if we at Codemasters found out 
what somebody was up to. we 
wouldn't necessarily change 
what we were working on to 
compensate. The industry is going 
to keep going until either EA buys 
everybody or someone like Chris 
van der Kuyl takes some initiative. 
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Preach ing from the position of never 

having succumbed to the ease of this 

genre, and continually pushing the art of 

storytelling in his games, Cecil is one of 

the few qualified enough to speak with 

authority on this subject. He reasons that 

the way forward is to lea rn the principles 

of storytelling - the three-act structure 

you can apply to almost any movie is the 

most obvious example - and define a 

fresh "grammar of videogames'.' 

It's an interesting point - though 

applicable mainly to a very specific style 

of game. Cecil argues that only by 

generating true emotion in interactive 

enterta inment can the industry truly start 

Meier could learn from an event such 

as this. But it is the twinkle in the eye 

of the newcomers to the industry that 

offers so much hope. You can tell 

people are genuinely excited by the 

discussion. Develop! provides a place 

to meet and swap ideas. And, best of 

all, Phil Harrison will be here tomorrow 

with Sony's PlayStation 2 demonstration. 

Wi th on ly one published game 

under his belt, the last person you'd 

expect to be able to lecture on 'Why 

Developers will Rule the World' is VIS 

lnteractive's Chris van der Kuyl. But 

there's something about this affable 

Scottish CEO that warms the audience. 

Mus_ic is often oy_erlooked - and a system, in which 
musicians, games designers and publishers work together, 

would add much to the playing experience 
to be taken seriously. He recalls Walt 

Disney's desire to elevate the standard 

of animation to such a level that the 

audience would be moved to tears 

(read more about this on p94). His 

goal is to do the same for videogames. 

It is a bold ambition. 

Classic narratives are discussed and 

examples of how these principles could 

be incorporated into videogames given. 

The enthusiastic questions after the 

session demonstrate the inspirational 

topic. A rush of emotive games could 

well appear on forthcoming systems 

as a result of this lecture. 

Investing in the future 
As the majority of attendees slope off to 

a nearby pub for lunch, you can sense 

the effect the conference is having. Of 

course, the fathers of the· gaming 

industry have long since risen above the 

purpose of Develop! There is little, one 

suspects, Peter Molyneux, Jez San or Sid 

And his ideas are certainly radical. 

Van der Kuyl argues that the only way the industry can survive is by investing in 

individuals, not companies. He can see a future where, say, a brilliant level designer is 

not tied to an individual developer, but instead contracts out, working for companies 

and projects he is keen to become involved with. After all, the producer of a Miramax 

movie is not tied to that company. Contracts will become the norm, and those being 

carried by others within their teams will be unmasked. It's a world that's harsher on the 

mediocre - but that's no bad thing. 

He talks of the need for major developers to move towards a studio system in order 

to ensure they retain a healthy slice of talent. It's something he hints VIS is actively 

pursuing. Within a studio system, projects can be allocated to outfits with particular 

strengths, offering a larger scope for flexibility in content. Imagine if id had true affi liates: 

instead of the firstperson shooters it prefers, it wou ld be able to work on other genres, 

though each with the priceless id hallmark. A number of developers thank their lucky 

stars this isn't the case, however - there would be less room for everyone else. 

Larger than life 
'Beyond Music', hosted by The Fat Man (a slim fellow, in fact) from Team Fat, proves 

the conference's unexpected gem. Edge missed the start of this session, nattering, as 

it was, over a cup of coffee with various representatives from OMA, so walking five 

minutes late into the packed room proves a little disorientating. The immacu lately lined 

rows of chairs host row upon row of attentive developers, gazing in astonishment at the 

loud American preaching game music philosophy. He is brill iant; everyone is transfixed. 

It transpires that The Fat Man is actually the composer of the Wing Commander 

music, among others, and has very 

Chris van der Kuyl (VIS Interactive) presents 'Why developers will Rule 
the World', a radical view of the future that advocates a studio system 

strong opinions on how the industry can 

more efficiently utilise its musical 

content. He suggests that the player 

never hears the majority of music 

composed for a game. This wastage is 

criminal - and he has a grand idea that 

can address this. 

Imagine, he requests, a world in 

which composers submit music which is 

rated in terms of content. Some tracks 

might be combat music, others more 

subversive, written to evoke fear. This 

content is then held either online or on 

the hard disc or CD and, as a game is 

being played, the program selects new 



tracks and accesses or downloads the 

relevant musical scores. If Final Fantasy 

VII used this kind of system, players 

could opt for different themes for every 

battle, rather than being subjected to the 

repetitive module Square provides. 
Some seminars, such as Art and Magic's Christian Dutilleux's (above) 
oration on 'Coin-op Vs Consumer Games' target a more specific audience 

It's ambitious, sure, but all 

revolutionary ideas are. Music is an often 

overlooked element of videogames, and this system, in which musicians, game 

designers and. publishers work together, would add much to the playing experience 

at relatively little processing expense. As the session concludes, The Fat Man's diction 

increases, culminating to a backdrop of gospel music. He falls on the floor in mock 

worship, to rapturous applause. 

The elation is quickly tempered, however, by an announcement by the conference 

organisers. Peter Molyneux, due to lecture after coffee, has been involved in a car crash. 

It's not serious, but the mood rapidly becomes more subdued. 

For the final session of the day, Edge selects the rearranged 'What is a Good Game 

Developer?' lecture. Essentially an advert for the Gathering of Developers' way, it 

nonetheless addresses important issues like maintaining intellectual property rights. 

But after The Fat Man, even the most accomplished public speaker wou ld struggle to 

hold the audience. The couple of instances Edge has to nudge a snoring Chris van der 

Kuyl is testament to this. 

Hanging on the telephone 
The revised agenda for day two initia lly appears a little disappointing. Martin Kenwright's 

session has been moved - mysteriously, he too was involved in a car crash a week or 

so previously, offering all kinds of 'X-Files' conspiracy theories - and Dave Perry's lecture 

has been cancelled. Still, the replacement seminars are at least topical - though Edge 

wonders how Virtools' Bertrand Duplat feels at being scheduled head-to-head against 

Phil Harrison. PlayStation 2 or 3D animation package? It doesn't take long to decide. 

The attendance for 'Back to the Future: Developing for a Mainstream Internet 

Audience' proves how important the online market is perceived. Still no one's making 

any real money out of it yet, but popular opinion and the growing number of 

e-commerce acquisitions suggest that within the near future virtually everything will 

require an Internet bias. AOcs Stephen Reid's subscriber profiles are received with 

genuine astonishment; the average UK user owns a P 166 with 32Mb RAM and no 

3D hardware. Reid admits th is snapshot isn't as accurate as it could be - the data is 

calculated from the master account holder (usually the one with the credit card) -

but the rudimentary games currently played over the telephone line suggest that a 

la rge majority of AO cs subscribers simply can't run the multi player frag-fests those in 

the room would like to create. 

expensive in terms of processing power. 

But the advent of next-generation 

technology, taking PlayStation 2 as a 

starting point, will allow developers 

to achieve the minimum 97-per-cent 

accuracy the faci lity demands and 

integrate this into all relevant games. 

While there can be no replacement 

for direct user control via joystick, 

keyboard or mouse, der Kerdanet asks 

the audience to imagine playing a team

based firstperson game where you can 

instruct NPCs to 'hide', 'wait here' or 

'cover me'. The initial scepticism towards 

this input method is dissipated as 

attendees realise the scope and freedom 

that speech could offer. 

There are some hardware and 

software considerations, it transpires. On 

top of the vocabulary and phonetic 

recognition, the code would have to 

compensate for background noise and 

music - though this can be overcome by 

subtracting the sound card's output from 

the received sonic algorithm. It's complex 

yet thought-provoking stuff. 

De Kerdanet concludes by offering 

his vision of the future: we are teetering 

on a new technological age, he suggests, 

and because speech recognition is 

now technologically feasible, it will 

eventually happen. He sees proprietary 

speech recognition common in games 

AOL's most popular online game is Terris, one of the most 
basic MUDs you could find. Figures demonstrate_home 

users' penchant for simple on line games 
The figures and statistics are simply staggering. AOcs most popular online game 

is Terris, one of the most basic MUDs you could imagine - yet it attracts eight times as 

many players as Slingo, a primitive combination of bingo and slot machines, and 

the ISP's second most popular game. Reid explains that the figures demonstrate 

home users' penchant for simple on line games - those whose concept can be grasped 

easily. Of course, C&C, Quake, et al are all played in some capacity, but the figures 

don't even dent the mainstream audience. Keep it simple, he expounds, and they will 

play. It's not a popular philosophy - the development community would rather code 

wholly original multiplayer titles rather than continually rework traditional card games 

or marry disparate pursuits. 

Plain talking 
Speech recognition in games is nowhere near commonplace - but Gael de Kerdanet 

from Criterion Studios believes it will become an essential facet of videogaming. He 

argues that the reason it has fa iled to work or be taken seriously is because it is too 

ALL TALK 
■ Mark Knowles 

■ Art director, Acc laim Studios 7 

How's it been for you? 

It's pitifully small. It's a chicken-and
egg scenario - the more that's 
offered, the more people will 
attend, and vice versa. I'm sure 
running it in conjunction with ECTS 
would be a better idea - the 
audience is already there, and ii, 
across the corridor, away from all 
the hype, a relevant seminar was 
taking place, it would be easy to 
attend, without having to commit to 
a whole weekend of talks. 

There's a lot of game 
development going on in Europe, 
and you'd hope that a European 
developer's conference would 
reflect the size, skill and history 
of the community, but with three 
stalls and two lecture halls we're 
not really doing ourselves justice. 
The Game Developer Conference 
in San Jose last Easter was 
massive, and there was heaps 
for everyone - artists, designers, 
programmers, musicians, 
producers, writers, the whole lot. 
What's been the most 

interesting part? 

The seminars aren't focused 
enough to be of interest to those 
directly involved in product 
development. Industry trends and 
the coming revolution were the 
main topics, rather than specific 
game development issues which 
would appeal to the bulk of the 
development community. 
Companies both large and small 
are loath to share their secrets, but, 
nonetheless, the communication 
and sharing of ideas is only to be 
encouraged. Obviously, competition 
is healthy, and certainly drives us 
all, but equally important is the fact 
that most people in the industry 
love what they do, and would 
relish the chance to meet and 
discuss their specific disciplines, 
as well as how to push the 
boundaries of gaming to the limit. 
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ALL TALK 
■ Gary Penn 

■ Creative manager, OMA Design 

What do you reckon, then? 
It's the first time I've been. I was 

curious to see how things are 

developing along the European 

side of things - curious to see 

what I was going to get out of it, 

because I don't think it was that 

clear in the brochure. And it's 

always interesting to see what 

other people are up to. 

Have you learnt anything? 
Not especially. There did seem to 

be a distinct lack of focus. I'm not 

sure why that is - maybe it's 

because different developers have 

different needs. I've found it most 

interesting seeing how people I've 

known for a while handle the 

presentation side of things. In 

terms of content, probably 50 per 

cent of the stream material has 

been of interest. 

It's something that's alien to 

European development - there 

doesn't seem to be the slickness 

or professionalism of the US 

conference, but, then, their things 

tend to be a bit more vacuous. 

How important is a 

conference like this? 
Essential. I'm curious to see how 

development is going to, er, 

develop. But it is essential that it 

works. we don't really have a 

strong European development 

community, and that's something 

that's missing. Any industry event 

that brings people together from 

different areas and different 

disciplines is a good thing, without 

a doubt. Seeing how other people 

are doing things is always 

interesting - but I'm not sure 

there's been enough debate as 

there should be. Possibly, that's 

typical British reservation . But it's 

not quite as in-your-face as I'd 

expect. But the conference is J 
definitely a good thing. There's 

developer strength that needs 

to be built and there's publisher/ 

developer bonding that needs 

to be formed. 
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by 2002, and by 2006 operating 

systems such as Windows will come 

packaged with integrated speech 

recognition technology. The days of 

digits may be numbered. 

New horizons 
If any session highlights the community 

spirit among developers, it's Jez San's 

'New Opportunities for Developers' 

seminar. San may not choose to hug the 

headlines like his American counterparts, 

but in terms of popularity among his 

peers, there are few that come close. 

Visibly suffering from 1et lag, and fronting 

a presentation that is as simple as they 

come - some PowerPoint snobs would 

sneer at the lack of moving slides or 

fancy graphics - San's natural charm and 

broad knowledge base epitomise the 

redundancy of style over content. 

Obviously on the fast-track to next

generation technology, San's opinion on 

the new formats are highly valued. He 

asks developers not to get carried away 

by the paper specifications of the new 

consoles. The alleged one million 

to the optimistic marketing numbers the 

coders were handed, resulting in a hefty 

and expensive rewrite. 

San also points out an interesting 

technological anomaly: the next

generation machines are so powerful that 

they boast higher polygon throughputs 

than they can poss.ibly process, 

necessitating a new method of geometry 

manipulation in order for their potentials 

to be realised. In simple terms, this means 

that the realistic figu re of 15 million 

polygons per second for PlayStation 2 

cannot be achieved with the machine's 

standard 32Mb of RAM - each vertex 

requires 64 bytes of memory, or l SMb/s. 

Curve rendering reduces the memory 

requirements - but causes collis ion

detection problems. Developers need to 

fathom out new methods of graph ic 

display by either scaling up from 

mathematical seeds (a planet Argonaut 

has prototyped can be displayed from a 

fractal seed rather than being mapped out 

entirely in advance) or scaling down the 

resolution in certain ci rcumstances. It is 

evident that the number crunching 

The Fat Man makes like a Yank 
TV evangelist as he delivers his 
impassioned, music-centric plea 

Like a.driving instructor, Phil Hatrison outlines how the new 
machine works _befo.re banding_over tbe keys. The mechanics 

__ matter no longer - it's where you take it that counts 
polygons per second the original 

PlayStation could handle was, he agrees, 

technically possible. But start putting in 

gameplay routines and special effects 

and that figure drops to a realistic 

l 00,000 - a "bullshit factor" of ten to 

one. He now takes paper specs with a 

pinch of salt, recounting a tale in which 

one hardware manufacturer asked 

Argonaut to develop according to the 

specifications it supplied; when the 

hardware was delivered, the 3D engine 

it had prototyped proved sluggish thanks 

needed for next-generation development would baffle all but the most committed (and 

possibly insane) mathematician. 

Other areas San addresses include the pros and cons of licensing ready-made 

engines in order to speed up the development process - a system Valve used brilliantly 

for Half-Life - and addressing the whole middleware concept. The session culminates in 

some R&D demonstrations of cu rrent Argonaut developments. The N64 physics models 

incorporated into a 3D cartoon racing game, and the 3D realtime lighting system the 

company is developing, leave the audience breathless. 

The next evolution 
During coffee, two things are noticeable. For the first time preceding any presentation, 

a queue has formed outside the audi torium in which Phil Harrison is scheduled to 

lecture. Second, a simple note on the opposite conference room's door reads simply: 

'Virtools' demonstration has been 

Criterion Studios' Dreamcast booth is one of just three exhibits at Develop! 
'99. With ECTS around the corner, most attendees came along just to listen 

cancelled'. A few wonder whether they'll 

spot Bertrand Duplat among the faces in 

the 'Console Futures' seminar. 

The audience is not disappointed. 

Expertly expounding Sony Computer 

Entertainment's videogaming philosophy, 

Harrison spends a good quarter of an 

hour building up to what he dubs, "The 

next evolution of videogames'.' Like a 

headmaster lecturing a senior school, he 

asks developers to liaise with their Sony 

account handlers for information 

regarding development kits. He outlines 

possible uses for PlayStation 2's 

processing power. It's a THX 



presentation: the audience most 

certainly is listening. 

Harrison delivers his message with 

such conviction that just about every 

attendee can do nothing but sit in 

silence as if attending a sermon. When 

he says PlayStation 2 is capable of 

something, these guys believe it. He 

Pyro Studios representatives listen as an individual shares ideas with the 
assembly during its '2D or Not 2D?' seminar. This is Develop!'s strength 

even addresses San's "bullshit factor" expertly, playing down the hard facts and 

concentrating on the greater scope the machine offers in terms of radical game design. 

Like a driving instructor, he outlines how the new machine works before handing over 

the keys. The mechanics no longer matter - it's where you take it that counts. 

The lights are then dimmed and the next-generation PlayStation technical 

demonstration video is shown - the first time it has been aired publicly in Europe. The 

majority of attendees have not seen it before, and it's not long before they are 

romanced by its glamour. To them, it becomes immediately clear that Sony's next 

machine is something special. 

Your questions answered 
Lasting close to an hour, Harrison's lecture is absorbing, yet never boring. There is only 

time for a few questions. Will PlayStation 2 be PocketStation compatible? Yes. Will the 

machine play DVD movies? Harrison is non-committal. Will all games have to come on 

DVD? No, publishers can choose between CD and DVD. When will it launch? When the 

software is ready - not before. 

How many joypads will the machine cater for7 Harrison refuses to answer, 

suggesting that to detail that specifically would give away too much about the new 

machine. This implies, however, that PlayStation 2 will cater for as many players as each 

game permits, with joypads linking not directly into the hardware but daisy-chaining off 

each other. The possibilities are endless. 

Will it feature a modem as standard? No, although it will be ava ilable as an add-on, 

purely because Sony expects telecommunications to advance so rapidly that within a 

year the internal modem cou ld prove to be inadequate. When a mobile phone 

punctuates the silence, one suspects it is Sega ringing to prove the validity of an 

onboard modem. 

Harrison leaves the stage to much applause - and to increased respect. That 

neither Nintendo nor Sega bothered to directly 9ddress the European development 

community could prove a massive own goal. As the attendees shuffle off home, there's 

little doubt which format they believe will succeed. 

While Developl's US counterpart, GDC (Game Developer's Conference), may be a 

much larger affair, the signs for Europe's development community are encouraging. 

This year will be remembered as a turning-point for the conference, thanks, largely, to 

even more vital because of shifts in 

development brought about by 

PlayStation 2 and Project Dolphin. For 

the first time since we started producing 

computer games it will no longer be 

possible for a single team to bui ld 

expertise on a platform and produce a 

title wi thout reference to the outside 

world. When you got a Spectrum you 

could buy a copy of the ROM disk 

assembly and code away. Eventually, you 

could create your own library of routines 

and end up producing a game without 

talking to anyone else at all - except, 

maybe, a publisher, and you didn't really 

need to talk to them in the early days. 

Subsequently, we've had to go through 

the process of licensing proprietary 

development kits from console 

publishers, but even then a developer 

could develop for that platform wi thout 

reference to the outside world, apart 

from the publisher. 

"Now, with the advent of the 

complex middleware system for new 

consoles and the arrival of machines 

that are hugely complex, it is no longer 

possible for developers to make their 

mark on the entertainment world 

without sharing information and buying 

in technologies and skills from other 

markets. Therefore, any channel of 

information - be it a newsletter or a 

___ .,~lf~t~bis event ceased to happen, we would 
heJruterv_real danger of losing 

out in the information war" Steve Cooke, Develop! 

the presence of Harrison. 

Steve Cooke, the event's 

programme consultant, is adamant that 

the conference shall succeed - purely 

for the sake of our indigenous talent. 

"Develop! exists to ensure we retain 

parity with the development communities 

in America and Japan, both of whom 

have very well established methods of 

sha ring information among each other 

and are therefore stronger as a result," 

he offers. "If this event ceased to 

happen, we would be in very real danger 

of losing out in the information war. 

''The future of this conference is 

conference - is essentia l to the survival 

of your company if you' re a developer'.' 

Develop! is clearly important for the 

interactive entertainment industry. By 

bringing together so many developers, 

the videogames you play will continue to 

improve. As the subjects discussed at 

Develop! prove, the new technologies 

throw up a host of new opportunities 

and present their own inherent 

problems. So long as inspirational 

speakers spread their visions, British 

development can only improve. Sharing, 

after all, has at least as much 

value as individual innovation. 

ALL TALK 

Ever been to Develop! before? 
Yes, I've been to all of them, 

starting right back when they 

used to run parallel with ECTS. 

They get better and better. One 

of the key things, like all shows, 

is about meeting people. We've 

got academics here for the first 

time, offering courses in subjects 

like art for videogames - it's 

improving all the time. 

What did you think 

of the seminars? 
On the whole they've been very 

varied. Some of them could have 

been a bit more to the point - the 

EEC one waffled a little bit - but 

that's what you'd expect from 

them. They're a European body 

and sometimes I think they get 

paid by the word. 

one of the interesting things 

that they had at one of the other 
Developr·s was a panel where a 

number of people discussed 

topics from the floor - tricks for 

development, that kind of thing. 

The whole thing was Q&A based 

and it proved very useful. Some 

of the presentations here have 

avoided the nitty-gritty. 

As it grows you'll get more 

diversity, which I think will be 

much more useful to the industry. 
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Late-night TV has tiny budgets - 'Bits' has only around £8,000 per 

episode. No show on such a meagre budget can afford the luxury of 

presenters who simply turn up and read lines. They have to write their 

own scripts, do thei r own research and, in th is case, play the games. _ 

The schedule on the weekly show is as tight as the budget. "Friday, 

we have a meeting and get all the games together so we can have 

hardcore playing over the weekend," expla ins Krotoski. "Monday, we come 

in with a general idea of what we're going to do and continue to play until 

later that evening, after which we 

write up the reviews. By Tuesday 
morning we've got the big script 
written up for Aldo [Palumbo, the 

show's director and producer]:' 

Rewrites to script continue 
until a fina l version is ready by 

Wednesday morning. "We spend 
all day Wednesday playing games, 

doing research for next week," 

continues Krotoski. "Then Claudia 

and I do all our pieces on Thursday. 
Friday, Emi ly does all her pieces, 

then we do all three of us together:' 

Editing takes place on Saturday, with 

the show delivered to Channel 4 

just over a week before 

transmission. For the 12 weeks of 
the 'Bits' run, it's at least a six-day-a-

"I'm the more light-hearted gamer. That's uery important 

week job for most of the eight
strong team of presenters and 

crew. "It's heavy duty. We put in 
a lot of hours," Krotoski adds. 

New York, New York 
The idea for the programme 
originated with Channel 4's 

commissioning editor for night time, 

Stevan Keane. On a visit to New 

York last year he was impressed by 

videogame shows running on cable 
TV there, and felt something similar 

could work in the' 4Later' slot. To 

produce the show, he approached 
Glasgow-based Ideal World 

Productions, which had al ready 

created the 'Vidz' show for the same 

spot, as wel l as other Channel 4 

to haue, so that people don't get scared off because they 
don't understand what you're saying" Claudia Trimde 
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series, including 'Deals On Wheels', 

'Driven' and 'Coltrane's Planes 

and Automobi les'. 

In December last year, Pa lumbo 

was presented with a huge list of 
possible presenters: "We did 

screentest after screentest. The main 

thing was to get the right presenters, 
that took the time:' So was the 

concept of the show always to be 

female-fronted? Krotoski: "Oh, yeah. 

Definitely. It was initially going to 

be two, but they went for all th ree 

of us:' Trimde: ''They originally 

tested Emily and a guy, but then 

they decided they didn't want th is 

guy-girl relationship:' 

"We wanted presenters with 

varied levels of knowledge," says 

Palumbo, the theory being that by 
having a breadth of different 

experience, both hardcore gamers 

and casual viewers can fi nd a 'way 

in' to the programme. "I'm the 

more light-hearted gamer," explains 

Trimde. "That's very important to 

have, so that people don't get 

scared off because they-don't 

understand what you're saying:' 

At this stage of development, the 

proposed format of the show sti ll 

owed much to the New York cable 

access programmes that inspired it. 
Krotoski expla ins: "What we were 

going to do, to keep production 

costs low, was to shoot us in front of 



chromakey. But it turned out that 
didn't work'.' Another rejected idea 
was to film the girls over the 
shoulder as they played, but this also 
proved too dull. The format Ideal 
World finally arrived at is, as Krotoski 
accepts, "Like something you might 
see in print, with news, previews 
and reviews. But the best thing about 
it is that you see moving images'.' 

The cheap look of the show is 
down to time and budgetary 
constraints, as Palumbo concedes: 
"We can't be over-ambitious, but we 

try to be witty. As soon as you get 
into a game you thi_nk, wouldn't it be 

great if we could ... But that would 
take a day, and we've only got two 
days to do the whole shoot'.' The 
cluttered office set - in a modestly 

sized room down the corridor from Ideal World's own office - was 
another late addition to the show, concocted after they dumped the 
chromakey idea. "I have to say," admits Trimde, "I would have rather had 
a more modern setting as we're talking about really bang-up-to-date 
technology. But I know what they're trying to achieve, they're trying to 
make it a little contradictory'.' "I just don't like the bricks with the purple 'B' 
in it," says Krotoski. It's hard not to agree. 

Reaction to 'Bits' has been very positive to date. The first show rose 
to a 17 per cent audience share - not bad when you consider that 
Channel 4's average share is around l O per cent. That 17 per cent 

"We can't be ouer-ambitious, but we try to be witty. Hs soon 
as you get into a game you think, wouldn't it be great if we could ... 

But we'ue only got two days to do the whole shoot" ftldo Palumbo, director 
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"I think there'll be more and more women who want to program 
and do stuff like that. It's just a matter of time - our generation is 

halfway there. Perhaps we'll euen get some male pin-ups" Emily newton Dunn 

approximates to upwards of 500,000 viewers - a higher figure than the 
circulation of the biggest-sell ing print magazine, and all the more 

impressive given that the show goes out after midnight. The videogame 

industry is warming to the show, too. "It's getting easier," says Palumbo. 
"It was hard at first, but we're trying to win these people over:' "They're 

now starting to trust us," offers Krotoski, "and they're starting to give us 

exclusives because they know people are watching us:' 

"All the designers and programmers and developers we've spoken 

with are very pleased that we slag games off," she continues. "We cou ldn't 

do it any other way. People come away with the feeling that we do know 
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a lot about games, that we are 

passionate about it and that it is our 

industry and we just happen to be 
the faces:' Trimde adds: "A lot of 

people say, 'It's so much better than 
'GamesMaster' - that was horrid':' 

A man's game? 
Given the scepticism - even sexism 
- that Edge's visit to the 'Bits' set 

aroused, one subject has to be 

broached. Just how does it feel to 
be a woman in an industry where 

the most visible female is Lara Croft? 

"It really fucks me off, actually," is 

Newton Dunn's response. 
"Emily has a personal vendetta 

against Lara," explains Krotoski. "I 

hate her," expands Newton-Dunn. 

"All those fucking ads w ith, 'Do you 

really want me to wear this?', where 

the girl is in the Lara costume and 

the bloke's in the bed, practically 

with a stitty:' 
"It's just divisive," adds Krotoski. 

"Sorry, girls. You're not allowed in 

this world:' 
Newton Dunn: "Yeah, you're just 

allowed to dress up in flimsy little 

costumes and get your tits out:' 
"Over time, I've learned to turn a 

blind eye to it," says Krotoski. "That's 

the way it's going to be. It's going to 

be in Loaded and Maxim and FHM, 

and there's very little that we can do 

about it. Lara Croft is a pin-up. She's 

a blow-up doll. There's not a lot of 
detail there apart from the basics. 

You can fill in the blanks however 

you want. I actually prefer Lula 
Virtual Babe because at least she's 

straightforward. There's no bullshit 

there, it's like, 'This is a one-handed 

game'. It's fucking hilarious, I 

laughed and laughed. Whereas Lara 

Croft is taking itself far too seriously:' 
"There's actually quite a lot of 

women in the industry," offers 



Newton Dunn. "I think there'll be 
more and more women who want 
to program and do stuff like that. It's 
just a matter of time - our generation 
is halfway there. And the way 
women are represented will 
hopefully change. Perhaps we'll 
even get some male pin-ups'.' 

Trimde's verd ict on the whole 
Lara question is a little different to 
the others, a little more, well, 
European: "I really don't care'.' 

Back in a bit? 
Gossip in the 'Bits' office that 
morning has been straight out of 
'Alan Partridge' with, 'Are we going to 
get a second series?' There's no firm 

news from Channel 4 yet, although 
Palumbo reports they are "delighted" 
with the show. The main interview 
and photoshoot over, Newton Dunn 
heads to Glasgow airport - she 
commutes from London each week 
for the shoot - whi le Edge heads 
off for lunch with Krotoski and 
Trimde. Trimde hopes that, if C4 
recommissions the show, they'll start 
again in September so they can cover 
all the releases up to Christmas. 
Krotoski hopes they'll start again in 
September so she doesn't have to 
look for another job. How do they 
see the show developing? 

"I can see us bringing more 
news in, as that's an advantage we 

"One thing I really want to do is retrogaming. Hnd a serious look 
at Internet gaming, and independent deuelopers - people who 

program their own stuff, one-man game industries" Rieks Krotoski 

have over magazines, and also a 
lot of people don't have access to 
the Internet," says Trimde. "And I 
think we should concentrate even 
more on the gameplay. We've had a 
lot of FMV in there because it just 
looks gorgeous, and game 
companies don't always like to 
send you the gameplay on video. 
It adds quality to the programme, 
but in the end, the gamers are going 
to be disappointed'.' "One thing I 
really want to do is retrogaming," 
enthuses Krotoski. "And a serious 
look at Internet gaming, and 
independent developers - people 
who program their own stuff, 
one-man game industries'.' 

Of course, it's ventured, they 
realise that TV presenters like 
Denise van Outen and Gai l Porter 
have now replaced supermodels as 
the pin-ups of choice. What about 
the prospect of a men's mag getting 
on the phone and asking for a rather 
less compromising photoshoot than 
today's for Edge? "No way. 
Absolutely not," states Krotoski. 
"I wouldn't mind," says Trimde. 
"I'd do nude modelling:' 

Interested picture editors 
should note that Ideal World 
Productions' number can be 
found in the Glasgow phone 
directory. The first series of 
'Bits' ends this month. 
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Every issue, Edge evaluates the 

best, most interesting, hyped, 

innovative or promising games 

on a scale of ten, where five 

naturally represents the middle 

value. A game receiving a 

'seven out of ten', for example, 

is a very competent title with 

noticeable flaws but which 

should still appeal 10 a 

considera:>le range of players. It 

does, after all, score two points 

above average and should 

therefore not be considered as 

such. 

Edge's rating system is fair, 

progressive and balanced. An 

average game deserves an 

average mark - not, as many 

believe, seven out of ten. 

The delin itive monthly asse ss ment ol the world's latest videogames 

The beauty ol beige 
n;n ith the ominous shadow of PlayStation 2 lurking 
l:&:.I on the horizon, Sega hasn't stood around 
languishing. In Japan, the recent Dreamcast price cut 
has seen weekly PlayStation sales ecl ipsed by another 
platform for the first time in countless months. Sega·s 
hOme market appears to be finally waking up. 

Which is also what a substantial number of western 
developers did after witnessing Sega's impressive E3 
showing in May. Talk of the next-generation Playstation 
may have dominated the air time of those flying across 
to LA, but on the return journey just as many were 
talking about Dreamcast. Most importantly, hundreds 
were talking about developing for it. 

And this is where Sega's latest console could 
catch Sony by surprise. Unlike the next-generation 
PlayStation, Sega's machine is a PC in plug-and-play 
disguise. It has all of the advantages of a beige tower 
(Internet access, modem, keyboard) but none of the 
defects (installation procedures, inevitable crashes and 
incompatability problems). Its architecture means that 
developers can port across PC projects in a short 
space of time. The benefits are significant: 
development costs remain appealingly low for what 
essentially classifies as another format. and any 
publisher wishing to recoup the inevitable difficulties 
associated with releasing a game for the PC - a format 

so plagued by piracy, continuous hardware upgrades 
and lack of recognisable or established brand value 
that even outstanding titles fai l to reach the level of 
sales generated by a fai r Playstation release - could 
initially view Dreamcast as a way of generating more 
income from the same product. It's killing two 
bandicoots with one rocket-launcher strike, if you like. 

There is another critical aspect to the PC angle, 
though. Edge has long been in contact with countless 
gamers who, though keen to experience PC titles, are 
simply not prepared to spend £1,500 for the privilege 
of spending hours trying to get the bastard things to 
work. With the increasing number of PC developments 
being announced for Dreamcast. these same 
individuals will immediately be able to play the games 
with a reasonably modest £200 investment. 

This could be key. For as long as Dreamcast keeps 
alongside ever-evolving PC technology, developers 
will be keen to port their products across to Sega's 
platform without encountering barriers. 

The strength of Sega·s own software properties 
and its machine's online capabilities are selling points 
in themselves, but the potential afforded by the 
existence of the massive PC development community 
could yet become one of the company's biggest 
weapons against the Sony juggernaut. 

Rage has proved the simplicity of PC-to-DC ports with titles like Expendable (left). Stronger 
examples are on the horizon in the form of Alone in the Dark 4 (centre) and Rogue Spear (right) 

Videogames on the Edge 
This month's red-eye inducers 

Silent scope Ferrari F355 Challenge Metal Gear Solid Bionic commandos 

(Coin-op) Konami (Coin-op) sega (PS) Konami (Coin-op) Capcom 

As Edge recently found With access to the cabinet Integral's arrival forced Strider 2 (see p125) 
out, waiting at Heathrow's on freeplay recently, it another play through inspired a bout of other 
Terminal 3 ,s no longer was difficult to resist t1e Konami's thirdperson 'what ifs' around the 
a chore thanks to the charms of Yu Suzuki's stealth masterpiece. And office. This platformer 
presence of this startlingly most ambitious work. A it still makes Syphon Filter would be another 
atmospheric shooting sim. supremely convincing title. look rather third rate. welcome resurrection. 
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□ IN □ CRISIS 

While the characters' dialogue is in 
English, the Japanese text can often 
make puzzles frustratingly difficult 

Mental dexterity is as 
important as speed 
with the joypad in this 
game, as plenty of 
codes and puzzles 
must be solved in order 
to progress through to 
Dr Kirk's laboratory 
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Instead of simply blasting at the dinosaurs, scripted plot elements provide opportunities to kill them in more 
novel ways. Tempting this dino into a gas chamber (above right) is one of the easier ways to dispose of it 

D he contrasts aren't as radical as 
those between their cinematic 

inspirations - cult classic 'Night of the 
Living Dead' and digital blockbuster 
'Jurassic Park' - but Dino Crisis is a 
very different beast from its zombie
populated predecessors. Given the 
task of expanding the series he 
originated, producer Shinji Mikami has 
crafted a more thoughtful experience 
th is time. Where Resident Evil was a 
heady mix of phantasmagorical gore, 
Dino Crisis is tactical tension rather 
than survival horror. 

The main reason for this is the 
pace of the action. Res Evil was, 
essentially, a thrill-kill game; its 
philosophy: if it moves, shoot it. And 

there was always enough firepower to 
deal with any creatures encountered. 
Dino Crisis contains far fewer enemies 

and consequently they are much 

harder to kill. Whereas a single blast 
of a shotgun could behead a zombie, 
the one-shot dinosaur kill is rare. 
Instead, Mikami-san has cleverly 
added sleeping darts to the armoury. 
These tranquilise most beasts for a 
short period of time, opening up 
strategic gameplay elements. For 
example, if a dinosaur is in a main 
corridor, it's worth kill ing it as that 
location will need to be revisited. 
Otherwise, it's better to stun it, 
explore the area and then exit quickly. 

More lateral thinking is 
encouraged by the forcefields dotted 
around the map. Using these, dextrous 
players will be able to run past 
dinosaurs, switching them on when 
safely on the other side of the beams 
With practice it is even possible to 
lure dinosaurs, leaving them safely 

trapped in already explored areas. The 

new 180-degree turn, triggered by the 
R2 button, is particularly useful for 
this. The old tactic of dashing past 
an enemy into a nearby room isn't 
enough now - dinosaurs have the 
ability to force doors. And they do 
break them down, crashing against 
portals before gaining access. 

But if Dino Cnsis' creatures are 
improved, the plot is better, too. It 
revolves around a special ops team 
sent to capture a renegade scientist 
from an island laboratory. After 
insertion, it becomes clear that 

dinosaurs have overrun the island. 
With the scientist, Doctor Kirk, 
nowhere to be found, the team -
consisting of gruf' all-action leader 

Gail, systems hacker Rick and the 
single playable character Regina -
splits up to explore. Many ingame 

cut-scenes maintain plot coherence, 



(Above) One of the keys to playing 
Dino Crisis is judicious use of beam 
fo rcefields to conta in the dinosaurs 

alerting players to new situations 
as they arise. Interestingly, there's 
tension within the team, too. This 
comes to a head at various points 
when you are given the choice of 
following either Gail or Rick. Although 
these parallel strands quickly rejoin 

the main narrative, Mikami-san 
presumably wanted to highlight the 
replayability of what is otherwise a 
relatively short one-disc game. There 
are multiple endings and bonus-only 
endganes to complete as well. 

Other gameplay elements revolve 
around the traditional Res Evil pursuits 
of exploration and puzzle solving. The 
latter, in particular, looks certain to tax 
younger fans, as well as increasing 
the sales of the game's strategy guide. 
Not on ly do you have to collect two 
disks to open each major door, but 
once the keypad is activated, various 
letter and number codes need to be 
broken. Other key points in the game 

are won by a variety of memory tests 

'lnterdoor' loading screens 
feature an animation of Regina 

The animations are amazing, especially the tearing jaw action and the 
swinging tails. The dinosaurs can even knock weapons from your hands 

TEST SCREEN 

Form at: Playstation 

Publi sher: Capcom 

Developer: In -house 

Pri ce: ¥5 ,800 (£30) 

Release: Out now (Japa n) 

!Unli ke previous games, it's clear that the dinosaurs are the 
stars of the show. The most prominent character is the fearsome 

T-Rex, which raises the difficulty and adrenaline levels substantial~ 

and 3D geometric puzzles. Bizarrely, 
Shenmue-style 'QuickTime· events 
also make an appearance. At different 
stages of the game, a cut-sequence is 
triggered and danger flashes at the 

bottom of the screen. The player must 
then frantically bash the icon buttons 
to avoid certain death. 

However, unlike previous games, 
it's clear that the dinosaurs, not the 
humans, are the stars of the show. 
The most prominent character is the 
fearsome T-Rex. Taking the role of Mr x 
from Resident Evil 2, this monster 

reappears regularly throughout the 
game, raising the difficulty and 
adrenal ine levels substantial ly. 

The smal ler dinosaurs move 
effortlessly, even if their basic speed 

is somewhat slower than expected. 
But the animations are truly fantastic. 
some species jump claws first, while 
others simply lumber straight at you. 
They can even use their tails to knock 
weapons out of your hands, or drag 
you along the floor by the leg or arm. 
In facr, it's worth getting mauled a few 
times just to watch the biting moves, 
which are modelled on the jaw action 
of crocodiles. And whi le the T-Rex and 
others may not inspire the dread 
expected from the Nemesis, it and 
Dino crisis are certain to keep the 
customers satisfied until the 
resurrection of Resident Evil. 

Edge rating: 

f ighl OUI ol len 
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Capcom's item sere.en 
has been tidied up to 
make it simpler to equip 
Regina. Unsurprisingly, 
the grenade launcher 
proves a vital weapon 
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G POllCf 2 

While it's hard to convey 
just how G-Police 2's 
draw distance limits the 
entire game experience, 
you can see for yourself 
that the explosions 
are well realised 

With its poor draw distance, G-Police 2 does not lend itself readily to eye-catching 
screenshots. There are some instances, however, where it almost looks the part 

D ollowing its indifferent retail 
performance, many have come 

to regard G-Police (8/10, E51) as 
something of a cause celebre . 

Did its relative failure (critical 
acceptance notwithstanding) pertain, 
in any way, shape or form, to its 
alarmingly close draw distance? It's 
an interesting argument You certainly 

cannot deny that hardened gamers 
can on occasion be more forgiving of 
certain deficiencies than casual types. 
Having experienced the oft-abstract 
fodder of 8- and 16bit formats, the 
hardcore are perhaps more inclined to 
appreciate what a game attempts to 
achieve, grasping the implied message 
or suggested experience. Viewed in 
this context, it's not hard to see why 
G-Police beguiled its small, yet vocal 
advocates. swooping between 
buildings, dogfighting amid 
skyscrapers; its brief was admittedly 
over-ambitious for both formats and, 
on the evidence of the PC version, the 

time, but it worked . For some, at least 
With G-Police 2, Psygnosis's Stroud 

studio has attempted to address the 
issue of pop-up, if not draw distance. 
Mindful of player complaints that 
buildings were prone to suddenly 
appearing, leading to skill-defying 
crashes, they have introduced wireframe 
outlines for all major city constructs. 

Dogfights show GP2 at its best, but are limited by the fact that craft disappear at 
roughly the same stage as buildings do. The Elite-style radar is constantly in use 

As you approach any given tower or 

roadway, the green defining outline is 
gradually fleshed, its textural, poly-based 
actual form peeling into view True to its 
remit, this new feature does reduce the 
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These shots are taken from 
a neat series of 16 bonus 
missions - it's a Rhino racetrack 

number of sudden, unavoidable 
collisions. In almost every other sense, 
it's an embarrassing mistake. 

There have been, and will be, 
far more ingenious ways of disguising 
the Playstation's technical 
shortcomings. If anything, this 
wireframe-based extension of draw 
distance only truly succeeds in 

exacerbating a sense of unreality. 
Perversely, G-Police 2 appears 

to have a closer effective visual 
horizon than its predecessor As its 
skyscrapers bleed into full-blown 
clarity, it's hard not to note that they 
do so at a distance of, as a 

conservative estimate, what would be 
around 200 yards. At full speed, su'ch 
distance can be measured in seconds. 
To add insult to aesthetic injury, GP2's 
building and vehicle models are hardly 

inspiring. Furthermore, approaching 
any given texture turns it into a 

warping, writhing mess. Still, at least 
the explosions look good. 
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This is one of C-Police l 's more involved missions: charged to defend a mobile 
airbase through dome-linking tunnels, the lights are suddenly extinguished 

Two years ago, G-Police's visual 

shortcomings were a blemish that 
slightly sullied the whole. And now? 
It just feels tired. As, indeed, does its 
gameplay. Joining new landscapes, 
armaments and mission objectives, 
the addition of new vehicle classes is 
welcome, though hardly surprising. 
Joining the (apparently antiquated) 
Havoc, are the venom and Corsair, 
both possessing their own slight spin 
on the Havoc flight model. 

As a further touch, two ground 
vehicles are also introduced during 
relevant missions. The Rhino is a 
tank, of sorts, endearingly armed 
not just with offensive armaments, 
but also with a handbrake. The 
Raptor, reminiscent of Robocop's 
ED-209, doubles G-Police 2·s 
complement of ground-based 

vehicles. Incidentally, while pondering 
why the middle and far distance 
remain equally dark whi le piloting 
the aforementioned two, it's enjoyable 
to weave between the many street 
lights that adorn each road. 

And the missions? 'Reminiscent' 
is the word that first springs to mind. 
Fans of the original wil l reca ll the 
numerous instances where they were 

called upon to ·scan' collections 
of cargo and craft, prior to a near
inevitable discovery and, subsequently, 
a grisly firefight. The wholesale 
re-usage of this device, among 
many others, underlines G-Po/ice 2's 

status as reiteration, not revision. It 

C-Police l 's targeting system automatically locks on to any given craft. 
A 'toggle' option would have been preferable during dogfights, though 

I Two years ago, G-Po/ice's visual shortcomings were 
a blemish that slightly sullied the whole. And now? 

It just feels tired. As, indeed, does its gameplay _J 

would be hard (indeed, unfair) to 

accuse any given ingame task of being 
boring. With missions climaxing with a 
dogfight of some description, most 
levels are comfortably brainless, and 
completing them can be satisfying. 

It's sorry to note, though, that the 
game's ·events' - the fi rst appearance 
of a large attack craft, for example, or 
the occasional option to order a 

wingman to begin an assault - are 
of little visual or play-based 
consequence. Their lack of ambition 
is underwhelming, to say the least. 

G-Police 2 is the right idea, but 

on the wrong format. Darting between 

buildings in a ful ly featured, but above 
all, visible, city could be an exhilarating 
experience. Alas, the PlayStation - for 
all its relative, and many remaining, 
strengths - is ill -equipped to provide 
such a spectacle. Worse, GP2's 

catharsis of intriguing new ideas 
makes it a distinctly average and 
famil iar tale of old gameplay revisited. 
Bereft of the visual aplomb usually 

harnessed to conceal such mediocrity, 
G-Pofice 2 is anything but an 
arresting experience. 

Edge raling : 

five 0111 ol len 

Complementing the 
bonus missions as 
rewards for dedicated 
players, Psygnosis has 
included 'secret' artwork 
and music, opened via 
the main campaign mode 
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KINGPIN 

Level design is generally good, with episodes taking in docklands and 'Blade Runner'-esque cityscapes. Each of the 
characters' skin is extraordinarily detailed, too, particularly when riddled with bullet holes after a confrontation 

Kingpin features the 
best ever rendition of a 
flame thrower. Searing 
flames lick across the 
screen turning enemies 
into human torches 
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D n an overpopulated genre 
dedicated to the depiction of 

casual violence, it's something of an 
achievement to be recognised as the 
most brutal 3D shooter of them all. 
But Kingpin's seamy graphic realism 
brooks no argument - it's difficult 
to visualise a game further removed 
from the naivete of zapping space 
invaders or karting with moustachioed 
Italian plumbers 

Though Kingpin utilises the same 
(albeit heavily modified) technology as 
Quake II and Half-Life, it's the power 
of that engine to create a convincing, 
contemporary environment that 

undoubtedly makes this a watershed 
game. unlike previous Daily Mail 
page-fillers Grand Theft Auto and 
Carmageddon, some of Kingpin's 
more visceral content wi ll disturb 
even seasoned gamers. Deleting a 
human corpse's extraneous features 
one b'y one with a shotgun, until 
nothing but a mutilated torso is left, 

draws gamers into ambiguous ethical 
territory previously unexplored by 
opponents with tentacles or faces 
like a fractal jigsaw. 

But as much as Kingpin's amoral 

thrills will prove the bait to legislators 
and gamers alike. it also nurtures 
other qualities that prolong the 
excitement once the shock impact 
has dissipated. Happily, the gameplay 
is more than a procession of latent 
corpses bagged with production-line 
monotony. Kingpin's goons really do 

fulfil the old gaming Cliche of running 
away when outgunned. And though 
the Al isn't as uncanny as Half-Life's, 
it does put up a decent fight, 
particularly as the difficulty levels 
are notched well above average. 

Ironically, al l-out bel ligerence 
isn't the Kingpin way. Levels tend 
to escalate from cautious opening 
phases - where you're encouraged 
to explore and tap local characters 

for information - into bloody 

denouements. when the scene is set 
and you've got no choice but to blast 
your way out. 

The expletive-laden dialogue and 
shape-pulling characters are utterly 
in keeping with the seedy, underworld 
setting and make shooting your 
mouth off almost as entertaining as 
pulling the trigger Interaction is wel l 
handled, with reactions dependent 
on your attitude (choose from the 
customary positive, negative and 
neutral states), and even accounting 

Tragically, loading times between 
levels are almost intolerably bad 



The range of only eight weapons -
from lead piping to a tommy gun 
and bazooka - is disappointing 

for detail such as whether or not 
your weapon is holstered. 

Inevitably, each episode 
intersperses the action with a fa ir 
proport ion of join-the-puzzles 
linearity, but the characters mask this 
reasonably well, theatrically pointing 
the player in the right direction. Some 
demand money for information or 
equipment (dollars can be looted from 
your victims), while others can be 
persuaded to join your gang. 

But combat is where it's at in 3D 
shooters, and Kingpin heightens the 
intensity with extensive use of 
wingmen controls are kept to the 
usual fa ithful hound minimum of 
'heel' and 'stay', but, unusually, up 
to three thugs may join your group, 
causing useful diversions - while they 
live. Should they somehow survive 
your stewardship, they can be healed, 
and it can be almost sorrowful to hear 
their oafish pleas for help. 

Laudably, not every confrontation 
is a straight fight. Character 
interaction can reveal important 

combat cues. For example, in one set
piece, you'll be constantly hammered 
by security guards - unti l you discover 
that they're listening to a big sports 
game on the radio. waiting around the 
corner, you can listen for the moment 
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The dying don't display GoldenEye 
-style death throes, tending 
instead to keel over gracelessly 

!The expletive-laden dialogue and shape-pulling characters are 
utterly in keeping with the seedy, underworld setting and make 

shooting your mouth off almost as entertaining as pulling the trigg~ 

when the crowd roars with 
excitement, and then sprint past 
them as they crowd around the set. 

such moments elevate Kingpin 
above the mass of 3D scum that 
routinely clogs retail shelves. The 
only thing that's moderate about it 
is the multiplayer mode, which is 
unbalanced and uninspired. While 
Half-Life remains untouchable in 
terms of storyline, imagination and 
sheer scope, Kingpin is still worthy 
of exploration and has the edge in 
graphical realism. 

considering the grisly emphasis, 
it's a relief to find that xatrix's game 
is more than the sum of its notorious 
hype. Its blend of meaty violence, 
dodgy capers and gritty atmosphere 

makes it as legitimate a game as 
any on the PC. 

Oh, and as for the colourful 
language, you won't have heard 
anything like it since you were 
last down the pub. 

Edge rating: 

fight out ol ten 
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lOTAl ANNIHllATION· KING □ OMS 

The radar is a strange anachronism in a medieval-style fantasy game, but a necessary one when it comes to 
gameplay. It works automatically without recourse to more historically apt equivalents such as lookout towers 

The number of units 
is vast, with over 130 
individual types spread 
over four races. More 
can be downloaded 
from Cavedog's Website 
at www.cavedog.com 

II he revamping of established 
brands by making minor 

adjustments to their formula is 
common practice in the washing 
powder market, but a less welcome 
innovation in the field of PC games. 
such is the case with the deeply 
disappointing TA Kingdoms - a 
Tolkien-esque reprise of the two-year
old Total Annihilation (9110. E52). 

The original was one of the great 
realtime strategy games, which excited 
players with its then-unique polygonal 
approach and battlefield conflagrations. 
And while cavedog has produced a 

!It's competently crafted and benef its from 

technically proficient game with few 
conspicuous flaws - overhauling 
virtually every element of TA to create 
Kingdoms along the way - its dogged 
adherence to a fixed perspective and 
isometric graphics means the TA 
series itself has been overtaken by 
the likes of warzone 2100 and the 
rest of 3D revolution. Without the 
technological edge, Kingdoms can't 
hope to match contemporary 
expectations as its predecessor did 
with sheer graphical muscle. 

That said, the singleplayer 
campaign is more inventive in 

one of the best interfaces in the genre , but 
the re's nothing here that hasn't been done before _J 
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Kingdoms, incorporating a hammed
up storyline and laudable mission
type variation, but it lacks inspiration . 
It's competently crafted, of course, 
looks attractive and benefits from one 
of the best interfaces in the genre, 
but there is nothing here that hasn't 
been done before. And better, too. 

Red Alert is better balanced, while 
the large-scale, rotatable 3D terrain 
zof warzone creates an immersive 

battlefield that makes Kingdom's fla t 
plains and grassy knolls look twee. 

Although not as twee as the Al, 
which has made a tentative if not very 
substantial advance since TA. Every 
mission is undermined by the witless 
efforts of the CPU, with its binary 
belligerence limited to Somme-style 
suicide rushes and futile gestures. In 



Each of the countless units is intricately detailed with characterful animations. 
Dragon necks flex when they breathe fire and galley blades cut through water 

'Ski rmish' and ·campaign' modes the 
Al wil l continually expend troops by 
attacking the same position, 
regardless of success or losses. And 
every mission can be won by 
stockpiling troops and trusting to the 
usual weight of numbers plan. The 
problem cou ld have been partly 
alleviated in the set missions if 
cavedog had scripted in surprise 
attacks and unusual events. But, 
despite the use of multiple objectives, 
actual in-mission twists are ra re. 

Modern football and racing games 
can now justify their annual upgrades, 
which largely address technologica l 
issues rather than the gameplay itse lf 
because, at last, they can manage a 
passable simulation of their specialist 
subjects. However, singleplayer RTS 
currently feels more like a mechanical 
exercise than a meaningful conflict 

Isometric 3D still persists, but it 
seems restrictive after Warzone 

And until its Al routines are improved, 

so it can at least imitate a worthy 
opponent, the va lue of RTS wi ll be 
increasingly confined to the 

multiplayer arena. Which, of course, 
is where Kingdoms excels. 

Deathmatch success is largely 
attributable to Kingdoms' ethnic 
diversity. Four races have been finely 
characterised, with each unit boasting 
individual graphics, animations, and, 
to a limited extent, abi lities. Most of 
the units have direct equivalents in all 
four armies, but minor differences in 
design phi losophy can have a major 
impact on playing style in a 
mu ltiplayer battle. For example, the 

feral forces of Zhon are touted as a 
guerrilla outfit sure enough, their 
units are fast-moving but lack 
stamina . And, in action, against a 
simi larly ski lled opponent, they suffer 
badly in attritiona l combat, wh ile 
thriving when the maps allow for 
hit-and-run warfare. The distinctions 

between the forces provide plenty of 
scope for tactical experimentation, 
although Starcraft remains the 
epitome of racial harmony on the PC; 
Kingdoms' armies lacking the web of 
interdependent relationships which 
underpinned Bl izzard's delicate 
balance of power. 

Ultimately, Kingdoms has pushed 
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Ambient sound effects are sadly underplayed. Units respond when 
activated but, unless battle is joined, Kingdoms can be eerily silent 

old-school RTS to its limits. The 
graphical deta il would shame the 
3Dfx blandness of many accelerated 

games, and hardcore genre fans will 
welcome the innumerable tweaks and 
refinements to the interface - which 
remains among the most versatile. 
But rather than force the pace of level 
design innovation, cavedog can be 
justly accused of resting on its laurels 
by settling for comfortable dotage in 
the fantasy niche. 

The TA legacy ensures that 
Kingdoms is still well above average, 
but the experience of playing the 
sequel fal ls considerably short 
of that of sampl ing the original. 

Edg e rat ing: 

Seven out ol ten 
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Release: out now 

The extra games (top), 
are a nice addition. 
The dynamics when 
cars are airborne are 
rather suspect (above) 
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The Al of pursuing police cars 
is not as convincing as that 
displayed by the vehicles you 
occasionally get to chase 

~ ith GT physically unable to 
1:.1:.1 provide Edge with a review 
copy of Driver, a trip to the shops to 
purchase the game was necessary in 
order to deliver this test. 

The lord above only knows what 
GT was scared of, because Driver is a 
very accomplished title, if not the 
astounding experience it originally 
promised to be. It's unfortunate to 
discover that the opportunity to 

assume the role of a criminal, as 
promised when Edge first showcased 
Driver in E62, has vanished, leaving 
you impersonating an undercover cop. 
It makes little difference to the game, 
but it remains a sad indication of the 
threat of sanitisation that looms large 
over game developers' heads. 

Beginning in Miami, successful 
completion of your missions sees you 
challenge the local traffic law 
enforcement in San Francisco, Los 

The way Driver manages to capture all of the fundamental elements of the car 
chase is remarkable - just don't expect too much variety from the gameplay 

Angeles and, finally, New York. The 

locales may differ but, regrettably, the 
essence of your tasks doesn't. It's 
usual ly a case of driving from A to B -
to pick up criminals, drop off il legal 
goods or deliver stolen vehicles -
while avoiding the police and chasing 
and ramming rivals, then heading 
from B to A - usually fleei ng from the 
authorities as you attempt to reach a 
safe-house located on the other side 
of town . such limitations are annoying 
when faced with such a rich premise. 

occasionally diversity does rear its 
head, such as the mission requiring 
you to take the role of a cab driver and 
scare an informant into submission 
through your reckless driving, but this 
is preciously rare. While the police 
cannot physically arrest you, as in GTA 

for example, they'll do a good job of 
transforming your car into a mashed
up wreck if you let them catch up with 
you. Endure too much damage and it's 

back to the main menu. 
There is a lot of entertainment 

to be hao with Driver. Executing a 
perfectly timed powerslide around a 
90-degree bend, horn blasting, 
weaving in and out of the cities· rush

hour traffic, narrowly missing civilian 
vehicles on ly to witness the pursuing 
police car fail to do the same - it can 

be an immensely gratifying experience. 
Similarly, seeing your American-made 
vs, complete with us-styled 
suspension, lean lazi ly into corners 
and bounce around San Francisco's 
street topography is a sight to be 
savoured. Authentic car dynamics 
are unquestionably Driver's forte. 

Simply put, no other game offers 
you the possibility of so faithfully 
recreating the adrenaline-triggering 
car chases favoured by countless 
'70s movies - to the accompaniment 
of a funk-laden soundtrack. 

To its credit, Reflections has 
included a number of additional 
modes to keep interest levels high. 
While these fail to match the appeal 
of the main game, their appearance at 
all, given the game's notoriously 
messy production schedule, is worthy 
of note. A twoplayer mode? Forget it. 

It's not difficult to fathom Driver's 
performance at reta il, where it has 
flown off the shelves. It presses all of 
the right buttons, marrying real-world 
and movie components to often 
thrilling effect. Bar its propensity to 
crash, and some repetitious 
gameplay, this is great stuff. 

Edge rating : 

Seven au! al !en 
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Don't buy Integral expecting more 
Metal Gear Solid-type missions. The 
disc is strictly for hardcore Solid fans 

ffl etal Gear Solid: Integral could 
WI mark the beginning of a 
worrying new trend. After releasing 
a successful and popular game, 
developers the world over (or in Japan, 
at least) may only wait a few months 
before bringing out a remixed or 
souped-up version of the same game. 

True, this has been seen many 
times in the arcades, particularly in 
the beat ·em up arena, and mainly 
courtesy of Capcom, but in the home 
there have been precious few such 
cases. Perhaps appropriately, capcom 
issued a Director's Cut version of 
its seminal first Resident Evil game, 
but that was a singular occurrence. 
The arrival of Integral could now 
encourage others to fo llow. 

so what do you get? Well, in 

Integral ensures you'll master 
each of the game's firearms 

Some of the levels require more 
strategic thought than others 

addition to the full game (English 
speech with Japanese subtitles and 
more difficulty levels), a third disc is 
included in the double jewel case. 
Labelled 'VR', this supplement is the 
heart of Integral's existence. 

Essentially, this is a test disc 
with levels from the training section 
of the original game mixed in with an 
impressive number of new ones. The 
proceedings are divided into distinct 
modes: ·sneaking' has you negotiating 
a series of levels, looking for the exit 
without being detected by the 
patrolling enemy; 'Weapon· mode 
requires you to clear a quintet of 
weapon-specific levels for each of the 
ten firearms offered; 'Advanced' mode 
has you do the same, only the tasks 

. are supposed to be trickier. 
Finally, there's the 'Special' mode. 

Easily the most attractive, it consists 
of a series of one-off missions, time 
battles or puzzle levels which offer 
you, among other things, the chance 
to play as the Ninja so predominant in 
Metal Gear Solid. 

The trouble with all of this is that, 
predictably, you're forced to play 
through and complete the sneaking 
and Weapon modes before unlocking 
all of the more interesting and 
challenging Special material. This 

wou ldn't be so bad were you not 
forced to clear these in practice 
prior to undertaking the obligatory 
time-trial equivalent. 

Ultimately, it's all a bit laborious, 
and very Japanese. The emphasis is 
focused on improving your times 
and scores by repeatedly going back 
to previously accomplished levels -
which is something that eastern 
players appear to relish. 

As a complete package (the game 
and VR disc), Integral obviously 
represents an unmissable proposition 
for Sony's army of gamers. But judged 

on the basis of an add-on disc (as it 
is here), it barely manages to 
conceal its cash-in status. 

Edge rating : 

Six out o! ten 

TESTSCREEN 

Format: Playstation 

Publisher: Konami 

Developer: In-house 

Price: ¥5,800 (£30) 

Release: out now (Japan); 

September (UK) 

The more interesting 
stuff, such as taking 
control of the Ninja for 
a few missions (top), 
only occurs after some 
time is spent beating 
previous training levels 
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TEST SCREEN 

BUGGY HfAl 

Format: Dreamcast 

Publisher: Sega 

Developer: CRi 

Pri ce: ¥5 ,800 (£30) 

Release: Out now (Japan) 

Buggy Heat's 
presentation is solid, 
with a reasonable array 
of options, including a 
time attack and a 
(limited) training 
mode. The twoplayer 
mode proves most fun 

86 £DG£
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Witness this curious angle, which, 
as if you are a passenger, shows the 
drivers limbs at work on the controls 

m f the original generation of 

Dreamcast software, CRi's 
lesser known, but quietly anticipated, 
Buggy Heat has finally struggled free 
of the development process. While 
racing dune buggies is little to write 
home about, it's welcome after the 
many me-too rally games that have 
recently poured on to the shelves. 

Certain games, even if they lack 
the essential ingredients to catapult 
them to fame, still possess an intrinsic 
appeal, and Buggy Heat is one of 
them. Both racing titles, comparisons 
with Nintendo's sublime wave Race 64 

are appropriate, with neither title 
offering the kind of flash, often false, 

attractions of big name releases. And 
it's the attention to detail that makes 
wave Race so satisfying where CRi's 
creation is lacking. Buggy Heat was 

thought to have been set to benefit 
from an extended development period, 
but instead it's been pushed out. 

That's not to say that the game is 

Bouncing along amid the pack of racers is a great sensation, but there's 
no real feeling of competition that something like Gran Turisma offers 

without merit. The buggies are 
animated with a sound physics 
engine and are graphical ly detailed, 
while the eight tracks are thoughtfully 
constructed. And while nondescript 
characters are cast as the drivers, the 
colourful vehicle designs go some 
way towards making up for the deficit. 

The actual driving experience is 
fine, although the controls don't offer 
the arcade-style handling suggested 
by the cartoon visua ls. Instead, you 
have to fight the buggies through long 
powerdrifts and across alternating 
surfaces. The tracks, particularly the 
later Peruvian one, with its steep 
inclines and tight bends, show that 
the designers understood how to 
entertain the player. Sadly, a grand 
total of eight rather short courses 

is a bit on the mean side nowadays. 
Other Dreamcast niceties, such 

as the ability to support a decent 
twoplayer mode and a facility to 
upload your best times to CRi 's 
website, are put to good use. A stable, 
swift framerate is maintained 
throughout, while the music is rockin' 
awful. Nothing unexpected, then. 

While several fur longs ahead 
of stablemate Aero Dancing in the 
quality stakes, Buggy Heat does 
nothing to remove the question mark 
hanging over CRi's ability to produce 
top-notch software. Heat is fun while 
it lasts, but sadly that's not 
very long at all. 

Edg e rat ing : 
---------

Six out of ten 



SHUTOKOU BAlllf 

At least the sensation of speed is good, 
and everything runs at a smooth 60fps 

l':I elonious high-speed rivalry at 
Ill midnight along Tokyo's internal 
Shutokou motorway network was 
always going to make perfect 
videogame representation. Yet, at 
some point, Genki appears to have 
taken a wrong turn. 

Based on the aforementioned 
road system, Shutokou Battle offers 
on ly one track. Admitted ly, it's rather 
long (with a couple of alternate routes), 
but nothing like the vast amounts of 
Tarmac today's gamers have come to 
expect from a racing game. 

At least there are more cars than 
tracks. While not in Gran Turismo 
numbers, a wide selection of (main ly) 
Japanese models are available from 
the start, and although official ly 
unlicensed, their representation is 

Even shoddy PS racing games 
manage better crash dynamics 

There's only one track, although you can drive it in either direction. Don't 
expect the dreary experience to drastically improve as a result, however 

accurate enough to ensure immediate 
recognition by car enthusiasts. 

The fastest way to get on to the 
road is to select the Quick Race 
option, which sees you either pitted 
aga inst a rival, or engaging the Battle 
mode - the latter being better. Here, 
you face a series of adversaries 
individually, and the objective is to 
remain ahead of them until their 
spirit-point bar runs out. How fast this 
happens depends on how much 
distance you can put between the two 
of you. Of course, should your opponent 
overtake, it's your bar that decreases. 

The Quest mode also adopts 
elements of the Battle mode, but 
throws in a couple of twists. As you 
drive freely around the motorway 
system, you encounter members of 
different gangs. Should one of them 
look as though he requires a driving 
lesson, you simply flash your lights 

and the race is on. The winner is 
rewarded with currency which can 
then be used to purchase better 
cars, or tune your existing one. 

If any of this sounds exciting, 
Edge apologises for having misled 
you. Any potentia l harnessed within 
this concept was long run over and 
left to rot by the roadside. Shutokou 
Battle is astoundingly dull. Even if 
you forgave it its dreadful handling 
(cars turn on a single axis and appear 
unwill ing to display anything 
resembling grip), mediocre sound 
effects and appalling collision 
dynamics, it's not likely that you'd be 
playing this for more than ten minutes, 
having by then exhausted most of 
the game's main prospects. 

Stupefyingly disappointing. 

Edge rnting : 

Three 0111 o( 1en 

TEST SCRE EN 

Format: Dreamcast 

Publisher: Genki 

Developer: In -house 

Pri ce: ¥5,800 (£30) 

Release: out now (Japan) 

The twoplayer version 
doesn't even feature 
civilian traffic (top). At 
times, battling with the 
CPU-steered opponents 
can be reasonable 
fun, but it's shortlived 
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TEST SCREEN 

OUAKf II 

Format: Nintendo 64 

Publi sher: Activision 

Developer: 

Raster Productions 

Price : £40 

Release: out now 

The N64 iteration of 
Quake II focuses on 
pinpoint analogue 
control and speed of 
response - making 
for a particularly fine 
multiplayer game 

88 £DG£• 

While no GoldenEye, Quake II is 
brilliantly designed and executed 

II ess a conversion, more a game 
rebui lt almost entirely from 

scratch, the N64 Quake II comes as 
a most pleasant surprise. undoubtedly 
aware that the dismal port of the 
original Quake was not only poor in 
execution, but hard to recommend in 
the light of GoldenEye (the simple 
switch-pulling remit looking 
increasingly creatively bankrupt), 
Raster Productions has taken the 
admirably painstaking and time
consuming step of recreating 
the PC best-seller with a set of 
entirely new levels. 

The result is a fresh perspective 
on one of the gaming industry's best
loved titles. Although still basic in 
comparison to Rare's Bond simulator 
- and the upcoming Perfect Dark -
efforts have been made to offer a 
more objective-based experience. 
Hence missions that requi re explosive 
charges to be found, data discs to be 
stolen, and information to be 
downloaded - welcome supplements 
to the age-old formula of blasting 
enemies and opening doors. It's a far 
more intriguing proposition than a 
direct port of the original 's overrated 
singleplayer game, even if it is 
disappointingly short-lived. 

The weapons in the game remain exactly the same as in the PC original, 
with the Railgun proving to be the most devastating - in the right hands 

But it is in multiplayer ,hat Quake 

// really impresses, and Raster's true 
triumph is in realising a fourplayer 
game that is as hectic and whip-fast 
as the original networked article. 
Indeed, control is remarkably swift 
and efficient, and it's completely 
customisable, right down to the speed 
of turn ing on the x and Y axes. The PC 
veteran, coming to the N64, can 
expect to find a game that offers the 
kind of responsiveness and agility that 
they are well accustomed to, while 
players ignorant of the game's origins 
will find something far quicker and 
more brutal than GoldenEye. It is a 
quite remarkable and whol ly 
enjoyable achievement 

Technically, too, the game shines; 
the graphics are clean, and, strangely 
for Quake, colourful. Raster has 
implemented the 4Mb Ram Pak in a 
unique fashion - rather than supplying 
a framerate-destroying hi-res mode, 
the extra memory is used to keep the 

game running smoothly and at speed, 
somewhere in the region of 30 frames 
per second. Even so, there have been 
sacrifices, most noticeably some 
missing frames of animation - ene ies 
move in clockwork fashion, and firing 
off a gun is disappointingly jerky. The 
enemy Al is as basic as ever, and 
defin itely found wanting in 
comparison to, say, Turok 2·s 
remarkably cunning adversaries. 
There's no hiding behind rocks here -
simply the occasional duck. 

But Quake II was never about 
subtlety. What can be found here, 
ultimately, is an impressive straight
down-the- line blaster that contains 
some of the finest multiplayer gaming 
ever seen on a console. And that 
alone is reason enough to 
recommend Quake II as a 
successful N64 release. 

Edge rating : 

Seven out ol ten 
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lfEEP A_N&AD OF THE CROWD 
INTERACT WITH AN ,ARDVARl(I 

Gameboy Assembler Programmer High profilP c1t11leuc, title 
ENeg (Midlands) 

Dreamcast Programmer Real Time strategy pruduct Hitacl1i SH 
processor or power VR experience highly advantagcoJs. Dynamic 
company w1tri anpressive product porrfolro. env1rcnrnent -:lnd 
working practices E25-35k + royalties (South Midlands) 

CIC++ Programmers (x2) >;now,edge •sf Physi,s ar,d ,AJ rcquirE , 11 

PC strategy product Par r,f se.. .. ire multnational tmpirt '.'n,Jll te·:irn 
environment, 1A,~II man<:.~gE. J anrl funded organ:sauon 

E30k basic (London) 

PlayStation Contract Programmer Home Dasr:d or u nouse. \/✓c:11 

established corrpany ENeg 4-6 months 

Graduate Programmers Prestigious PlayStauon 2 developme: ,r 
work awaits tho~e wirJ• .:, 901 Jd degree in Compu!er Science with 
strong maths/physics co111por,e11t Demos useful though nor alway' 
essential. Enthusiasm ancl a passion for games often more important. 
Exciung cumng edge p,oducl' Al. 3D, Networking. Direct X. Mo1Ion 
Capture/ Animation ere EI 5- I 9k (Nationwide) 

Programmers (x2) Creatf' ID graphics from ~ud,o input Well 
qualified. rT'JSlc 10, ir J. v11u,1lly ,eawe ,ndividualo app~ no·,;, Interest 
and knov~~edge of AJ. yi F·t,r progr::imming and A l.Jfe P>sen1ic1! 

E20-32k (London) 

Programmer Entirely ,ew genre. Huge por<'nt1al. Expenenc, 
relaring to 3D polygon c1nd bez,er creatures. morphing plus wrmng 
extraction tools for Softirnage and 3DS models and anirnauons r Ighly 
pnzed May cors,der freelanc<'r cE30k + royalties (London) 

Al Programmer MaJor player esrablishing spe< ,alIst Al team fr 
ne.rv engine project Scnpnng systems. interpreters. compilers, C ++ 
advantageous hnmer ;e yourself in tomorrow' technology 1odayI 

£25-30k + bonuses (London) 

PlayStation Programmers (x2) 3D war/srraregy product. Well 
funded high pronle company. Pres11g1ous new premises 

E28-32k basic + bonuses (Scotland) 

Colour Gameboy Programmer ZBl.J :~- : ri':'001:d ro: ~N ,/!i :e 
Team of fou: ir'tk. 1• ,, ~~ ),· .1 t( 2 ir, due ,:rnxse In r v. p:•S! :,in 

PrcxJuct is a :ontemI or2c\' · ,ers,o, r.f an 80\ classic EOpen (Yorkshire) 

Senior Tools Programmer New :ole heading up depan.merrt for 
prestigious devetope( rnainra,nrng and enhancrng engines and 
creating libranes for t'J and phy<1cs. Good understanding of moderr• 
software development maintenance and 3D issues requirerj 

E30-35k + bonus + royalties /London) 

CIC++ Programmers (x2) Ever l1eard the saying ·we want the very 
best7 The ma,r difference here ; that not only does this company 
mean 11, they are also preparecl to pay for ,t PC and next generan, ,n 
console formats Cho,ce of 2 locanons. Experienced randrdate.' wHt, 
strong Maths only fo, these outstanding vacancie· please 

To E60,000 basic. Repeat, yes E60,000 basic+ generous 
completion bonus (Northern location) 

Soccer Al Programmer ·iuency ,n C and C++ requifF,j_ wort"Jnq on 
the Al systems of next gene•·it,on of s•lCcer games. An urderstand,r .:J 
of football tacr,cs anc1 an active ,merest ,n the game are benef;rnl 

(Yorkshire) 

PCIPlayStation Programmers (x2) Established. secure developer 
Diverse genres. Drive and construct. strategy. sports management 
character acbon. Yaroze :u1table for °SX re les Prestigious r,,-,1v office' 
overlooking greenery Well 0rc .. ,r•rsed yet relaxed envirorn1ent 

EI 8-28k + benefits (London) 

30 Engine Programmer PrrNen ab1l1ty D;rectX and good tee'inical 
skills requifed by '11ghly prc>gresse;e radically expanding medium m,d 
developer E35-40k basic (North) 

PC Programmer 3D Uuak•· stylE g2ma Expanding c· ,,11pany snnnI" 
rno'/1ng to ne...\i s1ud1 'JC++ D1reuXesenr;;:i!_ Tear~1 of !L 0· :u 
ovemme E25-35k (Yorkshire) 

Junior C++ Programmer <:uperb opportunity for dCademically 
g,hed graduate. Excmng games technology applied 10 enhanc,, 
learning and educa11on. Eagerly awaited h1gr1ly innovative product 
with pre-orders worldwide E l7-l 9k (Oxon) 

Programmer Proqress,ve organi, ,1,un w1tr1 'iighly ,nnovatlV< 
p,, Ju<:t require higr GuaI11y. expener,ced programmer v,,th C++. 
Al. w,n:JL and 3D. Neural Networks ,rc1 Anrficral Life systems 
,dvan1,c1geous. Creative company vvIth leading edge technology 

E25-35k (London) 

Multi Player Programmer This organisation has a high profile USA 
based company as a key s1raregic development partner and have 
re.:rntly signed a multi-million dollar publishing deal. Strong 
nnr,ogement ream Multi player game set in nute,· space Superb ,,., 
rm.,: P environment ,n solend1d cemng w.th expenerrced personnel 
Best ,n line 0pporrvn,ry currently rv,,rlabte any~1here Also 
pre,grammer for PlayStau,Jr 2 project needed ,oon 

EHigh + bonus (North West) 

Colour Gameboy Programmer Preferably ,r 'louse though home 
based comractor considered (p,ovided can v,s,t office once a week) 
P10gre<:sive company with long history Characrer/act1or games 

ENeg (London) 

PC Programmer 3D ac1Ion product 3D mall,s. anrmauon and 
character control interface experience advamageous 

E25-35k + royalties+ bonus (Midlands) 

Cartoon Animators Viel eqablisht-,:1 crea:1ve ;ru.1i,.., Witn offie,.:illy 
iC rised d1aracter· reqL1n computer or rr;ir11t1onal nand anImallon 

sl 111· for 2 newly approv, d proJect• EI 8-25k + bonuses (North) 

30 ArtisVAnimator Industry expenenc,,d individual needed for 
3DS Max character studio work for ac1ior adventure product Team of 
If Maya beneficial. cE25k (Manchester) 

Animator Interactive adventu,e prcxJuc1 for PC. based on well known 
mystical character Small team envlfonment 3D Srud,o Max prele<red 
Well established orgarusauon To E24k + bonus (West Midlands) 

20 Artist Expenenced team s,a1eboarding project. Photoshop. 
goc J rrad1t1onal drawing and textunnq sfJII, essemial. Immediate 
11art IJe.rvly qualified gfi,duate al ;o cu'1S1CJered 

E 17-24k + generous bonus (North East) 

Graphic Artist Nt:wr e<tabl1shed ,ff, of r ,ghly succe;sr,,, 
1r.-1r -se company ri!qu11e 1alented arvst. fe,1 nevv projects or 

PlaySta1,on 2, Dreamca,t and PC Mainly Low Poly modelling and 
texturing for high profile maJOr licences. Senior artistS need minimum 
2 year• and schedule managemem experience 

E20-35k (North West) 

Graphic Artists (x2) G1;od all rounders reeded OJ development 
110use w1tl1 a I 7 year '11story Sports and consnuction products being 
c1~veIop1,d for PC and Ptay,1ation. 

cE24k (including monthly bonus) + royalty deal fYorkshire) 

Graphic Artists fx2) Pl and next gene'atIon console formats. 
Cho,ce of locauon. Alia Wavefront :k, Is ,r 3D Studio Max sought 
F<p1 ,v:ed. high~1 cre:itM' team. Mirimurr ,ne pubh;hed producr 

iS{ mal iv11ss tris r.ne 31 y )Ur peril! 
To £42k basic+ completion bonus (Northern London) 

Character Animator Award winning company. renowned for 
compelling plot and stunning grapl11cs. 8eau11ful historic locanon 
Pl,enomenal previous product portfolio. Top qual11y games company 

E22-25k + bonuses (North) 

Producer Creauve manager (wI1h conceptual design input) sought 
by secure mul(lna(lonal publishe0 Sports and ;irategy genres 

cE301< basic (London) 

Assistant Producer Designers. testers ancl JUrllDI producers witl1 
game' industry expenence all happily considered provided a high 
level of inreres1 in sport, rnowanon and goocl comr,unicanon skills 
< c1r be dermns1rate1 Great atmosphe<e and team ;p:m 

cE I 7-20k + bonuses (Midlands) 

Producer Top notch team. Successful r~c,nq pr0tiuc1 Minimum one 
pul1hshed t111P E25-30k + bonus + royalties (Midlands) 

Localisation Producer Liaise with USA te<'.-1m Europe~r, translators and 
d1stnt-J1ors ro manage. x:al,sauon of games ·md peripherals. Excellent 
comrr ,r canon and organisanon skills essem,.,I Veiy qood prospecrs for 
1avan :emern and role d,vers,ficauon E20-22k (London) 

Studio Manager Expenence::1 man manager. preferably with 
technical bi2• sought by up and coming developer. Officially licensed 
products. Young enrr1usias1rc project reams. Ne.rvly created vacancy. 
Exclusive to ourselves E35-40k + royalties (Midlands) 

Project Managers International company w1tli offices ,n Europe. 
I,pan c1nd USA Challenging role manag,ng 1eams through full life 
cycle E24-27k + benefits (Yorkshire) 

FMV Studio Manager Veo; excmng opp, "tur,ty Establish and hPad 
up n ·w diVlsion of ,3 ;uccessful graphil 'f1/m r:orrrp 1ny. Hands or 
r a,,agemern role In high end an,mauor 

E25-30k + early review (Yorkshire) 

Project Manager Working closely w.tl, Ric and management 
1ear11 planning and tracking project Highly innovative company 
with universally acclaimed product. Project planr ,rrg ools experience 
essen11al. Comrnerc,al/lT candidate· favourably cons1der1-d 

ENeg + share options (South) 

Producers Newly created opportunities due to unm,nent opening of 
ne.rv UK office. Hrgl1ly successful acqu,s,nve company Major player in 
market All levels (London) 

Junior/Level Designer Well run corr,r.· ny with diverse product 
purtfc lio .andidate. requlfe ,.:omputer l1terc.1 y md somt- experience 
or designing and play te111ng games Real Tim( str~teqy game 

EI 6-20k + bonus (London) 

Web Developer Highly InnovatIve international company. Creative 
,ndiv,dual needed who can use new tecl,nology differently and 
eflecuvely. Perl. Java. CIC++. D1rectX and DTP advantaqeous 

EI 8~25k (South) 

Senior Designer UK Studio of successful USA developer Highly 
crmtive organisa1Ion. Key appointment E25-32k (North) 

Soccer Designer Experienced designer w,rr keen interest ,n football 
required For market leader Familiarity with work now charts. logic 
sconng and mock ups advantageous. Well resp,Ged ,ng established 
rompany w,tr strong br~nd franchise £Neg + bonus (North) 

Lead Tester/OA Manager Well estat,lisned irg" ~non part of 
inte· ,, •tronal publisher Newly created role 10 estatrhsr, and head up 
new 0A facility Recruit staff 1n due :ourse ,s cornpany expands 
further PC and PlayStat1on developmem studio, RPG, adventure and 
<,ports products . To E20k + benefits (South) 

Level Designers Experience of 3DS Max based tOOls. script wnung 
and published games required PlayS1anon 2 lIce'l1ed product 
Degree essential ENeg + royalties + stock options (California) 

Producer IJcensed product for PlaySta11orr 2 3 man team. 
Employer experienced in v1sa/perm1t procedures 

ENeg + royalties + stock options (California) 

30 Programmers Late1r. ,D technology 
£excellent (Sydney & Canberra) 

Programmers/Artists (USA) Well respected West (oast developer 
always ,n tl1e market for 'good Brits" ro JOin team ,n sunr'o/ (alifornia. 
Company work for maJOr publishers. are British owned and are Just 7 miles 
from the beach $65-SOk + royalties, medical and legal fees 

Register by sending a CV {& examples where applicable) to: 
Aardvark Swift Consulting Ltd, Silicon House, Farfield Park, Wath upon Dearne, Rotherham, South Yorkshire S63 5D8 

Tel: (01709) 876877 Fax: (01709) 760134 Email: SLD@ardswift.demon.co.ul< 

More vacancies at www.ardswift.co.ul< 
Also many opportunities for '99 programming graduates 

Please indicate locational preferences and salary guidelines, All enquiries and applications will be treated in the strictest confidence, 
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Technical Director/Partner .Sooth to£.10Ck,-sharcs rel 289 

Head of Development Mid!and-stof.l(X)kl)(K..age ref 188 

Licensing Manager Midlands tol:•15k 

Technical Director London to[AOk 

Creative Director London tO(AOY 

Game Director Scotland toC.35k 1ef291 

Development Manager South West to£30r 

Senior Producer East to£40k 

Project Co-ordinator South to£30k 

Internal & External Producers Midlands to£35k 

External Producer London toL30I ref 151 
External Producer S< 1th to£40i 

Internal Producer MdldllriS to£3SI 
Internal Producer londi)O to£35k 

Internal Producer London toL30k 

Internal Producer Slot:oivJ 1of.30k 
._Internal Producer Soutt1 toL35k 

Internal Producer West t0£40~ 

Internal Producer Lonoor, k (.-!Sk 

Internal Producer London tv[.-10~ 

Internal Producer SOl.1:h We:,t t0£35k 

ref998 

Associate Producer South 

to£25k ref265 

Senior Designer Ea~t 
to £30k: 

Senior Designer North London to £30~ 

Senior Designer SI uth London to f.Jm· 

Lead Designer Scotla1K:l tof.25k 

Game Designers x 2 London toC.30i-: 

Game Designer Midlands to£25k 

Game Designer NOfth Ea~t to£30k 

Freelance Games Writer West negotiable 

Sound Designer South toC.251 

Audio Programmer South West toC.35k 

Peripherals Programmer South to£30Y 

Senior/ Lead/ Programmers, C, C++, Ai, 
3D, Console, PC, Network, Games, 
Multimedia 
Nat1onw1de recruitment 
ref 68 101 117 136 149 157 165 181 
206 207 220 222 231 236 248 249 252 257 258 
271 272 273 277 282 286 287 288 292 & 296 

Lead/ Artists, Animators, 3Ds, SGi, Games, 
Multimedia & Film, 3D, 2D, Pc; Console 
Nationwide recruitment 
~~1~1n1~1M1n1n1w1861~1~ 
21 4 232 237 250 251 253 254 261 274 275 279 & 297 

To advertise in Edge moves 

t: 0171 317 2604 

,urenet.co.uk 

Programmers, Artists, Designers,Producers OH MY 
We've Got deals that will make your head Spin 

l&1 ~ 
3D engine Game Programmers 

12 month·s game prognimming or 1 game credit or better. Strong -Knowledge of C,C-tt, Oirectlt13d, 
3dfx thipset. We .are also s~kin.9 3d engine coders. Salaties from 1SK to SOK + profit shares etc. 

Al/Tools Proarammers ·· 
12 months game Al prog:ramming or 1 game t.ted'tt or better. Strong Know1edg-e of C,C••· 

Salaries from 18K to SOK-+ profit -sha~ etc. 

Playstation & Nintendo 64 Programmers 
12 months minimum coding on these consoles: or 1 game credit ot be-tter. Varo2-e Programmers welcome. 

.... .... 

Name your Pnc,, (£NEG) 

Dreamcast Programmers 
Only the best of the best wanted for this Bobe. (tN<g • Profit Shares) 

3dslMax,LW,Soft/Alias 3D Artist 
I Skllls all.,ound In Low & High Pc,lygon modelling, animating, 
eharncter desi-9n & envlronm&nts..15l< to 35K+ {graduates Please catl first) 

Designer/Level Designers & 
producers Game lndust~ ! ~rienc&d only (£Neg) 

Game Teams wanted 
If you ll!te a team of ProgNu'nnl'EH'S anti Artists wanti ng to dev~lop 

tor PC/PSXIN64, c•ll us first. We orn currently selling up teams. 
G•m• teams must h•ve o~eellent track records & original game concepts. 

GameBoy Coders & Artists 
Graduate 3d programmers12K10,eK• 

We""' seeking BSCfMSC grads with strong 3d graphics p·rogn,mmers $kills . in 
Candid-ate must submit 3d graphics programmed demo, thrs is compulsory. ::t 

Seeking Private Investors ~ 
for PC/PSX/N64 development i 

We an .s~king prhrattt Investors who can fln~nce protes-sional game t~ams £. 
developing l D g•mes for l'ClPSXIN64 & Drea,ncast. If you are internsted & want ;;;, 
to ·find out morn CALL US. All ™>rYls have trac'ks records and 3d Technology. .'!! 

USE KRS EXCLUSIVELY ~ 
Krysta l is the only company in the entire UK who (apart from helping a huge number of 0 

game people find cool jobs) have a team of consultants who work full-time in game design o 

we sER~Gt,Eel~~~:rrw~ 1~~m;~~i~~~~~t ~a:c~;vr~..femT~1
t~~HE:RS) ~ 

N.~ftt&\sttlftcNn~")'tJt~la~StuOIOS ' '4' 

Recnilttng at: London, Gu11dlord, E,.,.elt. Middlesex, Warwle'k. Bristol, Some=t, ~ 
Banbury, Birmingham, Covi,ntry, ~rby, Nottingham, Staffs, Cheshire, ~ 

Manches«>r, Leeds, Yori<. Stockton on Tees, Newcastle, Liverpool, Knutsford, a. 
Sheffield, Du~d1'e. Glasgow, Runcorn, and many other UK Locatfons. ,. 

:s!ii<rysi'a'f(rtli )RS)nd

J, t 
ONLY email: kassey@krystal-krs.demon.co.uk ~ 

· Tel: 0181 599 8691 - Fax: 0181 262 8696 t3 

Free design service available 

We've p laced peop le in top game jobs since the earl)' 90 s. In fact, we've probably help eel more development 
stafffincl 'THE RIGHT JOB ' than any other agency in the UK. Our client base ranges from small software 
development teams to worlcl-leacling leisure software publishers. We hcwe vacancies in most geographical areas 
of the UK as well as overseas opportunities . Below is a small selection of current national requirements. 

Lots more vacancies at: www.zodiac1 .demon.co.Uk 
Programmers 
3D Programmer £High (M4 Corridor) 
Experienced 3D Programmer urgently required by major games developer. Proficient 
knowledge of C, ideally with good Direct3D skills. 
Programmers £28-45k + Overtime (Yorkshire) 
Urgently required to work on a choice of four exciting projects for the PC, Dreamcast and 
PlayStation platforms. Great company atmospherel 
Programmers £Large + Bonus (Warwickshire) 
To work on Official Olympic 2000 video game or the 'Rollcage· series. Countless 
opportunities. Hugely successful developer. 
Programmers £High + BIG Benefits (Scotland) 
To work on high profile products on the Dreamcast, PlayStation and PC platforms. Current 
projects include a first person shoot ·em up, a racing project and a realtime strategy game. 
This is probably Scotland's most dynamic games company, offering super working 
conditions and a great team environment. 
1999 Graduates £Neg (Various Sites) 
CIC++, 3D maths/physics background desirable. Passion for games. 

PC/PlayStation Programmers c£25k (North West) 
Live life in the fast lane working on major new racing titles (fantasy and real life simulators). 
CIC++, maths/physics background. Great working atmosphere. 
Senior Programmers £Excellent!! (Australia) 
3D engine, PC and PlayStation programmers required to work on AAA titles. 
Latest technology. 

Artists 
Artists £High (South) 
3DS Max and Character Studio skills required by major developer located along the M4 
corridor. Initially responsible for working on a medieval RTS game for the PC. A previous 
product on the PC or PSX platform is desirable. 
Lead 3D Animator c£35k + Benefits (Scotland) 
3D Studio Max 2/2.5 and Character Studio plugins Biped and Physique required. Softimage/ 
Maya experience also advantageous. High profile products. Unique working environment. 
Artists £High + Bonus (Oxon or Warwick) 
3DS Max and Photoshop or similar texture package. To work on major sports title for the year 
2000, an action adventure or on the 'Rollcage' series. 
Artists £25k (North West) 
Good low-poly modelling and texturing skills required to work on a Formula 1 racing game. 
Softimage and a similar (racing/flying) product background is desirable. 
Animators (x2) £Neg (Yorkshire) 
Proficient computer animators with good drawing ability. Lightwave or Softimage skills. 
Would suit recent/'99 graduate. -

To app ly, fo rward yo ur CV 
(& work sa mples where relevant) to 
Ma l'ie H an:is, Zodiac Pursuit, Rain es H ouse, 
9 E dgerton Com-t, Tadcaster, LS24 9N Z . 
Tel: 01937 835700 Fax : 01937 53 1986 
E mail : marie@zodiac l.demon .co .uk 0 



PRODUCERS 
Warwickshire 

It's not about taking part 
It's about w inn ing. At Codemasters we make no apologies for ou r shameless dedication to being the best. How else could we be Edge's Publisher of the Year? How else 
could our games have gained the highest average mark in PlayStation Plus? Now, on the back of a massive year-on -year sales increase of 250%, we're looking for a 
Producer of Interna l Projects and a Producer of External Projects who share our voracious appetite for success. ' 

Producer - Internal Projects - £Excellent 
Reporting to the Development Manager, you'll effectively manage a team of programmers, artists and liaise with internal departments to ensure that projects are 
completed on time, to budget and according to brief. 

Idea lly of graduate ca libre.you wi ll have proven experience demonstrated by at least two titles receiving over 80% in their reviews as well as a proven ability to get things 
done. With excellent team-playing, motivational and presentation sk ills, you find creative solutions to any problems and have a flex ible attitude towards working hours. 
It goes w ithout saying that your pass ion for games is second to none. 

Producer - External Projects - £Excellent 
Working on three projects at any one t ime.you'l l adopt a large ly pro-active, task-ma naged ro le to ensure t hat externa l third parties ach ieve ou r high standards through 
provision of direction and advice. The f irst po int of contact for the speedy resolut ion of any prob lems, you'l l liaise w ith sa les and ma rketing, assist with PR and make 
sure t hat the team is properly supported. 

Com ing from a games development background.you'll have developed or produced at least one published game and be an excellent communicator and organiser. Ideal ly 
of graduate cal ibre with relevant experience, a rea l love of gaming is essentia l. 

In return for you r commit ment.you'll receive the enormous benefits and extensive career opportunities you'd expect of a rapidly growing and progressive organisation 
with a reputation for excellence in everything we do. 

To apply, please send your CV to: Stephen Harrison-Mirfield , Codemasters Ltd , PO Box 6, Leamington Spa, Warwickshire CV32 oSH. Alternatively, e-mail us on 
recruitment@codemasters.com Closing date: 20th August 1999 

Codemasters® ~v www . codemasters.com 
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Research and 
Development Team 

Tools and Plugln Programmers 
To be fluent in C/C++ 

Game Physics Programmers 
To be fluent in C/C++ , high l y numerate . 
Enth usiasm for games a de fi nite advantage. 

Al Programmers 
To be fluent in CIC++. 
Enthusiasm fo r games a definit e advan t age . 

Audio Programme _rs ___ _ 
To be fluent in C/C+ + 

Game Development 

Color Gamebo Artists 
For development of ori_gin al 
an d converted t i tl es . · 

3D Background Artists 
To v i sua li se and c reate de t ail ed environments . 
A !round mode l ling , desi g n i n g and texturing 
ab i i iti es r equired. Knowf edge of Ma y a, 
PowerA n imator and Gam eGe n so ft wa r e an 
advantage b ut n o t essenti a l.. 

Animators 
------------------j 

From tr adit i o na l or 3D an i ma ti o n background s . 
Knowledge of Maya an advantage 
b ut not essen ti al. 

Game Programmers 
------=----------~ -----
T o code cutt i ng-e dg e soft ware for 
N64 and Nex t Ge nerat i on Hardw ar e . 
Must be fl uent in C and Asse mbl e r. 
Enthu s i asm f o r ga me s a d efinit e adv antage. 





Lunatik Respect Inc. Rat Attack 

Pure Entertainment is one of the UK's leading developers of entertainment 
software, with a great reputation for creating high-quality, innovative 
games for PC, PlayStation and Nintendo 64. 

Sales and Marketing Manager 
Experience in building global 
entertainment brands essential, as is a 
fi rm understanding of the Internet and 
videogames markets. You'll oversee all 
marketing activities within the group, 
taking overall responsibility for making 
Pure Entertainment the world's leading 
name in on-line publishing. 

Advertising Sales Manager 
You'll build and lead a world-leading ad 
sales force, creating and maintaining a 
strong client base. You'll be responsible 
for the generation of revenues through 
advertising on what will become one of 
the world's leading websites. You must 
have proven experience in Internet 
advertising and team building within 
a major corporation. 

Benefits include royalties, 
profit-related -pay, non-contributory 
(free!) pension, BUPA etc. etc. 

Titles to date include the 300,000-selling Lunatik, the uniquely appealing 
Respect Inc and this summer's console smash, Rat Attack. Our client list 
includes Eidos, Sony, Mindscape, ATi and Mattel. 

In 2000, we 'll launch a revolutionary new videogames publishing company, 
based entirely on-line. This extremely well-funded new venture offers a very 
exciting opportunity for the right people. 

Our air-conditioned offices, in the heart of the West End are surrounded 
by some of London's best pubs and clubs - we even have our very own 
late-night bar and restaurant in the basement! 

We need key people to fill the following roles: 

Technical Manager 
To lead the creation and day-to-day 
running of a major website, from 
design through promotion and system 
administration. Key skills are HTML, 
UNIX admin, management and 
marketing skills and the ability to 'get the 
big picture'. This is a very demanding 
role for someone with three years 
experience in developing, maintaining 
and running high-profile sites. 

Send CVs, demos, showreels etc to: 

Pure Entertainment 
(Publishing Recruitment) 
131 -151 Great Titchfield Street 
London Wl p BAE 

Email : recruit@pure-ent.co.uk 
www.pure-entertainment.com 

Designer 
Creativity and experience with 
Shockwave Flash and HTML are 
essential. At least one year creating 
online content required. 

Creative writer 
required to work on storylines, character 
biographies, advertisements and other 
prose. Must have a good understanding 
of the games and on-line markets. 
Please send examples of your writing 
with your CV. 
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Blade is a young dynamic development studio with fresh ideas . 
[f you are a self starter with an enthusiasm for games and a proven industry track record, 

then you are the person we want to talk to. 

Games Programmers - Must be a team player w ith a mathematica l background an advantage. 

Artists - Must have experience in all major packages. 

A good understandi ng of ani mation and modeling,high and low poly essential. 

Blade Interactive Studios. 
274 Deansgate. 

Manchester. 
M3 4HF. 

Tele - OJ 61 839 66 22 . 
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THE SCHOOL OF COMPUTING 

The School of Computing is one of the most rapidly 

growing and expanding parts of the University. Having 

been the home to many students who have gone on to 

be some of Scotland's leaders in the computer and 

computer games software industries, the School's 

reputation for delivering leading edge courses has led 

to a very significant rise in student numbers and 

research opportunities. To support this expansion the 

School is seeking to appoint a number of well-qualified 

individuals to lead research and support teaching 

developments with the School and its new Research 

Centres such as IC-CAVE. 

Senior Lectureships 
£26,146 to £33,798 

Applicants should (normally) possess a higher degree 

qualification and experience relevant to one or more of 

the areas listed below. The successful candidates are 

also expected to have substantial research or 

consultancy and teaching experience in 

Higher Education. 

Lectureships 

£15,885 to £28,507 

Applicants should (normally) possess a higher degree 

qualification and experience relevant to one or more 

of the areas listed below. The successful candidates are 

also expected to have undertaken research or 

consultancy or to have teaching experience in 

Higher Education. 

Specialisms sought 

The School of Computing is seeking individuals with 

research consultancy or teaching specialism in one or 

more of the following areas. 

• Computer and Virtual Entertainment 

• Software Engineering 

• Human-computer Interaction 

• Knowledge Management 

• Interactive 3D Graphics or Multimedia Systems 

• Virtual Environments or Reality 

• Artificial Intelligence or Autonomous Agents 

• Distributed Multimedia Systems 

Senior Analyst Programmer/ Analyst 
Programmer 
£14,754 to £20,946 

The School is seeking to appoint a number of technical 

staff to support the development of the School's 

teaching and research portfolio. Successful applicants 

should possess a good first degree in a computing or 

software engineering related discipline. Analyst 

Programmers will be expected to be able to develop 

new systems and experiments using a range of 

programming languages and hardware. In addition, 

the Senior Analyst Programmer is expected to act as 

line manager. 

UNIVERSITY 
-------of------

ABERTAY DUNDEE 

IT'S A REAL EDUCATION 
www.abertay.ac.uk 



AN INTERNATIONAL CENTRE FOR COMPUTER 
AND VIRTUAL ENTERTAINMENT (IC-CAVE) 

The University of Abertay Dundee has established a 

world-wide reputation for its leading position in the 

provision of computer games course provision and 

development. As a consequence the University has 

established a new international centre (IC-CAVE) to 

build on existing expertise and the University's close 

working relationship with the computer games industry 

around the world and to support research development 

for the computer and virtual entertainment industry. 

The University has secured initial funding of £500,000 

for the development of IC-CAVE and is now seeking 

outstanding individuals to join those already developing 

the research and development portfolio of IC-CAVE in 

conjunction with an international panel of experts 

drawn from the computer games industry and research 

departments. 

Director and Founding Professor 
From £40, 157 
The University is seeking to appoint a Director to lead 

the research and development of IC-CAVE. The ideal 

candidate will have an established research and funding 

track record in one or more of the specialist areas 

closely related to computer and virtual entertainment, 

such as: 

• Interactive 3D Graphics or Multimedia Systems 

• Virtual Environments or Reality 

• Human-computer Interaction 

• Artificial Intelligence or Autonomous Agents 

• Distributed Multimedia Systems 

Individuals with an international research reputation in 
other related areas will be considered. Suitably qualified 
applicants who meet the University's criteria will be 
awarded professorial designation. The appointment is 
for 3 years. 

Postdoctoral Research Assistants 
£15,735 to £23,651 
IC-CAVE is seeking to appoint a number of Postdoctoral 
Research Assistants related to computer and virtual 
entertainment. Applications are sought from 

well-qualified postgraduates seeking to develop high 
quality research in an area related to computer and 
virtual entertainment including but not restricted to 
those detailed above. 
The appointments are for 3 years in the first instance. 

Special Projects Administrator 
£14,754 to £18,609 
Applications are sought from proactive individuals with 
an honours degree and administrative experience for 
the post of Special Projects Administrator. The successful 
applicant will provide administrative support to IC-CAVE 
and other special projects within the School of 
Computing. The post will involve liaising with internal 
and external agencies, managing the financial aspects of 
projects, and providing administrative and secretarial 
support to the Director of IC-CAVE and other projects. 

PhD Research Studentships 
£6,455 
IC-CAVE has a number of PhD research studentships 
related to computer and virtual entertainment. 
Applications are sought from well-qualified graduates 
seeking to undertake research in an area related to 
computer and virtual entertainment. The studentship 
grant is fully funded and is fixed for 3 years. 

Any of the above posts can be informally discussed in 
confidence by contacting Dr Ian Marshall, Head of the 
School of Computing (Tel. 01382-308600 or e-mail 
i.marshall@abertay.ac.uk). Further details and an 
application form can be obtained from: 
Personnel Services, University of Abertay Dundee, 
Bell Street, Dundee DDT THC, Tel 01382-308961, 
fax 0 1382-308033 or e-mail personnel@abertay.ac.uk. 
All salaries are under review. Closing date for all 
appointments is 23rd August 1999. 

• UNIVERSITY 
------of------

ABERTAY DUNDEE 

IT'S A REAL EDUCATION 
www.abertay.ac.uk 
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Playstatlon development: roll your own 
rr,n ith the Yaroze, Sony set out to make a basic PlayStation development system 

ai.il available to anyone. While this bold move succeeded in generating a lot of 

interest, not everyone was happy. It was expensive ( especially if you already owned a 

PlayStation), and there was no way to run Yaroze games without a PC to download 

the data from. So people looked for ways to develop games on a standard PlayStation. 

This should be a simple proposition. The GCC compiler used for the MIPS processor 

in the PlayStation is freely available, and most chipped PlayStations can run code from 

CDR discs. So it is possible to write a CDR containing homemade code and run it, but 

there's one major drawback - every change to the program must be burnt onto a 

new CD. So while CDRs can be used to distribute and demonstrate fully debugged 

programs without needing a PC, for actual development they are virtually useless. 

A homemade PlayStation graphics demo (above left). Some of the features 
provided by the 'Caetla' tool for developers from the Japanese group K-Comms 

workstation 

videogame creation under the microscope 

The common solution to this problem is to employ a PlayStation 'cheat cartridge' -

most frequently an Xplorer or Action Replay model. Both feature a port which allows a 

PC to be linked to them, and code can be downloaded over this into the PlayStation's 

memory for execution. Some cartridges already have this functionality built in, while 

others must have their normal ROMs replaced with an alternative program - the most 

popular is the Japanese group K-Comms' 'Caetla', which not only provides code 

uploading, but also a range of other functions useful to developers. 

An even simpler method is to use the PlayStation's own serial port for uploading. 

With a cable to link it to a PC serial port, and some code burnt on to a CDR, any 

PlayStation can be used in this manner. This is, in effect, what the Yaroze is - a 

PlayStation with a special serial lead and boot CD. Some people have used modified 

copies of the Yaroze development tools with a normal PlayStation in this configuration. 

With methods available for uploading code for execution on a PlayStation, and the 

GCC compiler and assemblers freely available, only one problem remains for would

be PlayStation coders - libraries. This has been the biggest stumbling block for 

legitimate home PlayStation development without a Yaroze. The PlayStation is quite 

a complex machine, and, without Sony's extensive code libraries (which are supplied 

in cut-down form with the Yaroze), programming it is extremely difficult. Some less 

scrupulous users simply use pirate copies of Sony's official libraries. Others use the 

Yaroze libraries, which can be found on virtually any PlayStation CD containing Yaroze 

programs, and for which header files have been produced and are available on the 

Net. More pioneering developers are working on documenting the internals of the 

machine and devising their own libraries for it. 

These efforts show that the spirit of bedroom developers is very much alive, even 

in a market now dominated by superpowers. The question still remains, though, as to 

whether the people involved will stick with the PlayStation long enough to produce 

anything that affects the mainstream market, or simply drift off to investigate the next 

interesting machine that comes along - Dreamcast or PlayStation 2, maybe. The only 

certainty is that as soon as each next-generation machine arrives, someone will £ 
be poking around inside to see what makes them tick. 

ne of many devcos working out of Guildford (an area that is fast becoming Britain's own Silicon Valley), Mucky Foot is currently beavering away on Urban Chaos (see p27). 
Looking at these shots of its offices, however, it's hard to see how much work gets done at all. Developers with even odder setups should send the evidence immediately. 

Mummified frog "Th,s hves on 

systems programmer Guy Simmons' 

desk He kisses ,t da,ly 1n the hope 

that 1t w,11 one day tum into a 

handsome pnnce" 

Inoperative fire alarm fuse that 

probably says more about the 

Foot guys' laid-back approach 

than anything else "Health and 

safety? What's tha~ then?' 

106 £DG£
0 

The ever-alert Ripper 'This ,s 

actually the view between Guy 

Simmons' legs What a beast'" 

In-house swimming pool "[From 

left] Olhe Shaw, Mark Adam, and Mike 

D•skett relaxing after a hard day's work" 

Members of the development 

community (sane or otherwise) 

are 1nv1ted to email WorkStat,on 

subm1ss1ons to edge@futurenetco.uk 



The trials of a start-up developer: part 13 

After co-founding Lionhead Studios with Peter Molyneux, Demis Hassabis set up his own developm ent house, Elixi r Stud ios. 
In this exclusi ve diary, he considers the merits of developing a game for a new breed of gamer, where violence doesn't pay 

From the hip 

"There's a huge debate in the media 

at the moment about violence and 

computer games. It reminds me a bit 

of the time when parents debated the effect of 'Grange Hill' 

on young minds. The BBC even had a live debate featuring 

parents in cords. Don't laugh - it actually happened. 

During May this year, a large number of videogame 

companies, including id, Sony and Eidos, were cited in a 

$130 million lawsuit by the families of three victims killed 

in last year's school shooting in West Paducah, Kentucky. 

Another massacre, this time in Littleton, Colorado, further 

fuelled media hysteria. Computer games create ki llers -

or so they say, at least. 

sold a staggering four million copies; Mattel's Barbie Fashion 

Designer game got to number one in the charts in the US .. 

At the very least these games prove that you don't need 

large amounts of blood to make a hit game. 

There are two reasons why games have historically 

relied heavily on violence. First, gameplayers were 

typically adolescent (or at least the first generation was). 

Second, the technology limited gaming environments, 

making more complex interaction impractical. 

Before the PlayStation revolution, a very large number 

of gamers were men aged t 6 to 25. Violence obviously 

appeals as a theme, a fact reflected by the success of 

titles like Doom. However, in the space of a few years these 

very same people have become largely atypical of the 

gaming demographic as a whole. The adoption of games 

into the mainstream has created a new generation of 

gamers who aren't 16 to 25 years old and very probably 

aren't even blokes. The original generation of gamers are 

now in their late 20s. As the gameplaying demographic 

broadens, so must the games themselves. 

It's not like we can blame the technology any more. In 

terms of their ability to interact with players socially, early 

computers were distinctly Cro-Magnon. Killing is a very basic 

interaction, and one that's comparatively simple to program. 

Anything more than that is considerably harder. It was 

inevitable that most games would involve interaction in the 

form of killing and being killed. Now it's all changed. The 

advent of powerful computers and sophisticated artificial 

"We need to come up with more creative and imaginative ways of engaging people. If our industry is 
serious about becoming massmarket then we have to start taking more responsibility for what we create" 

For the record, I'd like to say that I think it's totally unfair 

to blame this kind of violence on games. I would suggest 

that it's the laws that allow people to walk around with more 

guns than a small army that might be the problem. That this 

doesn't happen elsewhere in the world with anything like 

the same frequency would seem to support this. In Europe 

and Japan we play the same games, watch the same 

movies and listen to the same music, so why doesn't 

this sort of thing happen here? The reason is guns. 

Having said that, though, if the games industry is actually 

serious about becoming massmarket then we have to start 

taking more responsibility for what we create. We need to 

come up with more creative and imaginative ways of 

engaging people in the increasingly complex environments 

we create. Ki lling everything that moves seems like a pretty 

basic premise for a game, even if you are doing it in 

gloriously realised graphical worlds. Up to now that's been 

great - after all, we all love our Quake. But for how much 

longer can we justify churning out the same stuff? Don't 

get me wrong, I'm not saying that certain types of game 

will die out - there will always be a place for deathmatching. 

But I think that we will start to see a new breed of games 

that hitherto we could have only dreamed of. 

After making Theme Pork, I spent a lot of time thinking 

about the reasons why the game was so successful. I still 

find it hard to believe that it's sold over four million units. It's 

still in the top 20, five years after its release. One of the 

main reasons for its success, 1 think, is that there's no 

violence in it at all. Many women and children bought and 

played Theme Pork for this reason. I've been looking at 

game sales over the last couple of years and there are a 

number of games that have been ':xtraordinarily successful 

without so much as a gun in sight. Sim City 3000 has already 

sold over two million copies; Microsoft's Flight Sim '98 has 

intelligence techniques allows for ever more complicated 

forms of interaction. These open up a world of gameplay 

opportunities. Computer worlds will be populated by 

intelligent agents with a range of cognitive skills and 

emotions (like jealousy, hatred and fear). It's no accident 

that Sony's next-generation PlayStation chip is called 

the Emotion Engine. 

Advances in two areas of programming in particular have 

made this possible. Computer game programmers are now 

right at the cutting edge of artificial intelligence (or Al) and 

in some cases, are actually leading it. Games like the Sims 

(by Maxis) utilise simulation and Al technology to create 

virtual worlds that live, breathe and exist independently of 

player participation. The incredible advances in 30 graphics 

are allowing us to create worlds that are increasingly 

photorealistic. Improved graphics help to sustain the illusion 

of reality, making game worlds more believable and more 

immersive. What all of this does is allow game designers to 

create more ambitious game designs. Or, it should. 

As game designers, we should be pushing the medium 

forward by looking at more sophisticated topics. The industry 

as a whole can be narrow minded and self-referential. The 

approach of the next-generation PlayStation should 

encourage us to compete with more traditional forms of 

entertainment, like film, and that means tackling subjects 

other than death and destruction. I'm not suggesting making 

a game based on coal miners in 19th-century Sheffield, 

rather that we should try something more than just a 

computerisation of toy soldiers or cowboys and indians. I'm 

talking about creating more complex worlds where players 

enter alternate realities so convincing and so involving that 

they experience the whole gamut of emotions. I can't wait 

for the day when games come along that will 

spearhead this revolution and light up the way'.' £ 
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Brian Baglow, publ ic relations manager at Rockstar Games, recounts the tricks and traumas 
invo lved in producing CTA2, the sequel to one of the most successfu l games in recent years .. 

r:11 rand Theft Auto was notable for its many innovative 

1::,1 features, but the music and sound effects also 

received much praise. Bucking the industry tradition, DMA 

decided not to lock someone's mate in a bedroom for a 

week with his guitar and a distortion pedal. Instead, we 

designed the audio into the game itself. 

A good game relies on audio - sound effects and music 

- as much as it does graphics. It's dead easy to grab a 

sample of a particular noise from a library disk and bung it 

into some code, but the chances are it won't fit or work 

properly. The idea with GTA was to use layers of sounds to 

build up a completely believable city environment. 

Hundreds of different samples were used for the vehicles, 

pedestrians, explosions and various nasty deaths. 

GTA2 takes things even further. Colin Anderson, DMJ>:s 

head of audio, explains: "For GTA2 we wanted to create a 

completely realistic and accurate 3D sound environment. To 

do this we had to use a 3D audio engine. Like the 3D 

graphics engines everyone has heard of (Quake II, Unrea( 

etc) a 3D audio engine allows you to create and play 

sounds exactly as they would appear in the real world. 

'The most important trick is Dynamic Sample Layering. 

This is a new technique where, instead of a single sample, 

we use a number of samples to build up a single sound. 

Raymond (Usher - senior audio programmer) and Allan 

(Walker - sound designer) created it for Wild Metal Country 

and we're hoping to use it in all our titles from now on. 

musical styles. When you stole a car you would hear one of 

these stations on the car radio. If you left the car and stole 

another, chances are you would get another station playing 

in your new vehicle. It was cool, it was new and it worked. 

GTA2 sti ll uses the radio stations format, but now there 

wi ll be t I all-new stations which themselves feature in the 

'city'. Some of the radio stations on the map will be local 

ones and the sound quality from them will be affected by 

the distance you are from the transmitter. In the original 

game you could retune the radio station or, if you really 

disliked a track that was playing, you could simply blow up 

your car. In GTA2, if there's a particular song which offends 

you, you can always blow up the radio station instead. 

'We wanted to create something totally new for GTA," 

says Craig Conner, the musician responsible for most of 

the CTA music. "A lot of people were doing soundtracks 

which sounded identica l all the way through. We wanted to 

do something for everyone. The country-and-western music 

was a bit of a surprise, though - there was so much interest 

in it, we ended up having to create a whole new station:' 

'We've also totally revised the technology we're using to 

play audio tracks," says Raymond Usher, GTA2's senior 

audio programmer. "In the first game, when the player 

changed cars we had to change the CD track as each 

track was a different 'station'. Unfortunately, with some 

CD players, this created an unavoidable seek time. In 

CTA2 we are using a completely new system of streaming 

"In the original game you could retune the radio station or, if you 
really disliked a track that was playing, simply blow up your car. 

In GTA2, you can always blow up the radio station instead" 

"For instance, the cars in GTA used a single sample which 

varied as it got closer to you. In GTA2 we're using a number 

of samples to create the noise of an oncoming car. After 

careful experimentation (on the motorway al Dundee) we 

figured out the basic component noises you hear as a car 

moves past you. The first sound is that of the tyres on the 

road, then you hear the engine, and then you hear the wind 

over the car. Next, as the whole car is moving past you, 

you've got to take the Doppler shifting into account, too:· 

And that's just a single car. When you can have up to 

20 of them in a built-up area, with two dozen pedestrians 

screaming and yelling curses, someone firing a machine 

gun and two police cars and an ambulance approaching, 

things get complex. And loud. 

The way that the music has been implemented inside 

most games is still pretty unoriginal. Often, when you start, 

the music is played straight from the CD and continues until 

the end of the track, or the end of the CD, or you get killed. 

CTA broke the mould with its innovative use of 'radio 

stations' - each car in the city was tuned to one of seven 

different radio stations which played an eclectic variety of 
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.wav files. This almost eliminates any pause when 

changing tracks. It also lets us do some clever things to 

create more realistic radio stations:· 

Paul Scargill, GTA2's other audio programmer, 

elaborates: "By using streaming .wav files we can mix things 

dynamically. Now the radio jingles, DJ news stories, and so 

on, can be mixed in anywhere, rather than appearing in the 

same place every time, and the radio stations continue to 

play even when you're out of the car, unlike the last time. II 

means that we're going even further to create a more 

random - and hopefully more believable - soundtrack'.' 

The whole of the soundtrack for the original was written 

and created by OMA. Since GTA was released, however, 

more and more game companies have started to license 

tracks from well-known artists. While there can be benefits, 

there can also be some major drawbacks if you're not 

careful. "No matter how good a track is on its own, it has 

to work within the context of the game," reckons Stuart 

Ross, DMJ>:s composer, responsible for the music in both 

Body Harvest and Silicon Valley'.' 

Rockstar Games has a strong background in the music 

industry. When CTA2 was being planned, one of the things 

that both OMA an,9 Rockstar were keen on was to exploit 

these links and find some music that not only fitted the 

game, but would lead the soundtrack in new directions. 

A partner in this was found in the shape of Moving 

Shadow, one of the most cutting-edge and ridiculously 

cool dance labels in the world today. Founded and run 

by Rob Playford, the man responsible for production on 

Goldie's 'llmeless' album, Moving Shadow is home to acts 

such as Omni Trio, Flytronix and El-Rollers, probably best 

known for the Walk this Land' single on the 'Lock, Stock 

and Two Smoking Barrels' soundtrack. 

Rather than simply plundering the Moving Shadow 

vaults, Rockstar's Terry Donovan (ex-A&R bloke and dance 

music guru)' and Rob Playford agreed that creating new 

tracks for the game would be the way forward. So it was that 

the mighty Flytronix took a trip to Dundee to play the game, 

sit down with us and create something entirely new. 

GTA set a new standard for audio in games. GTA2 is 

set to push th ings even further, with a complete, realistic 

3D world, featuring music designed especially for the game 

by one of the most amazing drum'n'bass acts in the world. 

Nol only that, the music is actually 'in' the game -

and you can affect it:' £ 
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~ Want to get into Games, 
.., Animation or Television? 

Announcing a new Government sponsored tra ining 
and research facility in the centre of London to get 
people into the Games and TV industries. This is an 
ini tia tive to bring new ta lent into the industry and is 
supported by the DfEE , top fac ili ties houses and 
hardware/ software manufacturers. 

We are launching in September. 

More details? 
Ask for information on '7he Finishing School" 
CREATEC, Ealing Studios, Ealing Green, 
London W5 5EP Tel/fax: 0181 758 8619 
courses@nfts-createc.org.uk 

3D Animation O 3D Studio Max O Maya for Beginners 
and Advanced O SoftJmage Beginners and Advanced 0 
Designing for Virtual Sets O and more 
Digital Compositing and EffectsO Avid Media Illusion 0 
Quantel Editbox O Quantel Henry O After FX 4.0 0 
Premiere 5 0 Avid Digit.al Studio O Discreet Logic Effect 
0 Discreet Logic Flame O Discreet Logic Edit O and more 
2D AnimationO Toonz O Flash_O Animo O and more 

National 
Film @ 
Television 
School ~Afft 

e offer Full time, W/E, Three Month and One year 
urses in association with the Audio Visual Industry, 
oviding access to 

elevision Foundat 
irection, Camera a 
ideo Production, 
udio Engineering, 3 puter Grap 
5, Character Studio 2, and Sound for p· 

Courses commence on 27th September r999. 
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Call us on: 0181 767 I IOI 
e-mail: sales@kingcat.co.uk 

Dream interactive 
7 Bridge Street 
Neston 
South Wirral 

REA 
The North West's 
N° l for Import, 

Retro and official 
Games and 

Consoles 
web: www.kingcat.co.uk nteractiv Mon/Fri IOam-Spm Sat 10am•6pm Sun llpm-3pm CH64 9UH 

PlayStation 
Ple.-makect.eqJel ~to: KINGCATMUlTlHEOIA. 
Send10:~C.~.P.O. bl<4l6l,LcndotiSWl79ff CAME BOV 

Col R 
Import from £29 Game Converter £29 
R-Type DX (Play any import N64 gamel 
Pokemon Red & Blue External Mod £19 
Pokemon Pinball (Play any import PSX gamel 
Duke Nuke em '0/ 
NEOGEO~ OCKET 

Import from £47 
Parasite Eve 

Syphon Filter 
Silent Hill 

Xenogears 
WWFAttitude 

Croc 2 
Dino Crisis 

Import from £27 
King of Fighters 
Tennis 

Brave Fencer Musashi 

Samurai Showdown 
World Cup 98 
Baseball Stars 
NEOGEO POCKET 
NEOGEO COLOUR 
Link Cable 

£49 
£65 
.£call 

NINTEND064 
lmportfrom £49 

Dreamcast 
Pre order your 

Official Dreamcast 
now and receive a 

free T-Shirt. 

Import from £37 
Powerstone 

Virtua Fighter 3tb 
Get Bass 

House of the Dead 2 
Sega Rally 

Buggy Heat 
Blue Stinger 

Street fighter Zero 3 
Quake 2 
Rugrats 
V-Rally 2 

Call for the best Marvel V's Capcom 
£249 
£299 

DVDv10Eo 

official game and 
peripheral prices. 

MULTI REGION MACHINE £350 
£15 Titles from 

STD MACHINE 
LTD MACHINE 
Pad's, J-MS, P1trtt .£call 

Personal Computers 
Call for a competitively priced 

Business or Home computer system 
• Mail order prices may differ from shop retail prices • We reserve the right to alter any prices without notice • Prices 

correct at lime of going to press • We are open Monday to Saturday 1 Oam • 5.30pm and Sunday 10am - 1 pm • 
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RAVEN GAMES LONDON MAILORDER 
74 BROMLEY ROAD, BECKENHAM KENT BR3 5NP 

TEL: 01816636810 OR FOR MAIL ORDER & CREDIT CARD ORDERS: 01816636822 FAX: 01816630046 
FIRST WITH THE LATEST RELEASES 

PLEASE CALL FOR OUR FULL PRICE LIST~-~ 

00 
SEGA DREAMC AST CONSOLE- CALL FOR LATEST PRJCI: 
ACCESSORIES 
VMS - £24.99 / RGB DECODER BOX, LEAD - CALL / CONTROLLER -
£24.99 / SVHS LEAD -£14.99 / VIRTUALJOYSTICK -£44.<JCJ / RACING 
CONTROLLER· £59.99 i POP N MUSIC COl\'TROLLER · £49.99 / 
KEYBOARD ·£ 44.99 / RUMBLE PAK -£29.99 / GUN -£39.99 / 
MISSION STICK - CALL / NEO GED/DREAMCAST LINK CABLE - CALL 
SOFI'\VARE 
NEW JAPAN PRO WRESTLING 4 ....... £49.99 FRAME GRID ................. .£49.99 
SPACE GRIFFIN... . ........................ £49.99 ST FIGHTER ZERO ...... .£49.99 
GUNDAM ................... .. ........................... £49.99 CLCMAX LANDERS ...... .£49.99 
TOKYO I·IIGHWAYBATTLE ........ £49.99 EXPANDABLE ................. £49.99 
ALL JAPAN WRESTLING .................... £49.99 AIR FORCE DELTA ...... . .£49.99 
V. F. 3 ......... CALL FOR NEW CHEAP PRICE BUGGY HEAT ................ .£49.<JCJ 
GODZI LLA CALL FOR NEW CHEAP PRICE SEGA RALLY .................. .£44.99 
SONIC .......... CALL FOR NEW CHEAP PRICE BLUE STINGER ............. .£44.99 
HOUSE OFTHE DEAD+ GUN ........ ..... £79.99 KING OF FIGHTER 99 ... £49.99 
POWERSTONE......................... . ...... ... £54.99 MARVEL VS CAPCOM .. £44.99 
BIG BASS FISHING+ ROD ................ ... £79.99 DIE HARD ARCADE ...... £49.99 
MONACO GRAND PRIX 2 ................... £39.99 SUPER SPEED RACING £49.99 
SOUL CALI BUR ........................................ CALL SEA MAN .. . . .......... CALL 

~ NEOGEO 

NEO Gf.O COLOUR POCKET+ SOJ.1WARE A\'AIUBI,E 
NEO GEO POCKET (ll/W) ............................ £34.99 
ALL B/W SOFfWARE .. . .... £ 19.99 
LINK CA BLE...... . ... ..... .£ 19.99 
HEADPHONES ........... . .. £ 14.99 
NEO GEO CD/CART 
LITTS OF NEW+ USED SOFfWARE IN STOCK 
NEO GEO rD SPECIAL OFFERS 
NINJA COMBAT .......................... £9.99 BLUES JOURNEY .......................... .£9.99 
CROSSED SWORDS ................... £9.99 THRASH RALLY ........................... .£9.99 
NINJA COMMANDO ................. £9.99 AGGRF.'iSORS OF DARK COMBAT ... £14.99 
DOUBLE DRAGON .................. £14.99 SAMURAI SHOWDOWN 2 . . ..... £24.99 

~ 
PLEASE C\LL f-'ORA FIJl,LUST OF HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 
Bf:LOW ISA SMALL SEI.ECHON oi,· GAMES LI\' STOCK 
GUN HEAD/ SPLATTERHOUSE/ SUPER STAR SOLDIER/ DEG·AXE / 
SHINOBI / R TYPE / EC KID / GRADIUS / FINAL SOLDlER / P47 / 
CHAN AND CHAN/ MCTl'OROADER / rlNAL LAP/ J. CHAN KUNG FU I 
ORDYNE / AUEN CRUSH I DRAGON SABl,<E / ADVENTURE ISLAND/ 

50/60HZ CONVERSION - PLAY ANY GAME (NO BORDER) ... ............... £44.99 
P+P£10 

SOffiVARE s·ntL !N STcx.·K 
ST HGfITER ZERO 3 / SONIC THE FIGHTER/ SONIC FUNKY ISLAND/ 
SHINING FORCE 3 PT.3 / SHINING roRCE J PT.2/ RADIANT SILVER GUN I 
DEAD OR ALIVE/ All CAPCOM GENERATIONS / DRACULA X / MARVEL VS 
STREET HGHTER / KING OF FIGlffERS 97 /MAGIC KN IGfff RAY EARTH (USA) 
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS + LITTS MORE ............ PLEASE CALL FOR FULL LIST 

SEGA NOMAD (USA) IN STOCK·-----··· ............ ............. £89.99 
SEGA NOMAD CONVERTED TO RUN UK/USA GAMES ....................... .£119.99 

■ f!l.ll.'\Sf.. CAI I. FOR LA.11:..)"T l\lAJL C)Rl)ER PRlCF.5; ON BELO\\· SOFTWARE. JA!'/ 
IJS~/UK 
TORA & KOBUN /VIRTUAL KEN 2/ DRAGON VA LOR I STAR IXOM I 
JO JOS ADVENTURE/ TARZAN I PSYCI-OC FORCE 2 / WWF A'f11TUDE/ R1VAL 
SCHOOLS 2 / ME1i\L GEAR INTEGRAL/ DINO CRISIS/ FATAL FURY AMBITION/ 
GRAN TURISM02/STAR'WARS PHANTOM MENACE/SOUL REAVER 
Rl'(,lH'<STOCK - GRANDIA2/ LUNAR(l:rDEDITION)/ I..EGENDOFMANA/ 
VANDAL HEARTS II / AZURE DREAMS I FINAL, FANTAS Y TA€TJCS / FINAL FANTASY 
8 / SAGA FRONTIER /1/\CTTCS OGRE/TALES OF DesflNY / XENOGEARS I LEGEND 
OF LEGA IA / S'IAR OCEAN 
SO~\" 111.AYS'f~IJONt\C( tSSORIF.S 
ROB SCAR'l' LEADS ............................ £6.99 MEMORY CARD...... .. . .......... .£6.99 
RF UNITS ............................................. £14.99 POCKET STATION .................. CALL 

M,,iy >10R£AC<:F.SSORff5,WAII.ABLE 

PLEASE CALL FOR CURRENTLY AVAILABLE TITLR~ 

OWN YOUR OWN HOME /\RCADE MAC! IINE 

AS FEATURED ON TV /\NO REVIEWED ~\/ THE EOOE 
SlJPERGlJN DELUX INC. JOY PAD .. ...... ......................................... .. .£179.99 
6 8UJ!i~ Wf.~llASA{,~tk,1~V:tl'.tJRJ'J'm-sti'i.vit'i-!9 99 

BELOW ARCADE PCBS L''i Sl'OCK • PLEASE CALL FOR FULL UPDATED LIST 
ROUOCOP 11 £75.00 / POW £55.00 / GHOST AND GOBLINS £95.00 I COMMANOO (V) 
£65.00 / CHAMPION WRESTLER £50.00 / KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND £95.00 I OOUBLE 
DRAGON £50.00 / FORGCTn'EN WORLDS £95.00 I BLACKHOLE (V) £35.00 / E SWAT 
£75.00 I DD CREW £70.00 / sueER PANG £65.00 I BATTLE RANGERS (BLOODY WOLF) 
£30.00 I RASTAN £95.00 / ROU ING THUNDER £70.00/ SPIDERi\1AN £115.00 / DODGE 
BALL£25.00 / PARODIOUS £85.00 IX MEN £85.00 / LEGEND OF KYRA £35.00 /TIGER 
HELi (V)£65.00 / D.A:RK SEAL £65.00 I SHINOBI £75.00 / WRESTLE WARS (V} £65.00 / 
VANDYKE £45.00/ WORLD CUP 90 £25.00 I CHOPPER I (V) £45.00 / EURO FOOTBALL 
CHAMP J.35.00/ AIRl3USTER £70.00/TYPHOON (V)£70.00/ MAIN EVENTWRESTI..I NG 
£45.00 I VIEWPOINT (NEO) £60.00 I SHOGUN WARRIORS £45.00 I DUNGEONS AND 
DRAGONS: SHADOW £175.00/ DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS: TOWER £169.00/ 
COSMIC COP £65.00 / GUN SMOKE L75.00 / GREEN BERET £55.00 /TETRIS (V} £45.00 I 
MAGIC SWORD£ 110.00 / GOLDEN AXE £75.00 / IMAGE FIGlff (V) £70.00 / WILLOW 
£70.00 / WRESTLE FEAST £50.00 / NEMESIS £95.00 /THUNDERZONE £85.00 / HARD 
PUNCH £35.00 / NEW ZEALAND STORY £95.00 /YIE AR KUNG FU £75.00 I ARE SHARK 
(Y) £55.00 /TOKI £55.00 I BOMBERMAN WORLD £70.00 / SNOW BRITTHERS £65.00 / 
OLYMPIC SOCCER 92 £60.00 / RACK EM UP (V) £30.00 / 1943 (V) £65.00 / ALIEN VS 
PREDATOR £175.00/ WARDNER £40.00 I 80..LS & WHISTLES (V) £75.00 / SIDE ARMS 
£75.00 I SUPER ST FIGHTER ZERO 2 £ 135.00 / ST FIGHTER 2 TURBO HYPER £85.00 / ST 
flGHTER EX £145.00 I ST FIGHTER 2 CHAM P £75.00 I ST FIGHTER 2 WORLD 
WARRIORS £70.00 
Pleme m11e that all /JCbs an: original jtm111u1 a/Ill me ullf11/ly test et! before beitig sem 
(V) = VERTICAL GAME 

WE ALSO STOCK 
VIRTUAL BOY / 3DO I ATARJ LYNX/ JAGUAR/ SNES / SEGA MEGA 
DRIVE / LATEST GAME HINT GUlDES I JAPANESE MAGAZINES/ 
COLOR GAMEBOY I USA ACTION FIGURES/ DVD REGION 2 

OPENING HOURS MONDAY-S1,.T0RDAY 10AM - 5.30PM WEDNESDAY lOAM-lPM 
P+P: 1 GAME £ 1.50/2 GAMES £2.50 E TC. I MA C HINES £ 10/ PCBS £101 SMALL ACCESSORIES £ 1.50/ NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVA ILABLE 

PLEASE NOTE: ABOVE PRICES A R E MA:IL ORDER ONLY. SHOP PRICES MAY VARY 
PLEASE CALL FOR A FULL PRICE LIST I PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO RAVEN GAMES LONDON I TRADE ENQUIR IES WELCOME 

ALL ABOVE SUBJECT TO AVAlLABILITY ESTABLISHED S INCE 1988 

BE AWARE: CHIPPING VOIDS AN Y SONY UK WARRANTY ON YOUR PLAYSTATION. PROCEED AT YOUR OWN RISK 
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m: 0498 897770 ; 01182 279294 

POWIRSTOHE I POP N MU~C I MARV!I. VS CAPCOM I BUIE STINGER I HOUSI Of DEAD Z I PSYCHIC FORa ZOil i AIR0 DANCING I 
SEGA RAIIY Z I SONIC A0'/IHTURE /DIGITAi. HORSERACIHG I GIT BASS ASHING I BUGGY HEAT I ~HG OF RGKT!Rl 99 I 01E HARD 

ARCADE I nlMAX LAHDERl I MrntOPOUTAH HIGHWAY BA11111 ~NG Of RGKT!RS 99 UAPII TOKYO HIGHWAY 8AffiE UAPII 
STIIIITIIGKT!R URO 3 UAPII BUGGY HEAT IJAPII TOUKIHI RITIUDEH" SPACE Gruff!H/ AIR FORCl 0El1A 

WE STOCK JAPANESE DREAMCAST, ALL GAMES, STtERING WHEELS, ARCADE STICK, VMF 
RUMBLE PACK, SCART CABLES, EXlRA GUNS ETC. DREAMCAST console U.panese l £160 

Dreamcast. 

JAPANESE WALLSCROLLS (CLOTH) INC. PARASITE EVE, FF7, GHOST IN SHELL, EVANGELION ETC. ACTION FIG URES INC. RESIOENT EVIL 1 
AND 2, TUROK 2, CRASH, BANJO, X·MEN VS STREETFIGHTER, ZELOA. MUSIC INC. FF7, SONIC DREAM, METAL GEAR , XEN OGEARS, TACTICS 

, 10OS MORE. KEYCHAINS INC. TEKKEN 3. FF7 , ZELOA, SEGA, MARVEL, NINTENOO ETC. 

Sony Pocketstation in stock now. 

•M·M 11 wtJ tt SAGA fflONIIER, PARASnt M, TEKKEN 3, BRAVE FENCER, FINAL FANTASY TACTICS, 
__ ., "_," ••_ FINAL FANTASY 8, PANUR DRAGOON SAGA ®l'l'm\ llOO) 'iiU\ll!ID 1IJiJ l,'lj@@{ 

11 m Mij :, M"• NEOGEO POCKEH49.99 BASEBAU, SOCCER, TENNIS. KOF R-,. SAMURAI SPIRIT, PUZZI.£ 
._ .. ,.1,1 ........... il! • .... i,J. ,,__ ACE HEADSET, UNK, NINTENDO COLOR GAMEBOY li'l!J!JJl,l iii=-

THOU!iAI\ID!i OF I\IEW AI\ID USED GAMES 11\1 STOCK 
WE ALSO TRADE AS 

NOTTINGHAM: 11 MARKET STREET Tel: 0115 948 4122 
DERBY: 42/43 CASTLEFIELDS, MAINCENTRE Tel: 01332 206 606 
LEICESTER: 23 SILVER STREET Tel: 0116 251 5266 
WOLVERHAMPTON: 23 VICTORIA STREET Tel: 01902 717 440 Ii.ii ~ EE l'!?.I 

into 
games 

Tel: 0171 627 5044 ! 
0797 462 0028 

www.intogames.co.uk 
e-mail: intogames@fineone.net 

into games P.O BOX 2874 W1 A5QS 

Excitement Direct Limited, 

llo 64 
lontlon 

1 st Floor, Streatfield House, 
Alvescot Road, Carterton, 

~ -T:;Q,l;Ew.i.llL_:_0~1"""'9_9_3_s_4_4_s_s_s __ --4 

FAX: 01993 840750 
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l'SX lilEilA - !'RO CARL PLAYS IMPORTS AGGEPTS CHEATS £6.50 + El PitP 

DELUXE 1/ERSION OF ABOVE E9.00 + El PnP 
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. ?S.X 'RGB~'RT l.5'D C.7.5 . l'SX SYSTEM LIN!( '!?4-::5 !lC l'URUlruRU :1'-2:2.SO 
PSX STEREO SC,,.RT £3.-<S ?Slt PAD EXTfENS'ION £4..~ !lCARC"-OE STIOR <e-,1) 

'100X £365" SIAZECYSSRs,.,,x;,{S £'13!J8 OCE>.'TI<l\R'. £..'V4.9ll 
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t='SX4MB MSldC~RO ~'11.56 1SIL'1.GRNO'RSl.A OCGHS~SSWITH l'i;7 
~ l®OC'HlP - ~lkWrlTITAP £15 fllS>{fNG OONmOl. 
PSo<'1RRW!iffl. =.so I'S); Cl\RRY Cl\SE DX n!> OC $TI3ERING \1\)iEa £5:1.SJ 
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1 000s of games ~ ~ )}/==I _... 
in stock including: £U§J ~ .... 

PlayStation_ 
li!] II ~ 

11114 
• Mastersystem 

(Nintendo®) 
• Gameboy 

• Megadrive • Supernintendo 
• Gamegear • Nes 

13 THE ARCADE, LITTLE WELLINGTON ST, ALDERSHOT, HANTS GUl 1 1 EE 
Open 10.00am-6.00pm Mon-Fri • 9.00am-5.30pm Sat 

(Also at Blackbushe Market. Row M1288 Sunday) 

, Tel: 01252 343737 -~ 
-~ (Please Note· We have now changed address) · ~ _J ~ 

1ves without the need for a P . 
4 operation modes: "Safe. 
Copy' & "Scan'. 

C!J ~~!;.!Jrdi!r'::; 
No PC required. 4x Write 
speed. 8 speed version 
also available for additiornal 
'OOSt. Ml quality erarnd GD 
Recoraers aAd !CD Readers • 
imdlilldiRQ Somy. f\lecxtor, Yemama 
ere. Carn also lie 'COArredted to 
your PG iii yo~ ,need to oom~1le 
yol!ll~dal~ Su~~liedwJthiOD 
Reco!tl1RQ wltware forltliJe PG. 

Playstabion 
Case 

llreamoasl (.!ap) • Stepdown ..........• 1£l!35.00 
11/il'SC-l'>M. •coloureonverter .. , .• - .... .t-34.99 
RGB Scart Cable ................................... '£i4 .. 9'9 
l-lost Oreamcast 'Games ..... , ..•.. • •.... £45.00 

. ..... VMS Memory Card. . ....•. :£19.'9'9 !DVD Playe·rs 
Laser llnH not recon)... Spare Control Pad ........................•. .£19.99 Pioneer DVS 15 Auto Region.- ... .£4'19 
~~~~;~fend~~~t~.:.::: . .£4.99 Arcade Stick ........... ............... .. ....... .£44.99 Pioneer DV-K101 All Region ...... .£259 

Cybershock Cont'/3~rrgge··~1Zcfl'~~k;~:~ £fsrnalfiteiii;4t~1 1arge item 
Many more products on our Home Page. Some TO ~OT to give 

details here . Check our Home -Pages Listed below 
Interesting Devices Phone:01203 339805 Fax :01203 339804 
24 The Crescent Voice lines open 10am-4pm Mon-Fri 
Keresley End http://w. .interesting-de. 
Coventry http.//www :z64 co uk 
CV? 8JT http://www.dvd-wo Id co. 

The Best Mail Order Games on the Internet 

11amto 11pm 

Visit our web site at: www.cybernet-filmstudio.com 

Special Off erl 
Buy Any Game and Get 2nd for Half Price 

Only one coupon per person, volid until end of August 1999. Coupon must be presented ot purchase al game. 

BE AWARE, CHIPPING VOIDS ANY SONY UK WARRANTY ON YOUR PLAYSTATION. PROCEED AT YOUR OWN RISK 
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Dreamcast . PlayStation .• 

c,,llleb usters 2 t; 
lffsnlnt Ptiim b al laient riete'a'sD 
on~ and rmdemlkll a pnn 

we stock a large selection of new and 
pre-owned machines - games - accessories 

we also stock: 
Action Figures (Metal Gear Solid etcJ 
DVD Films 
Accessories PbJ__oJ] QU.tt m.a.ilJ orJdU bJJl.ibJJ GameBoy 
Large range Of QI!' OJ.I.It sbJ---9..5; toJ!' aJ CO--DJ// Qj QU.lt 
Playstation & h I ,,..,..,,., ,,..,.1 
Nintendo 64 ,JJUJ iaJ~~ UJ~ .. a•JJ,U..ei., 

■ CJ 

SHOP: OfBf 245 5560 

HOTLINE: OfBf 245 4062 
SHOP: OfBf BOS 222f 

407 Hertford Road, Enfield, Middlesex EN3 SPR 

VISA · 

Games 
In 

Stock 

FREE GIFT 
WITH FIRST 

ORDER 

www.gamebusters2U.freeserve.co.uk 

~ ;J~~;f l}IJ J = M=I n'Jh,i:,,;,1~,m;:, 
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s 
3D0 S T 

NINTENDO 
Y G R 

A PC 
COMPUTER & VIDEO GAMES 
IMPORTS AND EXCHANGE 

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 

9 Wilton Parade, High Street, Feltham, Middx. TW13 4BU 

* Open I 0,6 Monday,Salurday & 12•4 Sunday 

ff 01818932100/844 2575 ~ 01818441944 

AFTER HOURS LINE 6PM,10PM 0973 552398 

FOR CASH OR EXCHANGE 

CONSOLES 
COMPUTERS 

GAMES 
RETRO & MODERN 

COMPUTER & GAMES EXCHANGE 
65 Notting Hill Gate, London wn JJS ff 0171 221 tm 

BUV • SELL • TRADE 
POSTAL SERUICE AUAILABLE 
OPEN 7 DAYS 10am - 8pm 

Please bring official ID with address & 
signature when selling/exchanging 

PSX PSX LASER UNIT I GAMARS PASSWORD 
WEHAVESTOCK £34.99 CHEAT CARTRIDGE 

Mod Cli p uy l Get 2 Free).£14.99 --11 .. aa 
NTSC-PAL Convertor ............ £14.99 • ~ •• 
VCD Adaptor Card (2 in 1) .... £59.99 a, "' 

lM Sony Memory Card ......... ..£7.99 DREAM CAST ~ : 
Namco Guncon 45 ................ £21,99 Joypnds..£29.99 ~ 1:l 
Sony Multi-Tap ...............•.... £16.99 ~~=~ig~~er atb j ~ ~ 
Sony Dual Shock Pad(colourcd)£19.99 Segn Rally 2 ~ ~ ~ 
Street Fighter Zero 3 (JAP) ... £49.99 :r::cs~°';'.;';ture "-' "' u 

Silent Hill (USA) ................... £49.99 Marvel Vs Capcom. ~ l § 
Xeno Gears (USA) .................. £49.99 Power Stone C!> v,:;; 
Syphon Filter (USA) ........ ...... £49.99 TRADE PRICING AVAILABL 
Final Fantasy 8 (JAP) (4 CD) . .£59.99 ON ALL PRODUCTS!!! 
Game merchandise (wall scrolls, keychains. posters, figures) and other JAP goodies 

available. P lease send a S.A.E to mail order address above for full µ-ice list. 
Wh y n o t vb1t o u, ~ h o p, Nf-_W l /\S I GAML :-> ~•t 

8 / Prtncn--->~ S tr ee t, M a n c h e!, l f.! r M1 4M l 
I I I /I A X ( J I<• 1 :,,,;..,B 00 / 0 

CLASSIFIED TO ADVERTISE CALL 
AMAR HUSSAIN ON 0171 317 2645 

OR EMAIL amar.hussain@futurenet.co.uk 

GAMETRON 
EXCHANGE 

ALL 
DREAMCAST 
JAPTITI.ES 
£39.99!! 

DE ETC SOUL dt!JuR ETC 2 ETC 
NEED WE SAY MORE??!! 

SHIPPED DIRECT FROM OUR OFFICE IN THE USA USING 
INSURED1,REGISTERED POST TO YOUR DOOR IN 3 OR 4 
DAYS. IF rOU WANT TO KNOW MORE, GIVE US A CALL. 

JAP SAT STILL AVAILABLE INCLUDING RADIANT SILVERGUN GRANDIA 
LANGRISSER SPECIAL, ETC. GAME GUl6Es FOR ALL JAP RPG's AVAIL Tdo 

WE STOCK OVER 200 MUSIC CD'S AT THE UK'S BEST PRICES - AND ALL 
OURS ARE ORIGINAL NOT FAKES LIKE OUR LOCAL COMPETITORS. 

PART-EX: WE OFFER 40% OF THE CASH VALUE OF A TITLE IF YOU BOUGHT 
IT FROM USA AND 55% PART-EX. EXAMPLE: IF YOU PAID US £39.99 FOR A 

DR~~~iNTg~~i~w&~
0
T~ll'c~J~D£ 28s~Av5Su~im f ~fT-EX, 

WE CHARGE 77% OF OUR NEW RETAIL PRICE FOR 
SECOND-HAND GOODS · THUS DREAMCAST SECOND-HAND = £31 

back issues 1-65 

£DG£ in mini cond1l1on . 
highest offers to : 
e: dbUw ma,l.com 

BE AWARE: CHIPPING VOIDS ANY SONY UK WARRANTY ON YOUR PLAYSTATION. PROCEED AT YOUR OWN RISK 
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GAMES, 
DVDS, 
PC 
HARDWARE, 
&SOFTWARE 

I AM SICK AND TIR€D OF 8U~IN, 
STUFF FROM P€0PL€ THA1 

DON'T KNOW WHAT TH€~ ARE 
TALKIN~ ABOUT!!!, 

i~JCEX DIRECT MAIL ORDER: 0171 916 844~ 
J~ PlayStation 

NEW CONSOLES & ACCESSORIES 
PSI DUAL SHOCK PACK CAil 
PSI CONVERUD DUH 

SHOCK PACKS CAll 
SONY DUA SBO<K PAD 

-6 COlOURS C'All 
PlAYSTIIION SCHI LEID CAU 
sorn-Mum TAP CAU 
SHY MEMORY CARD CAU 
SONI MOUSE CAil 
DUAi. fORU: S.UERING WHEH CAU 
GAMARS CHEAT CARTRIDGE CAU 
GAMARS V-101 CAU 
NU-GEHi ASSASSHt UGllil GUN 

+ fOOTPmAl CAU 
NU-GE.NI DUAi. IMPACT PH CAU 
SKREAM DU/Al FORCE PAD CAUL 
SlfRHM1 IWIN SUCK CAU 

USED CONSOLES & ACCESSORIES 
SONY PlHSTAIION 80.00 
SONY PIAYSTAUON UNIOXED 70.00 
NEG(ONI CONilR:OllH 22 •. 0.0 
SONIY DUlll SHO{K PAD 15 •. 0.Qi 
SONY PSI CONl1ROUER 5.00 
SONY UNK CASIE 5.00 
2ND HAND GAMES 
4-4-2 SOCCER 
AOUAG:OU:2 
AllUA S0(€ER 
AOUA SOUEII CLUB EDmONI 

(1UA SOUER l 

A.DIDAS POWER SOCCER '97 
ADIDAS POWER SOCCER '98 
AlUNDU 
ISUROIDS 
I-MOVIE 
BLOODY ROAR 
BREAlll Of HRE l 
BUBBlE BOBBlE & RAINBOW IS. 
URCUIT BREAKERS 
(OUN MCUE RA.UY 
C.OlONIY WAIS 
COlONJ WARS VENGEANCE 
COMMAND & CONQUER 
CRASH ltANDlCOOT 
DIABLO 
DtE HARD llllOGJ 
DODGEM ARENA 
DOOM 
DREAMS 
DUKE NUiKEM 
DUKE NUiKEM: TIME TO KHL 
EICAUBUR 25SSAD 
FADE 10 BlA(lf 
HFIH HEMENT 
flNIAl fAltTASf VH 
UUID 
fORMUIA\ I '97 
fORMUlA\ I '98 
G-DARIIJS 
GRIND lHEfl AUTO 
HEART Of DARKNESS 
IIHP 
HtDEPENDANCE DAY 
ISS HO '98 
KNO(KOUT KINGS '99 
UBERO GRANDE 
lONE SOlDIER 
I. 0 D 

8.00 
20.00 
12.00 
18.00 
10.00 
12.00 
20.00 
20.00 
15,.00 
28.00 
10.00 
18.00 
12.00 
12.00 
18.00 
IS.00 
22 .. 00 
IS.GO 
30.00 
IS.GO 
20.00 
10.00 
IS.00 
20.00 
15.00 
12.00 
IS.00 
18.00 
18.00 
IS.00 
15.00 
18.00 
8.00 
25.00 
30.00 
28.00 , 
IS.00 

MAGIC IHE GA.IBERING 
MAI POWER RACING 
MEDIEVll 
MEN IN BlACI 
MEIAl GEAR SOUD 
MICRO MACHINES Vl 
ODDWOIUD: ABE'S ODYSSEY 
ODDWORlD: ABE'S EIODIJiS 
PARIPPA IRE RAPPER 
PO(IUT HGIIUI 
PREMIER' MANAGER '99 
PSYUUC FORCE 
RAYMAN 
RESIDENT EVIL 
RESIDENT EVIL 2 
RIDGE RACER REVOI.IIUON 
RIDGE RACER llPE 4 
ROGUE TRIP VACAUON 2017 
SENSIBlE SOCCER 
SEN11INEL REIUHS 
SOCCER '97 
SOUL BlADE 
SOVIET SIRIKE 
SlREET RACER 
SJNDICAIE WARS 
IEIKEN 2 
IEHENI l 
lENCHIUi 
THREE LIONS 
JO(A 
TOMB RAIDER 
TOMMI MAKINEN RAUY 
UNHOLY WAR 
V-RAUY 
WARGIMES 
WIPEOUT 2097 
WORMS 
WRHIHN' (REW 

20.00 
25.0.Q 
25.00 
20.00 
28.00: 
12.00 
15.00 
18.00: 
n.oo 
25.00: 
28 •. 00: 
8.00: 
15 •. 00 
12.00 
22.00 
12.00 
22'.QO, 
10.00 
18.00 
8.00 
S.00 
IS.GO 
12.00 
12'.00 
12.00 
12.00 
22.00 
22.00 
12'.00 
10.00 
12.00 
15.,00 
10,.00 
8.00 
20.QO 
IS.00 
IS •. 00 
n.oo 



!ND HAND GAMES 
080 SN.OWBOARDING 35.00 
IA.NJO KAIOOIE 35.00 
tODJ HARVEST 25.00 
'HAMELEON lWISl 15.00 
IIDDY KONG RACING 30.00 
IOOM64 22.00 
IUKE NUKEM 64 28.00 
XIREME 62 28.00 
I WORlD GRAND PRIX 28.00 
ZEROX 25.00 

HA '98 l8.00 
iOlDENEYE 32.0Q 
~u noo 
[lllER INSTINCT GOlD 18.0Q 
AMBORGHINI 18.00 
IADDEN 64 15.00 
IHIO 64 · 2:8 •. 00 
IARIO KARI 64 28.00 
IIS(HIEF MAKERS 18.00 
IISSION IMPOSSIBlE 30.0.0 
HSllCAl NINJA 30.00 
IBA COURU(DE 22.00· 
IBA PRO 15.00 
11lOTWHCGS lQ •. 00 
IUAKE n.oo 
!OBOIRON 64 115 •. 00 
:HADOWS OF IRE EMPIRE 28 •. 00 
'OP GEAR OVERDRIVE 32.00 
'UROK H 28.00 
f RAUY 30.00 
WAVE RACE 64 20.00 
l'ORlD CUP '98 18.00 
IWF WAHONE 12.00 
'OSHll'S STORY 30.00 
:HDA 64 35 •. 00 

1£!;(#!~~,i~g::1 
!ND HAND GAMES 
THlETE KINGS 
HUI BAKUI ANIMAl 
UST A MOVE 2 
OMMAND & CONQUER 
IANITT 
IEGAMANXl 
HINHCG fOR€E 3 
HINING THE KOL f ARK 
ONIC lD 
ONIC JAM 
JREEl FIGH'liE.R AlPKA 2 
fORMS 
MEN 

-, .... ,,1 .. ,., .... ,-, ... , 1-:i-,1 ... t-, .... J-:t ... , 1 .... 11, , ... ~ .... u-,-

n.oo 
15.00 
IS.DO 
10.00 
10.00 
IS.00 
H!.00 
25.00 
15.00 
20.00 
JO.DO 
10.00 
10.00 

rn QUIBBLE GUARANTEE!! lfot safisfied with your 
1u11hase? let us, kn.ow wit&i111? worlting days and' we 
1riU give you a full uedit relund. Your statutory rights 
ire not affected. 
fREE GIFT WITH ALL ORDERS OVER £10.00. 
fREE DELIVERY ON EVERYTHING!! Or place· your· order 
1efore 6.30pm1 fu guaranteed next day delivery· from, 
£3.50,. 
NE DON'T CHARGE YOUR CARD UNTIL YOUR GOODS 
lRE DESPATCHED. 
'.heques/ postal orde1s made payable fa CEX. 
tredit cuds welc.ome. 
telease dale slippa:g,e may ouur. Sample p1ites coned 
It lime of going to p1ess, E&OE. Pcices. g:o up as well as 
lown. Minimum amount c&a1gedl on. credit &. cfehit cards 
is £5.00•. All copyrig.l1ts. respected •. 

MAIL ORDER 
(EX Direclj. ~~Holk Hous;e 

I .. 8 W111tf1eld Place 
london WI P 5Sf 

*GET A DREAMCAST 
NOW FOR £99.99 
WHEN YOU TRADE 

IN YOUR 
PLAYSTJITION. 
OR SIMPLY BUY 

FOR £149.99. 
OR PRE-ORDER UK DREAMCAST 
NOW FOR ONLY £194.99 A.ND 

GET IT ON ITS DAY Of RELEASE! 
IMPORTED 
CONSOlE & ACCESSORIES 
DREAMCAST CONSOLE 
+ STEPDOWN TRANSFORMER 
DREAMCAST ARCADE STICK 
DREAMCAST PAD 
DREAMCAST RACING CONTROLLER 
DREAMCAST VMS 
DREAMCAST VMS SPECIAL 
RGB SCART 1plau all games) 
RGB SCART not VGA compatible) 
S-VHS CAil 
GAMES 
AERODANCING 48.99 
BIO HAZARD:CODE VERONICA(RES.EVll) 48.99 
BLUE STINGER 48.99 
BOY KANIFAN 48.99 
BUGGY HEAT 48.99 
CARRIER 48.99 
COOL BOARDERS CALL 
D2 48.99 
DIE HARD ARCADE 2 48.99 
EXPENDABLE 48.99 
GEIST FORCE 48.99 
GIANT GLAM WRESTLING 48.99 
GET BASS+FISHING CONTROLLER 79.99 
GODZILLA GENERATIONS 29.99 
HOUSE OF THE DEAD 2 + GUN 73.99 
INCOMING 39.99 
KING OF FIGHTERS DREAM MATCH 48.99 
MARVEL VS CAPCOM 48.99 
METROPOLIS STREET RACER 48.99 
MONACO GRAND PRIX SIM.2 48.99 
PEN PEN TRIICElON 29.99 
POWER STONE 48.99 
PSYCHIC FORCE 2012 48.99 
PURO PURO PACK 24.99 
PUYO PUYO 4 48.99 
SEAMAN 48.99 
SEGA RAU Y 2 48.99 
SENGOKU TURI 48.99 
SHEN MUE Chapter I CALL 
SONIC ADVENTURE 29.99 
SOULCALIBUR 48.99 
STREET FIGHTER ZERO 3 48.99 
SUPER SPEED RACING 48.99 
TETRIS 4D 39.99 
VIRTUA FIGHTER 3TB 29.99 
VIRTUA ON 2:0RATORIO TANGRAM 48.99 
VIRTUA STRIKER 2 48.99 
DON'T SEE THE GAME YOU WANT? IHEN CAil. 
*1HIS OFFER AND All DREAMCAST PRICES 

ARE EXClUSIVE 10 CEX DlREU. 
WE ARE THE LONGEST RUNNING, MOST ESTABLISHED 
IMPORTERS IN THE COUNTRY • WE HAD BOTH THE 
PLAYSTATION AND THE DREAMCAST BEFORE ANYONE ELSE! 
All BUYERS PLEASE NOTE: All Dream,asls come witi· neuessa,y 
,onve<fors fc, run, on you• 60Kz lele~ision. 
Jlese· consoles and !lames. a,e imported fram, Japan· 11ncf 
will not be compati&le with UII. Dreom111sl prod'u<1s. 
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S 
ince 1986, Codemasters has developed and published games for all 

the major formats. And in that time, co-founder Richard Darling 

(whose official job title is game design director) has been overseeing 

his company's outstandingly consistent high-quality output. His passion for games 

has remained uncommonly robust - in an industry full of jaded and pretentious 

characters, Darling emerges as a refreshingly honest, surprisingly modest and 

instantly likeable individual. But above all, he remains a gamer. After a spin 

on the company's highly promising Colin McRae Rally sequel (see p44), Edge 

cornered Darling to chat about the past, present and future of one of the world's 

finest videogame makers. 

Edge: What have been the most memorable moments since 

Codemasters' inception? 

Richard Darling: The most memorable moment was deciding to set up 

Codemasters in the first place, which was quite a big decision because we had 

done quite well as freelance programmers and built up some money. We had to 

invest all of that and take out bank loans in order to set up the company, so it 

seemed to be quite a high-risk venture. 

The last three to four years have been the most enjoyable, though, because we 

have been able to concentrate on fewer games and have more people work on 

them, and it's more enjoyable to work on games on which you feel you have really 

done the best development job. In previous years the sales were lower and 

therefore the amount of money we could spend on developing games was limited. 

Edge: How 'hands on' is your current involvement within the company? 

RD: Each game is a big team effort. But my personal involvement is in the early 

design stages and towards the end of the fine-tuning process. 

Edge: Obviously, you've grown substantially over the years, but there 

must have been a point when you thought, this is getting big. 

RD: Yes, there was. It sort of happened in probably three phases. And it goes with 

the phases of the hardware. When we started we were doing games for the 8bit 

machines - Spectrum, Amstrad, C64, etc - the whole business then was much 

smaller, it was pretty much a niche market. We started probably with five people, 

including myself, my brother and dad, and for quite a while we were between ten 

and 15 people in size. So at that time the company was quite small because we 

were partly developing games ourselves - I was programming on the Commodore 

64 when I was 16 - but most of the games we published were being coded by 

outside contractors which tended to be individuals working from home, so we'd 

arrange a deal with them, decide on the game we wanted to develop and the 

design of it and once it was finished we'd do some QA checks - nothing like we 

do now - and then publish them. So the number of people needed for that kind 

of thing was quite small. It sort of took a step up in seriousness - in size, I suppose 

- when the Nintendo system [NES] was launched in America. 

Edge: What happened to Codemasters then? 

RD: The [NES) software sales, at that time, were outstripping the sales of computer 

games, and if you looked at a graph of the increase it seemed pretty clear that it was 

going to overshadow computer games quite rapidly. And we really felt we needed 

to get involved and produce software for this machine. So that was the big change, 

really. The problem we faced was that we made an approach to Nintendo to try to 

find out how we could develop for their machine, and we didn't get very fa r. They 

had a system for licensing developers to develop for their machine which - we may 

have been a bit naive, I don't know - but we felt like we were outsiders and weren't 

going to get into that circle of developers. So if we wanted to publish games for it 

we'd have to do it independently, which we then set about doing. And that was 

when, I guess sort of by chance, something happened. In order to develop for a 

console without any information from the manufacturer you need to obviously 

reverse-engineer the hardware - analyse it, take it to bits and find out from the 

electronics exactly what's going on in the system. So we got some people in who 

were specialists in that kind of area in order for us to write our own development 

libraries and create our own development system so that we could program it from a 

PC And then we started writing games for it. One of the first games we started 

writing was Treasure Island Dizzy, I think. It had been a successful 8bit and Amiga 

game, and for the console we redesigned it to increase the size and have lots of 

features in it, but it was basically the latest Dizzy game that we started developing. 

Edge: This was around the same time as the Game Genie. How did that 

concept come about? 

RD: Through understanding the hardware in detail, probably more so than most 

developers who were just given a sort of development manual, myself, my brother 

and a guy ca lled Ted Caron, who used to program on the Atari ST, came up with the 



idea for what turned out to become the Game Genie. We sat one day, trying to 

think of a type of game that would be attractive to a wide audience. 

One of the common things we thought, certainly at that time with Nintendo, 

was that in a lot of ways the games were more simplistic than they are nowadays. 

The challenge/reward mechanisms were more simplistic - you know, something like 

Super Mario Bras, which is a very, very good game, but it's really linear and there are 

things put in your way to stop you progressing when all you want to do when you 

play it is progress. And so the oveiwhelming thought for gameplayers is to want to 

get rid of those barriers and we thought that that's a fairly constant desire; it doesn't 

matter which genre it is - if it's a racing game it's being able to drive fastest . _ I don't 

think it's so applicable these days, though, as games are a lot more sophisticated. 

So the idea of producing a piece of hardware that would allow users to actually 

modify their games - ,remove barriers, give them extra lives, make them jump higher 

- we thought that would appeal to a large section of people, and, as it turned out, it 

did. That was effectively a side issue for us, the company is primarily a games 

developer and publisher, but because it was such a good idea we followed it through 

and, to cut a very long story short, it did very well. Up until then we were a company 

that had been doing well and we were growing each year and making profit, but for 

a private company, in any industry, it's very hard to break out of the cycle of 

spending your profits, investing them for the next year to grow, and the growth rate 

is normally quite limited by the fact that you're kind of financing yourself from the 

previous years. But the Game Genie gave us a sudden injection of capital into the 

company and then we could sort of sit back and say, 'Right, what can we do now?' 

All of a sudden our options were much more open. 

Edge: What was your reaction when Nintendo sued? 

RD: Nintendo sued our distributor Galoob when they announced the launch of the 

Game Genie in America. Our reaction was a vigorous and intense effort to defend 

the action that they brought. We bel ieved that we were right and there was nothing 

illegal about the Game Genie, but because it was an area of law without any 

precedent it was a difficult case to prove. 

Edge: And when you won? 

RD: The point where we ultimately won the court case was when Nintendo had 

exhausted all the avenues of appeal which, in fact, culminated in the US Supreme 

Court turning down its application for appeal on the grounds that it had already been 

decided by the court of North California. This was many years after the initial case 

was brought but we were obviously pleased that the issue had been finally settled. 

Edge: Didn't Codemasters and Sega nearly end up in a court room, too? 

RD: In 1993 we had an episode with Sega where we tried to do a similar thing we'd 

done to the Nintendo system. We'd spoken to Sega again about being a licensed 

developer; we hadn't been happy that we'd be able to operate effectively without 

being disadvantaged. I mean, if you're going to develop games and publish them 

for a system and go through all the expense of doing the development and 

publishing, then you don't want to have anything unfair about the way you're trying 

to trade on the marketplace that puts you at a disadvantage compared to everybody 

else. I don't want to get into specifics, as I'm not sure that it would be legal for me to 

talk about it [laughs~ but there were definite reasons for making a firstparty 

advantageous over a thirdparty. 

So we looked - again, we'd already done this with Nintendo - at the legal 

framework we had in this country, and around the world, certainly in America as 

well. There is nothing inherently wrong in developing a game and publishing it for 

somebody else's system. There's no law that says, 'Nintendo have made a console 

and therefore they have the right to monopolise the software that's published for it'. 

But that's what they try to do with the licensee agreements. At the time there was 

an investigation going on by the Monopolies and Mergers Commission about this, 

so we decided again to reverse-engineer the system and develop our own games 

for it. There was a court case settlement which resu lted in us being able to publish 

Sega games, which we were manufacturing ourselves, locally. Manufacturing our 

own games gave us a lot more control - we could manufacture whatever quantities 

we wanted, when we wanted - if there was an emergency where a certain game 

was more successful than we expected we could manufacture more very quickly. 

Edge: Which takes you to the next phase ... 

RD: Codemasters was a much larger company - there were about 35 people at that 

time, I think - with much larger resources, and in design and development we would 

work very closely with the developers - who were all still freelance contractors. And 

we realised that as the team sizes became greater, it was becoming more and more 

difficult to keep a team together over the course of however long it took to develop 

a game - probably about a year. So we decided to set up an in-house development 

studio - and that coincided with the emergence of PlayStation. All the PlayStation 



games we've done have been by the in-house studio. 

We still do contract some development work to external 

teams. For example, No Fear Downhill Mountain Biking 

is being done by UDS in Sweden - we produce the 

design and they develop it for us. 

Edge: Recent years have seen massive growth 

and some first-class titles. Do you see this as 

a direct result of the fundamental change in 

Codemasters' development structure? 

RD: We've been very pleased that it's been expanding 

very quickly - we're now up to 270 staff. It's something 

where we had a good hard think about what's going 

wrong with the development industry and what can be 

improved. We then came up with this completely 

different system, and the method by which we decide 

which games we want to develop, the selection 

process, the research we do, the relationship between 

the designers and the development team was all sort 

of decided back in 1994 or '95. We looked at every 

game we'd released since we started and wrote down 

what was good and bad about it, which ones were 

successful, which ones weren't, which ones surprised 

us by being more successful than we thought they'd 

be, etc. We created a spreadsheet of all of these events 

that we felt had been a positive or negative influence 

and then condensed that down to form the rules by 

which we created the new development system that 

we're using now. For example, one of the key factors 

was that it would be good to have the person leading 

the team of developers who was exceptionally talented. 

So the consequence of that is that every new team 

now has a producer, and their experience and skill can 

make a big difference. Four or five years ago we didn't 

realise that. We were using different methods from one 

team to the next. I th ink we concentrated maybe too 

much on the programmers, but since then we've been 

taking the original model that we arrived at through this 

analysis of what had gone well and badly in the past, 

applied it, and it's been an on-going revision process. 

Edge: You're one of the few developers/publishers 

able to maintain remarkably high-quality 

output_ To what would you attribute this? 

RD: Our core philosophy has been to try to make sure 

that we only work on games that are going to be really 

good. There's no point in spending a year or 18 

months of 30 people's time developing a game that 

comes into the charts at number 40 and gradually 

disappears without anybody noticing. Apart from 

financially, it's not a very rewarding workplace for 

people who do that. So we really want to ensure that 

every game we do is successful. They're not all number 

one successes, b·ut if you believe through the 

development that it can potentially be a number one 

success, when faced with a choice where it can cost a 

lot of money to put a certain feature in, you always do 

anything that is going to improve the game. 

And also in terms of never releasing a game until 

they're finished, I was looking at the charts this morning 

and thinking about all these games that have come out, 

certainly three were released last week that have been 

very successful, but why are they all released in the last 

week of June? Then I remembered that it's the 

calendar quarter of America, the year half of the UK 

fiscal calendar, and it's not a coincidence - these 

games have to be out on these dates. I'm not saying 

they all should have gone back - I think Driver is a 

brilliant game, and it's finished - but there's another 

game which almost didn't make its release date, and 
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although it's a good game, it's not quite finished. It's 

good, but it's sort of part way through the QA process. 

Edge: Of all the Codemasters games, which 

are you most proud of? 

RD: I feel that the progress that we and the whole 

industry have been making has been very rapid. 

Therefore the games which I am most proud of are the 

most recent - Colin McRae Rally, TOCA 2 and Brion 

Lara Cricket. I'm proud of them because we have been 

able to put a huge effort into the development of each 

of them and I feel we have managed to create games 

without any real compromise. We spend whatever it 

takes to make the game as good as it can be. This is 

because the market for games has been growing very 

rapidly in the last few years and therefore the 

development money is available to spend on the 

games. We are also able to use outside resources 

without restriction. For example, in the current Rally 

project we are able to send groups of artists to the 

World Rally locations for photography, etc. 

Edge: Most people would stick to Formula 

One, NASCAR's Mario Andretti, wrestling and 

motorbiking, but you have touring cars, rallying 

with the ever-popular Colin McRae, Prince 

Naseem and mountain biking sewn up. You 

seem to be particularly good at targetting the 

right licences and activities. 

RD: You know, it doesn't matter how good a game 

is in terms of current standards, it's not going to be 

successful or it's not going to be of any interest to 

gamers if it's not doing something new. Okay, it's a very 

obvious statement, but you get people that say, 'We' re 

going to do a game that is going to be as good as Hal/

Life but with some extra improvements,' or, 'We're 

going to do a game that is as good as Quake but with 

extra fancy weapons or something'. I think it's missing 

the point. If we go back to touring cars versus Fl, it's 

unquestionable that they are equivalently exciting 

games. But I think the problem is that Formula One has 

been done - you can't make a quantum leap, whereas 

with touring cars we really felt that the sport had yet to 

be replicated - it's got the advantage of being exciting 

to motor racing fans, but the actual sport itself has got 

advantages over Formula One from a videogame point 

of view because of the fact that there are a lot of cars, 

they race close together, they shove each other a lot 

and the races are shorter: there are various things 

which make the sport better than FI once it's gone 

through a videogame interpretation. 

And we think that people want something new. 

We actually started Cofln McRae Rally 

development before Sego Rally came out in the 

arcades. I think it was right near Christmas when Sego 

Rally came out and we were bitterly disappointed. We 

thought that we were doing something really new. It's 

not just a case of being very, very good. So that's what 

we try to look for with the licences and things, you 

want a degree of fame and recognition, but to 

complement that the game itself has to be new. 

Edge: Music was radically new. What was 

the thinking behind publishing it? 

RD: We came across that quite late in development, 

but our sound guy 1im had proposed an idea to me 

about six months before which was quite similar, and 

I'd been hesitating a bit, sayin& 'This is very different, 

but I don't really know whether people will be 

interested or not'. So I was going to do some research 

and hadn't got round to doing it, but we were very 



interested in the idea. Then when Jester came along with a three-quarters-developed 

product we could actually see it working and thought it was brilliant. The reason we 

wanted to go ahead with it is because Codemasters is trying to publish software that 

we think is going to be successful and be exciting and attractive to gameplayers, and 

although it's not a game, we thought it could have very big appeal. 

It's a bit like going back to the Game Genie thing. With the Game Genie we felt 

we created something that has got some kind of appeal to almost anyone, and I 

think that was true of Music. Almost anybody who plays games has got some kind of 

interest in music and they have different tastes and different styles, but Music covers 

quite a range of styles. And so, on the one hand we thought, well, it's not a game 

and it's a bit odd and people may not understand it, but if we could get the message 

across we thought it could, potentially, be one of the most successful games of the 

year'. Cran Turismo was the most successful game of the year, I guess, but no matter 

how good it is, it only appeals to racing game fans, whereas Music is getting through 

to pretty much everybody. 

Edge: What's your opinion of the current state of the videogame market? 

Isn't it ever demoralising to see clones and undernourished sequels appear 

from other publishers when you're striving so hard for quality here? 

RD: I suppose it's different for you, because you have to look at them all, and I 

only have to look at the ones I like [laughs]. I'm still very excited about it. I mean, 

very recently, Driver is really a very good game, in lots of ways - it's very refreshing 

and quite different. Without going into the specifics, like the mechanics and the 

lighting effects, the general game is very, very good. 

Edge: How do you see the market developing? 

RD: In terms of what's exciting about the way people might be playing games, I'm 

really excited about the idea of modems and consoles, I really think that's going to 

change things. I know we've got modems on PCs to play games, but PlayStation 

games are outselling PC games at a ratio of something like ten to one, and I think 
I 

that's because PCs are just so hard to set up and install and keep up to date with the 

3D cards, and so on. Anybody can play console games - you could be a professional 

welder or, for example, a professional touring car driver; I know that some of them, 

in between races, go and play Touring Cars on the PlayStation. You could be 

interested in soccer and play soccer games on the PlayStation, but you couldn't on 

the PC If you're not a technical person you almost certainly won't be able to get a 

soccer game working on the PC. For that reason, although multiplayer games are 

available and doing quite well, it's going to be a different thing when multiplayer 

capability becomes console-based. So, yes, we're putting quite a lot of effort into 

trying to think of all the different things we can do in the future with PlayStation 2. 

Edge: The prospect of working on the new consoles must be exciting. 

RD: Yes. Well, I'm very excited about PlayStation 2 [laughs]. I don't know, it would 

be hypocritical for me to say that we're very excited about Dreamcast because we're 

not actually developing for it. I mean, it's exciting when a new console comes out, 

and we may well start developing for it. 

Edge: How do you see Nintendo, Sega and Sony's futures? 

RD: I don't think I can predict that any better than anybody else, it's anybody's guess. 

I think one thing's for certain: I can't see Sony being squeezed out of the picture. I 

think Sony are going to remain ... then Sega and Nintendo. Then there are others -

and I don't know who, I don't have anybody in mind - but once you get game 

consoles that are connecting to the Internet via a phone line, cable and things, then 

that brings other players into the equation, some very powerful companies who 

could well get involved as games console manufacturers and as games publishers. 

Edge: And where do you see Codemasters in five years' time? 

RD: We really want to focus on producing game software. I know Music isn't a game, 

so it doesn't quite fit into that, but it's a product aimed at gameplayers for a games 

machine so our definition of games stretches to that. But, basically, we'll focus on 

games. We want to increase the distribution of games around the world and there 

are plenty of opportunities for that because we foresee that the games we're 

producing in the next few years will be even more hungry in terms of development 

resources - the amount of people working on them and the effort it takes to develop 

has escalated in the last couple of years. As far as I remember, the final budget for 

Colin McRae Rally was either E840,000 or E940,000, which is obviously quite a lot 

of money, and that's going up. People's expectation of PlayStation 2, the abi lity to 

recreate the real world, is phenomenal, and we're going to have to put more aspects 

in games, therefore we want to to focus on trying to do the best games that we can. 

Edge: After 15 years, what would you say is the best thing about 

being in the videogames industry? 

RD: Constant change ... and exciting people. It all makes it quite an 

interesting place to be. £ 
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CUTTING-EDGE COIN-OP S FROM ACROSS THE GLOBE 

ffRRARI f355 CHAllfNG f 
Devel< Sega R&D#2 -----

R out now (Japan) 
------

01 Japan 

SUZUKI-SAN'S AMBITIOUS RACER SCREAMS OUT OF THE PITS AND INTO THE HISTORY BOOKS 

It's not been confirmed exactly how many Naomi boards are used to power FJ55 Challenge, but accepted wisdom is four -
one dedicated to each screen, plus a general 'grunt' unit. The authenticity of the visual results are totally without question 

F 
allowing last issue's exclusive 

expose, Edge has had the 

opportunity to spend some quality 

time behind the wheel of Ferrari 355 

Challenge. As expected, reasons to fault 

Yu Suzuki's latest creation are far fewer 

than those to applaud. 

Perhaps the most serious accusation 

that can be levelled at Challenge is that it 

is too realistic, too fine a simulation. Edge 

wonders quite how anyone other than the 

most hardcore racing fan ( or a professional 

driver) will cope with the subtle demands 

of keeping the car on course. But then 

again, that's what the options are for. 

Once seated deep inside Challenge's 

foreboding three-screened cabinet, the 

array of controls proves initially ala rming. 

Degrees of proficiency are 

accommodated for by both semi

automatic gear paddles behind the wheel, 

and a six-speed manual 'box down to the 

right. Right behind that are the driving 

assist buttons, offering continuously 

variable traction control, steering 

assistance and the like. For maximum 

enjoyment, it's best to leave them off, as 

they numb the electri fying sense of 

involvement that Challenge generates. 

Disappointingly, the manual gearbox 

and clutch combination lack the kind 

of detailed feedback that make them 

properly useable. However, Challenge 

more than lives up to its name even 

when using the semi-auto paddles. 

Slam on the brakes and the car 

shudders, dips and slides dangerously out 

of control. Lift off the accelerator after pil ing 

too fast into a corner and the car's ta il 

swings loose. Fighting the wheel through 

tight bends, surrounded by matching 

Ferraris, one thought dominates the mind: 

virtual reali ty is no longer a pipedream. 

Challenge is, without a doubt, the Js1 
ultimate driving sim to date. L...:::J 



SJRl □ fR HIRYU 2 

Develc cap corn 
----

Re TBA 

Of Japan 

Capcom's striking level 
of presentation is in full 
effect. A wireframe map 
sketches out routes 
prior to levels starting, 
but it's a largely 
superfluous touch 

THE LEGENDARY NINJA IS BACK IN A SEllUEL TO HIS CLASSIC COIN-OP DEBUT, COURTESY OF CAPCOM 

t's been a weird decade for Strider Hiryu. 

After a flurry of activity in the late '80s 

and ea rly '90s - which saw the release of his 

first arcade game, followed by a totally different 

NES adventure and a mass of home coin-op 

conversions (the ST, Amiga, C64, PC Engine 

and Mega Drive were all recipients) - his career 

bombed. Capcom did start work on a second 

Strider arcade title using proprietary M2-based 

technology, but then M2 fell through, and now 

the game has arrived on a somewhat unusual 

PlayStation-based board. Hiryu's recent cameo 

in Marvel Vs Copcom has perhaps prompted 

this comeback. 

Interestingly, Capcom has taken the cautious 

route updating this title. Strider was a 2D 

side-scrolling platform actioner in a mould all 

df its own; Strider 2 uses 3D backgrounds but 

combines 2D and 3D approaches to character 

d,esign and retains the original's scrolling 

gameplay. The new game, however, allows the 

player to move in any direction (rather than 

f~llow a strict left-to-right route), giving a greater 

depth of interaction with the environments. 

Other than that, it's business as usual. Hiryu 

must do battle with an evil collective known as 

the Light Sword Cyphers, through a series of 

atmospherically dark manga-style environments. 

These locations combine gothic castles with 

futuristic spaceships and underground bases 

to create a punk-esque collision of visual styles. 

The new 3D characters and bosses also work 

well, but this is essentia lly a fa ithful reproduction 

of old-school arcade action, replete with simple 

interface and snappy gameplay. It should 

be all the better for it. 

Hiryu's innovative 'electric 
cutlass' weapon returns, 
and is as devastatingly 
effective as ever 

The original was remarkably unsubtle, and instalment two follows suit, with brash boss encounters and extravagant set pieces intertwined with the slash
happy, henchmen-hacking core gameplay. Though Hiryu himself remains 2D, the backdrops often use 3D perspective to show-stopping effect (above right) 
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CHOICE CUTS FROM THE VIDEOGAMING VAULT 

FINALFIGHT 
!S.i.Jl.gp_in maY. be todaylgQilg-centric game of choice, but street-fi hting thugs have been sta12le corn onents of action 
titles since the '80s. Ca12com's dalliances with such themes are manifold but there can be but one defining exam12le . .. 

Bonus sections included smashing 
up a car (famously resurrected in 
Street Fighter If) and panes of glass 

D he side-scrolling beat 'em up may represent 

videogaming at its most mindless, any concept 

of real strategy being passed over in favour of button

hammering speed, yet the genre enjoyed a spell as 

the cornerstone of arcade owners' money-spinning 

operations when the likes of Double Dragon rubbed 

shoulders with Colden Axe and Ninja Warriors. 

Its simplicity, and therefore accessibility, was the 

chief reason behind its success. Unable to offer 

gamers the depth of something like Street Fighter II, 

with its then-daunting six-button controls and multiple

'instruction' special moves, the titles instead sold on 

style. And there were few more stylish than the 

examples that regularly rolled out of Capcom's 

Osaka-based development facility . 

Final Fight set the agenda, depicting a bunch of 

brawlers, each rendered with the super-distinctive style 

that Capcom's Japanese artists had been painstakingly 

honing during the mid-'80s, against scummy city and 

industrial backdrops. Hands and feet were the chief 

instruments of dealing pain, but collectable weapons -

among them knives and pipes - could be collected 

along the way, while snack-like health power-ups lay 

concealed within all manner of background ephemera. 

Final Fights template was one that was endlessly 

copied. It sold on the strength of set pieces in the form 

of imaginative bosses (the ultimate foe was, oddly, a 

supervillain in a supercharged wheelchair) and stage 

designs whose originality surpassed that of every 

example that preceded it by some margin. 

Unlike one-on-one beat 'em ups, Final Fight could 

not be completed on a single credit, assuring its 

popularity with arcade operators. \Miile it was as driven 

by commerciality as it was creativity, however, it 

stands firm as a landmark in gaming history. 

Manufacturer : capcom 1986 
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A fighting ring (above) was one of many set-piece locations 
that Final Fight mustered up. Weapons were crucial (top) 

Strictly speaking, it did not break any 
gameplay rules, but Final Fighrs 
graphics set the trail for the likes of 
Street Fighter II: the stage of Balrog 
(aka M Bison in the Japanese version) 
stole themes from this scene (above). 
The game gave Capcom's artists the 
opportunity to flex their creativity, 
leaving a legacy that still lives today 

Developer: In-house Coin-op 



EDGEVIEW 
The video ame world never stands still , rid in _ the breaking wave of advancin technolog_)!. In this regula r column 
Edg~ P-uts the industry_'.__s_J;1rogress in J;1ersJ;1ective with a look at y,estery,ear's headlines: five y,ears a o this month 

Edge issue 12, September 1994 

~ s the world looked to appraise the 
ILir.J power of the N64 via Rare's Killer 
Instinct, demonstrated at 1994's summer 
CES in Chicago via a coin-op interpretation 

of Nintendo's technology, Edge was 
merely able to bring home a pair of CGI 

renders for its readers to pore over. But 
this was at a time when Nintendo was 

keen to exploit the remaining sales 

potential of its 16bit SNES hardware with 

Donkey Kong Country, whose ACM 
(that's - ahem - Advanced Computer 

Modelling) graphics lulled some of the 
more exciteable CES attendees into 

believing they were witnessing something 
akin to the coming of the Messiah. 
Elsewhere, Edge's reporter had a dabble 

with Cruis'n USA, finding it 'reassuringly 
playable'. (Must've been too much coffee.) 

As Panasonic prepared to launch its 
3DO format in the UK, news leaked to 

Edge regarding a successor to the format, 

codenamed Bullfrog, which famously 
became M2 and then Dead Duck. 

_,..... -· "" _ , ..... - ·-·-----., __ , -- ---
i I Cutting Edge 

Bulldog: 3D0 Mk2 
on tight leash 

♦ -
~ . 

. l!lllil "·· 

EA's Shock Wave attempted 
to maintain some momentum 
for the 3D0. And, well, failed 

Prescreen lowlights included Mortal 

Kombot II (this must have been a bad 

month), while 3DO Shock Wove arrived 
for review, setting a mediocre-quality 
trend that would eventually 

Clockwise from top left: an accident waiting to happen; the sum total 
of Killer Instinct visuals available at CES; 3D0 Off-World Interceptor 
from Crystal Dynamics; Goldstar's interpretation of the 3D0 dream 

consign the format to the bin. 

Did they really say that? Did Edge really say that? Testscreens {and ratings) 

"We're creating a CD-ROM game on the SGI. It's a fun game 'Shigeru Miyamoto was also there, and Edge managed to Outpost (PC; 8/ 10), Top Hunter (Neo-Geo; 5/ 1 0), SSFI/ 

about being a rock star" - an optimistic Jon Hare from ask [his opinion of Donkey Kong Country]. "Ah, nice graphics," (MD; 8/10), Wolfenstein 3D (Jag; 7/ 10), TIE Fighter (PC; 

Sensible Software, talking about Sex, Drugs & Rock & Roll laughed the shy and likeable programme( Programmer? 7/10), Shock Wove (3DO; 5/10), Kikikoikoi 2 (SFC; 7/ 10) 

PIXELPERFECT 
Every, . amer has occasional moments of s arklin excitement be it the first time Sg_eedba/1 booted UP-, or comP-letin 
Sabrewulf. Here, Colin McRae Rall roducer Guy Wilda','_P-eels back the ears in reverence of Wizardry_ on the Apple_] [_ 

D hey say that those early formative years 

will shape your whole life. The experiences 

that you gain when you are young will influence 

your future. And, for me, a major influence came 

in the form of an Apple ]I computer. I think it was 

purchased for my dad to do his accounts on and 

to this day I'm not sure that he got chance to do 

them. I remember spending a lot of time with the 

Brickout game that was included, with its paddle 

controller. But it was later that the really cool games 

arrived. I was completely engrossed in such classics 

as Chop/ifter, Hadron, SkyFox and Star Maze. But of 

all the many early games I played, Wizardry was the 

first to really grab my imagination. I remember 

spending many evenings navigating the dungeon 

using the primitive vector display, tentatively 

pressing the keys for fear of what would be 

encountered in the next footstep, and even my 

pulse rate increasing during the simple text combat 

sections. For the first time, I had lost myself to a 

computer game. It's difficult to understand now 

what was so engrossing when you look at the 

technology involved, but I think I learnt that a game 

is so much more than the machine that it's running 

on. And I also learned to tread carefully 

when walking through dark corridors .. 
Survival horror on the Apple 
][? Codemasters' Wilday 
believes Wizardry had it all 
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( out there) coNsuMrn TECH 

SChneider MPMan F20 
■ *£160 ■ CO!ltact 0171 374 0101 

The MP3 revolution continues with record companies getting their contracts in a twist as pirating 

becomes easier than ever before. For those not in the know, the controversial MP3 allows you to 

compress complete CD tracks into manageable data files, giving you near CD-<Juality sound. And, being 

simply a PC file, the data can be listened to on some of the sexiest little players known to man. 

The Schneider MPMan F20 is smaller and lighter than a packet of 20 Benson and Hedges and 

delivers surprisingly good sound, if a little tinny at times. Downloading tracks is a doddle: simply install 

the MPManager software, connect via your parallel port, and drag and drop files into the F20's window. 

With 32Mb of internal memory giving you about 30 minutes of music, plus additional slots for 

SmartMedia to bump up its capacity, the F20 is guaranteed to draw lustful glances all round. Oh, and 

its solid-state nature means you could go trampolining and the tracks won't jump. 

sony Cyber-Shot DSC-F55 2.1 
Megapixel Digital Still camera 
■ * £650 ■ C0!1tact 0990 111999 

The latest company to jump upon the two-million-pixel bandwagon, 

Sony has produced yet another slinky digital camera. The snappily 

titled DSC-FSS produces high-quality pictures, thanks to its 1.92-

million-pixel CCD, and features all the usual special effects, including 

solarising. negatives, monochrome and sepia. As an added bonus, 

the Cyber-Shot can also shoot short MPEG movies and sounds, 

perfect for pasting up on your homepage. 

An ideal little snapper, then? Well, almost. The DSC-F55 is 

wonderfully compact, but sadly this means that anyone with large 

hands will find it quite fiddly to use. The rear-mounted LCD, which 

soon picks up any grime from your dirty mitts, is also incredibly 

difficult to make out on a sunny day, a problem compounded by 

Sony's infinite wisdom to not include a separate viewfinder. Fina lly, 

the use of Sony's exclusive Memory Stick as a means of saving 

your photos means that the data isn't always easy to transfer. 
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zappy Elecbic scooter 
■ * £550 ■ contact 017 64 655331 

It may not be a Harley classic, but the Zappy Electric Scooter will certainly have 

the ladies pointing and gawping in your general direction as you nip by. 

Although, unfortunately, the fairer sex will no doubt also be laughing like drains. 

Hard~ the fastest thing on two wheels, this electric version of the throatier, 

two-stroke powered GoPed reaches ten miles an hour on a good day (with 

no headwind), and needs a recharge after a mere five-mile jaunt 

Nevertheless, it's incredibly good fun. Skittering down a hill before tackling a 

corner, despite the Zappy's size and relative light weight, calls for all the skill you 

can muster. And while you can collapse it down to resemble a skateboard with 

a carrier handle, it's not intended for long journeys. At its best buzzing around 

town, the Zappy will raise a few smiles, and has to be one of the summers 

best, if rather expensive, electric toys. 

C-Pen Text scanner 
■ * £294 ■ contact WWWqJ811.CXJ!ll 

In the old days, students who wanted to plagiarise great masters had to spend 

many a long hour down at the library, laboriously copying out great chunks of 

textbooks for their thesis. Now, the advent of the cheap scanner and optical 

character recognition technology, via which your PC can scan in printed matter 

and translate it into a text file, means that ripping someone off has never been 

easier. The only trouble is, scanners hardly lend themselves to portability. 

Unless, of course, you get your hands on the new C-Pen text scanner from 

C Technologies. Looking like a particularly chunky highlighter, the pen enables 

you to scan a line at a time by pointing its tip at the beginning of a sentence, 

hitting the 'read' button and dragging it across the page. Supporting nine 

European languages and letting you edit the text before downloading. the 

biggest drawbacks are that the only way to transfer data is via an IR port and the 

scanner struggles to keep up with you unless you're moving at a snail's pace. 

Edge has attempted to state prices wherever possible, but for up-to-the-minute information, check adverts in the national press or con1cct your local consumer electmnics dealer. £DG£
0
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( out there) REPORTAGE 

Pikachu gets his wings 

Not on ly is the 232-foot long 747-400 decked out with Pokemon outside, but the cabin crew have to wear appropriate uniforms, too 

Japan/US: When it was just a Japanese phenomenon, it was okay to 

laugh at the three planes All Nippon Airways had painted with Pokemon 

characters. But now it's really serious. ANA has taken the service 

international with a five days-a-week service between Tokyo and San 

Francisco. Passengers can even purchase duty-free Pokemon goods, 

although at ¥1,000 (ES) for a plate, you're better off sticking to scotch. 

Brand values 
UK: It was something of a surprise 10 

discover this Peugeot adven (below) in 
the mainstream press. Not because the 

adven was for the rather swee~ road· 

hugging I 06 GTI, but rather that ii 
used PlaySlation imagery with the line 
'Do not underestimate the power: That 

a car manufacturer would even consider 

borrowing \ideogame marketing tactics is 

further evidence of Sony's omnipresence. 

.&<D X l:ill 
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FAQ: Wild' Bill Stealey 

Who is this Wild Bill character? 

JW Stealey on his business card, and '\Mid' Bill everywhere else, founded Microprose with Sid 

Meier back in the good old days when you could grow a PC games company into a multimillion 

dollar business inside a decade. He's now CEO of iEN, a developer of online game content. 

A pretty hardcore gamer, then? 

No, he was an accountant and an airforce pilot. He meet Meier working for General Instruments. 

So, he was just lucky to bump into a strategy game genius before he got famous? 

Apparently not Meier may be brillian, but according to Stealey if he hadn't had someone to deal with 

'Wild' Bill Stealey: Before Sid Meier 

met this man he'd made a massive 

$800 selling computer games. 

the business side, he'd still be working at GI. 

So what happened then? 

Stealey left Microprose in '93, played golf for a bit, 

got bored, then decided to get back into games. 

But what's the deal with this online stuff? 

IEN develops online content, such as combat sim 

Worb,rds, and supports its online communities. 

Flight sims? Oh dear. 

Well, Worbirds has over 10,000 regular users and 

if they can stop the Russians cheating, they might 

make some money. 

What do the Russians have to do with it? 

They love the game so much that a gang of them 

use dodgy credit cards to play. It takes about three 

days to track them down, then they get new cards. 

What's Wild Bill really like? 

Stealey: "I'm a class-B athlete. I'm a bit better than 

average but not as good as the really good guys. 

But I do try awful damn hard'.' 

DataStream 

Number of times the Poe-Mon 

coin-op has been played: TObn 

First week sales of Dino Crisis 

in Japan: 400,000 

Number of Drearncasts sold 
in Japan in the two weeks before 
its price was slashed, according to 
Famitsu magazine: 479 

Number of Dreamcasts sold 
in Japan in the week following 
the price cut: 25,249 

Cost of computer viruses to 
woridwide business so far in 
1999: $7.6bn 

Estimated auction price of the 
first Apple computer: $40,000 

Percentage of PC -owning 
Americans who used their 
machines at home in 1995: 900/o 

Percentage of PC -owning 
Americans who used their 
machines at home in 1999: 53% 

Percentage of Gamespot's online 
readers who felt it was important 
that action games allovved players 
to save mid-level: 900/o 

Bonus Eidos paid to Core 
Design's MD, Jeremy Smith, for 
Tomb Raider: £3.7m 

Estimated wealth of eBay's CEO 
the day after it floated: ST 12m 

Price of Ask Jeeves shares when 
the company floated on the New 
York Stock Exchange: SI 4 each 
Price of Ask Jeeves shares by noon 
on the day the company floated 
on the NY Stock Exchange: S72 
Number of digital set-top boxes 
in woridwde use in 1997: 6m 

Number of digital set-top boxes 
predicted to be in woridwide 
use by 2005: 52m 

Net losses sustained by GT 
Interactive in FY98: S52m 

Number of copies of the full 
PC version of PlayStation 
emulator bleem! sold via 
its Website: 20,000 

Percentage of search engine hits 

that turn out to be dead links: 5% 



sega joins nations to meet Dreamcast demand 

Sega's recent Japanese marketing tactic, w ich saw the Dream cast retail price slashed from ¥29,800 (El 50) to ¥ 19,900 (El 00) was allied 

to a typically comical 1V ad depicting workers of myriad nationality hard at work at the company's Taiwainese production facility. The wags. 

Discovered: fattest Pac-Man ever 

US: Proving there are no lengths to which 

people won't go to when obsession strikes, 

Billy Mitchell, a Fort Lauderdale hot sauce 

manufacturer, has finally achieved the first 

perfect score on a Pac-Man coin-0p. After 

six hours of play, he had accumulated 

3,333,360 points - the maximum possible. 

"I just about fell apart at the 1.9 million 

mark," he explained. "I suddenly realised 

that I had I 00 boards to go'.' 

Players from all over the world have 

been attempting to be the first to the prize 

with the rivalry between American and 

Olnadian players being particularly intense. 

In May, a Olnadian called Rick Fothergill 

fell 90 points short of the perfect score. 

After completing his mission, Mitchell, 

who also holds the world record on Donkey 

Kong, commented, "I never have to play 

the darn game again'.' No, it's not the second coming, simply 'lilly Mitchell running up the perfect score on Pac-Man 

oc goes to sea 
Japan: To mark the launch of its odd-in

the-head fish-bloke game, Seaman, in 

style, Sega has manufactured a limited 

run of translucent Dreamcast consoles 

and accessories. On July 29, Japanese 

gamers were be able to hand over 

¥34,800 (approx. El BO) for a special 

pack including the game, console, 

joypad, dedicated VMS unit, 

microphone system, and music 

CD featuring collaborations with 

Transglobal Underground 

There were only 500 made, 

however, so if you' re somehow able to 

get your hands on one, you'll be the 

owner of something guaranteed to 

escalate in value and become a true 

collector's item in coming years. 
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Konami horror gets graphic 

UK: It may be 'too scary' to 

covermount on kiddies mags like 

OPM, but Silent Hill remains prime 

material for the goths and ghouls 

that lap up the output of the 

graphic novel industry. With this in 

mind, Konami has commissioned 

an official tie-in book to whet the 

appetites of its seriously disturbed 

fans. Edge wonders whether 

the extensive fog will feature 

for technical or atmospheric 

reasons this time around .. 

( out there) REPORTAGE 

Plumber honoured in street ceremony 
aSweden: For some strange reason, the Swedes have a place close to their hearts for Nintendo. Not 

only was Bergsala AB the first company in the world to get distribution rights from Kyoto, but Sweden 

also boasted the highest percentage sell-through of Legend of Zelda. And now, the small town of 

Kungsbad<a is the proud owner of Marios Gata, or Mario Street to the rest of the NCL speaking world. 

A rather odd-shaped Mario was on hand to help cut the ribbon, but he didn't seem to live up to 

the expectation of his fans. Could you really imagine that defeating Bowser and saving Peach? 

Marios Gata 

Reward offered for deansing sim shitty cities 
UK: According to New York mayor 

Rudolph Guiliani, anyone who can run a 

Sim City is capable of organising the real 

thing, and AOL UK has decided to take 

up the challenge. From August 1, one 

sick 'Sim 3000' city per month wil l be 

downloadable for potential candidates 

to restore to urban bliss. These 'Malurbs', 

as AOL seems to like calling them, will 

suffer from symptoms such as pollution, 

traffic congestion and homelessness. 

The overall winner will have his or her 

expenses paid to either run for mayor 

of London or as an MP in the next 

election. But the competition will be 

stiff. Ken Livingstone has already signed 

up. Can Jeffrey Archer be far behind? 
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It's Tony Blair's worst nightmare: Ken Livingstone proving he's the best mayor for London by solving the problems of Sim City's Malurbs 
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( out there) MEDIA 

TRICKY 
Juxtapose 
(Island) 
If living in Bristol gave Tricky the 
characteristic sound that burst out of 
'Maxinquaye', his years in the US 
have finally born fruit on 'Juxtapose'. 
This is the dosest he's come to 
making an urban hip hop record, as 
proved by his collaborations with DJ 
Muggs of Cypress Hill and Ruff 
Ryders' Grease. Fast rapping and 
slow beats abound, with the likes of 
'Hot Like Sauna' which showcases 
his latest female vocalist, Kioka, 
demonstrating the aggressive nature 
of the album. He's always been in 
your face, but this time, Tricky's 
there for all the right reasons. 

THE WEBB BROTHERS 
Beyond The Biosphere 
(WEA) 
Were they just another US band 
touting a brand of psychedelic
tinged rock, it's unlikely The Webb 
Brothers would make much of an 
impact Thankfully, though, as the 
sons of legendary tunesmith Jimmy 
Webb they know a thing or two 

about songwriting. A spaced-out 
mix of powerchords and tvvn-part 
vocals, this record is a beautifully 
poised piece of work. Delicate 
ballads are intertwined around 
blustering wig-<>uts. Conceptual pop 
has seldom sounded so good. 

VARIOUS ARTISTS 
osmosis 
(Leaf) 
One of countless small labels, South 
London's Leaf is one of the less 
prominent havens of weird 
electronica, but this 14-track sampler 
of upcoming releases demonstrates 
that the unknown can be intriguing. 
The ethos of the label is best 
summed up by the name of one 
featured group, A Small Good Thing, 
even if the strongest songs are from 
relatively higher profile artists such 
as The Sons of Silence and Four Te, 
a solo offshoot of iiberkids Fridge. 
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INTERNET 
Site: Re:play 
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URL: www.eyebeam.org/replay/ 
Although its online forum is already half-way complete, 
RE:PLAYs massively multiplayer dialogue, majoring on 
the more intellectual aspects of gaming. is a welcome 
departure from the usual level of debate these events 
can encourage. The first module, 'Games as Structure' 
has covered such topics as 'Algorithmic and lnstantial 
Games' and 'Anticipating the Play of the Game'. Panelists 
like Marc LeBlanc, involved with Thief- The Dark Project, 
set the tone of debate, and members of the great 
unwashed are encouraged to add their thoughts, which 
are modulated and posted 24 hours later. The last two 
sessions, entitled 'Games as Narrative' and 'Games 
as Exchange', should be worth getting to grips with. 

THE BUSINESS 
It's a measure of the changing nature of the world that an 

author with the leftfield status of lain Banks has decided to 
grapple the hyper-environment that is the modern hi-tech 
company. Where national governments once controlled 
the flow of commerce, many of the fundamental 
decisions a' the 21 st century will be dictated by the 
new-wave corporations. Banks' metaphor for these 

organisations is The Business. With roots stretching back 
further than the Roman Empire and the stated goal of 
buying a small country to gain a seat at the UN, its 
shadowy dealings will encourage the whacked-out 

theories of every conspiracy freak. 

But strangely for Banks, this morality tale of bad men 
in fine suits has such a gentle, and even obvious, 

conclusion that you wonder why he bothered. Little of his 
usual dark atmosphere is evident Instead a pragmatic 
romance blossoms between the book's hardbitch heroine 

Kate Telman and a man she doesn't love. Another strange 
move is the decision to place the book in current history, 
with recent events such as Hurricane Mitch peppering the 

timeline. More nagging is the namedropping of lame 

bands, though: where Brett Easton Ellis goes for the Aphex 
Twin, Banks replies with the likes of Sheryl Crow. 

This is not Banks at his best The Business reads as 

if publication was rushed before the events mentioned 
faded from memory, which could well be its fate too. 

FRAMESHIFT 
If the microchip heralded the start of the information age, 

the next big jump fonward will be kickstarted by the use of 
genetic information. With the public just waking up to the 

possible implications of GM food, Robert Sawyer has taken 
this one stage further, looking at the repercussions on our 

individual genetic make-up. Perhaps the most sensitive 
subject will be the impact of genetic knowledge in the 
medical profession. At the moment everyone is treated 

equ_ally, as if diseases are random events. However, many 
conditions are controlled to some extent by our genetic 
make-up. Fromeshift is an ambitious attempt to mix these 

possibilities with the resulting change in personal 
responsibility, the science of the Human Genome Project 

and the evil of the Holocaust into one slim sci-fi volume. 

Pierre Tardivel is a geneticist, with a personal interest 
in his work - he knows he has a 50 per cent chance of 

developing a fatal hereditary disorder. After taking out 
medical insurance, however, an attempt is made on his 

life. Funther investigation uncovers a mysterious neo-nazi 
organisation targeting people with genetic conditions. From 

then on in things become increasingly unrealistic, with the 
emergence of a nazi war criminal, the in-vitro fertilisation of 
a woman with a Neanderthal foetus, and the discovery of 

a mind-reading gene. But, to his credit, Sawyer manages to 
hold the plot together with a certain amount of audacity. 
And while it is throwaway, Fromeshift will at least take up 

some enjoyable hours of beach reading this summer. 
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VIEWPOINT 
EXPRESS YOURSELF IN EDGE - WRITE TO: LETTERS, EDGE, 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH, BA l 2BW (email : edge@futurenet.co.uk) 

D ust a small email regarding 

your 'Playing the Game' 

supplement [E73] - which, overall 

was great. However, there was just 

one little thing wrong with its 

contents, in the game artist and 

college section. 

I study animation in Wales at the 

Glamorgan Centre for Art and 

Design Tech, or GCADT. This course 

is structured around timing, 

traditional animation values and life 

drawing. The industry, on the whole, 

prefers a candidate to have timing 

skills rather than comp~ter skills. 

Evidence of this is our large 

percentage of graduate employment 

with Rare and Acclaim. I specialise 

in 3D Max but a proportion of my 

folio is traditional 2D. Many 

graduates study 2D, and everyone 

who applied to Rare was accepted. 

Your information seemed biased 

towards 'If you can use a 3D 

package, then great - sod your 

timing and design skills'. I just 

thought that you overlooked some 

key elements in animation. 

Damon Tasker, 

via email 

Fair point. But a flair with 2D 

imagery was considered a given. 

D feel I must write to you 

about the fascination with 

multi player games, not just within 

your magazine but with the games 

industry as a whole. What is all this 

hype about? Have any of you ever 

tried getting a game via a dedicated 

Internet server? I am knocking on 

the door to my 30s now and as 

such I am not new to the world of 

computers or videogames, having 

started off with a ZXB 1 and on and 

on! Howeve r, I am new to the world 

of Internet multiplayer gaming, and 

all it has done is alienate me from 
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continuing along this path for the 

time being. 

My gripe being, having played a 

lot of games to death in singleplayer 

mode and subsequently bored of 

them, it was time to unleash some 

new life into my investment. It was 

a gang, everyone has made up 

childish names, and the new kid 

on the block is left out. 

After ages of begging I finally get 

a game of one-on-one and it's 

fantastic - a damn sight better than 

a crap Al routine. But the hassle and 

'All I ask of game developers is to make multi player 
access easy so that people like me can just drop in 

and play, and then learn and get possessed by 

the artificial world in which a lot of today's youth reside in' 

time I tackled some real opposition 

in the form of intelligent (or at least 

self-aware) competition. So off we 

go: install a game server connection 

- Mplayer in my case - wade 

through all the upgrades, file 

dow nloads, and patches, etc, just 

so the game is now compatible, 

and log on to the player zone for 

Mechcommander, and this is where 

it all stops: What clan are you in? 

What rank are you? Do you Mod? 

Have you the maps? 

What the hell? Try getting a 

game. Not on your life - everybody 

knows everyone, everyone is part of 

wait to find a sympathetic player is 

just not worth it. I want to click and 

play my games, not end up trying to 

be part of a clique. 

Mechcommander was not the 

only game I tried in multiplayer -

after some hesitation I tried the 

Quake II server (and yes, I did know 

Quakers take it very seriously!) but 

as you all probably know, it was 

worse - a lot worse. 

Time to give up and go to bed! 

After three hours on the Net fiddling 

and farting around, two games of 

ten minutes each was just not 

worth it. And yes, I did lose - to a 

15-year-old kid, just to add insult 

to injury! 

All I ask of game developers is 

to make multiplayer access easy so 

that people like me can just drop in 

and play, and then learn and get 

possessed by the artificial world in 

which a lot of today's youth reside 

in. It is scary out there on the Net. 

Make it easy, guys, and we will play, 

but until then ... 

Paul Davidson, 

via email 

F;:I oncerning Sega's 'rebi rth ', my 

~ friend has experienced 

premature wear of the shoulder 

buttons on his Dreamcast pad. After 

opening the pad I was horrified to 

find the shoulder button unit 

actually broke from the hinges it 

was supported on. This again 

occurred on his other pad. As both 

of us of had a good experience of 

still-operational controllers from 

various consoles past and present, 

this seems to be a step backwards 

for Sega. From gamer to funseeker 

we are as hamfisted as any other 

person, and it will be a flaw if this 

is repeated once the Dreamcast 

touches western shores. It will be a 

pity for such a strong console to 

hampered by weak controls. 

Sam, 

via email 

Some of Edge's Dreamcast 

controllers have suffered a similar 

fate. Sega has made slight 

redesigns to western contro llers 

(see News), although it's sti ll too 

early to tell whether or not the 

new units are more durable. 

n hought you might like to 

U know that, thanks to Edge, 

I am now £140 poorer, but much 



happier. In the 18 months or so that 

I've been reading your magazine, 

you've never let up on your quest to 

have the whole of the world playing 

on Nintendo machines and I finally 

succumbed. I didn't think Mario 

would be that special, nor Banjo

Kazooie. I didn't believe GoldenEye 

would cut it in a post-Half-Life 

world. I didn't believe my cutting

edge-PC-owning self could stand 

looking at low-res, cartoony visuals. 

How wrong I was. I'm utterly 

captivated by Mario and Banjo and 

loving GoldenEye as much as Half

Life. It's not as if I'm going to stop 

buying PC games, especia lly with 

the likes of Outcast, Kingpin and 

Anachronox on their way, but the 

thought of being able to play the 

legendary Zelda and then the 

potential joys of Jet Force Gemini, 

Donkey Kong 64 and Perfect Dark 

later in the year make me feel like 

I've bought more than a piece of 

hardware, more a box of magic. I 

now treat Edge even more 

religiously than previously, and 

take your word as gospel. 

The downside to this is that I am 

severely worried about my inability 

to resist buying a Dreamcast this 

September, mainly for the chance 

to play Power Stone and Sonic 

Adventure, and maybe even 

Shenmue. I've got the console bug 

now. It's on ly £50 more than I just 

paid for a new TNT2 graphics card, 

but if Sega are successfu l at launch, 

there'll be lots of games next year to 

buy. More money. Then there's 

Dolphin for more Nintendo/ Rare 

goodness, and PSX2 for SquareSoft, 

Namco and Capcom games .. 

It's endless and expensive, and 

it's scary at times when you add it 

up, but, as Leo Coulson pointed out 

in your last issue, think how much 

people spend on smoking, eating, 

clothes, drinking, records, etc. If only 

we didn't have to spend eight hours 

a day doing things we hate to pay 

for these digital toys we love .. 

Colin Harrison, 

West Midlands 

P.S. Great Qlll:Arena article. John 

Carmack should be cloned, along 

with Miyamoto and Molyneux, and 

then perhaps we wouldn't have to 

endure lazy Tomb Raider sequels 

and pointless Wipeout updates. 

111 ecent months have seen me 

waiting in great anticipation 

for my copy of Edge to arrive, in 

order that I might continue to follow 

'the great debate' which takes place 

with in the pages of my favourite 

magazine. Each issue the comments 

concern ing review scores become 

more and more amusing, with 

readers ranting on and on about the 

definitions of 'average' and the best 

way to review games. Thankfully, in 

E72, Nick Ferguson put forward the 

intelligent idea of a word-only 

on file, telling them who likes which 

games, and what each person 

thinks of each game. That way the 

reviews can be rewritten for every 

reader, so that they comply with the 

readers' opinions, and no one is 

challenged or offended. When each 

person receives their copy, they 

know they can read it in the 

knowledge that their opinion will 

be praised throughout the issue. 

After all, that's what people buy 

magazines for, isn't it? So that they 

can assure themselves that their 

knowledge of gaming is infallible, 

and that their opinion is final. 

Or have I misunderstood the 

situation completely? 

Matthew Sital-Singh, 

via email 

Thanks, Matthew. Your suggestion is 

being put into place at this moment. 

D don't know what it is about 

Dreamcast but I have this 

really strange feel ing Sega are going 

to win the next-next-generation 

wars. I recently downloaded Sega's 

'I am severely worried about my inability to 
resist buying a Dreamcast this September. 

I've got the console bug now. It's only £50 
more than I just paid for a new TNT2 graphics card' 

review - a concept which is 

theoretically sound, but in practice 

could cause even more confusion, 

as the 'sub-GCSE journos', as Nick 

puts it, get confused without the 

exp licit system of numbers. 

After months of research and 

studying, I believe I have come up 

with the answer to all of this. 

Instead of having only one version 

of Edge, the magazine could be 

ta ilored to the readers needs. Edge 

would have all of its readers' detai ls 

teaser ads in the US from their SOA 

site and this just confi rmed my 

weird suspicion. The combination of 

very clever advertising (such as the 

ads I just mentioned) and high

quality 'massmarket' games (Sonic 

Adventure, Soul Calibur, et al) 

games will make DC a huge success 

in the US and Europe. Clearly, this is 

going to be a repeat performance 

of the Mega Drive; whereby the 

console fails (that is, relatively, in 

comparison to the US and Europe) 

in its home territory and ends up 

being a massive success in the 

depthless-games-demanding 

western countries. 

And, on top of this, with news 

that Square are developing Final 

Fantasy IX on PlayStation (as 

opposed to PS2), and that they are 

looking to get back with Nintendo 

for Project Dolphin, proves they are 

just as suspicious about PS2 as 

many of the 'technical analysts' who 

claim Sony can't manufacture the 

Emotion Engine at a half-decent 

price. Could Sega really go back to 

the glory days of the Mega Drive? 

With Square developing Epic Story

Driven RPG VIII on Project Dolphin? 

Deja vu, perhaps? Must be a glitch 

in 'The Matrix' .. 

Sukolu, 

via email 

D 've just finished reading Edge 

73, and maybe it's because I 

live in Holland, but I've just finished 

playing Outcast whereas you didn't 

even mention it yet in your issue. 

Since the game was produced in 

Belgium, maybe I got it before you 

had a chance to review it. This is 

all no problem as this gives me 

an excellent opportunity to warn 

you : you will feel ashamed about 

everything you've ever said about 

every other game once you've 

played it. 

You will realise that the w hole 

gaming industry was essentially 

asleep up till now. You understand 

what I am getting at: this is the first 

true ga me ever produced. All the 

others are nothing more than 

continuing old ones with minor 

adjustments (even the so-beloved 

Quake Ill). This game is finally a 

leap forward - you can see that the 

creators really enjoyed working on 
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this game and made a game they 

themselves would love to play, not 

a game they would be sure would 

sell well because it was a sequel 

to an existing one. 

Although Outcast does demand 

a high-spec machine to run with 

smooth graphics (although the 

water effect is the best yet seen, 

even on the lowest possible 

machine). The graphics are not the 

most important highlight of the 

game (although it does show how 

tedious 3D-accelerated games have 

become, with just prettier textures 

on a dull flat surface). The Al is 

simply groundbreaking - I felt 

ashamed ever having wanted to 

play a game like Unreal, Quake or .. 

well, they're all the same. All the 

previous claims of having Al in their 

games at all were ludicrous. It is 

ridiculous that even in E73 Quake Ill 

is praised, where actually we're all 

still playing Wolfenstein 30. The 

worst of all is that we all still put up 

with it by buying the games. 

Praise Appeal for their 

(successful) effort to truly immerse 

the player in a game. The warning 

from this game is: you will never 

want to play any other game in 

existence today; you will only want 

ones as equally brilliant as this one. 

I can only hope that this game 

will sell millions and will encourage 
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others to make similar truly 

innovative games (and not just 

Outcast2). 

Michie!, 

via email 

Hold on, Michiel .. You work for 

lnfogrames, don't you? 

r:, eading the news in E74, I saw 

llJ that Nintendo is working really 

hard with IBM to minimise piracy. 

This move, if successful, could make 

less people buy the new machine in 

countries where piracy is rife! 

Sounds crazy? Not completely. If 

Nintendo doesn't sell so many 

Dolphins, developers won't make 

games for it; if games are thin on 

the ground - especially big next

generation sequels - what right-

If the installed user base is really 

high, everybody will want to make 

games for it, telling game 

programmers to try and prevent 

piracy at the software level, then 

take their chances. I mean, despite 

piracy, has Sony's machine failed? 

This obscure fact could kill all 

chances of Nintendo winning. For 

there to be winners, there have to 

be losers. And in this case one 

particular loser could be wearing 

a red hat and blue dungarees .. 

Andrew Mitchell, 

via email 

Gah. 

r:, y spending a couple of years 

L:J working for Electronics 

Boutique, it has come to my mind 

'It has come to my mind that there's one thing that 

Sony has brought into the videogaming 
Community which makes games not special 

any more - and that's the casual gamer' 

minded videogamer will buy it? 

Why do you think that Sony 

won the first round? 

This is, as you know, a world 

market; publishers and distributors 

are huge now and want a slice of 

that market. They must know that 

the reason that the PlayStation is 

big is down to piracy. Look at ten 

years ago: would the Amiga and ST 

have been so popular if you didn't 

'know' someone? Of course not! 

They would have simply bridged a 

gap in the market until the 

technology of PCs and Macs 

improved to the same level. 

If Nintendo leave piracy 

problems up to greedy developers, 

it would be successful. Why? I' ll tell 

you why: if it's easy to get games for 

cheap, people will buy the machine. 

that there's one thing that Sony 

has brought into the videogaming 

community which makes games not 

special any more - and that's the 

casual gamer. These are the type of 

idiots who buy every copy of FIFA, 

Tomb Raider, Crash Bondicoot and 

other crap ga mes like Syphon Filter 

and Grand Theft Auto. 

At the time when Sega and 

Nintendo were in power, people 

who liked videogames would 

buy software, and if they were 

rich enough they would go for 

a Neo-Geo. But now Sony has 

brainwashed everyone, including 

teenagers and young adults, 

into buying stupid, hyped-up 

games like Driver. 

If you were to go and ask a 

schoolboy what console he owns, 

nine out of ten would say that 

they own a PlayStation. 

I know that 95 per cent of 

PlayStation owners in the UK have 

probably never even heard of a 

Neo-Geo, and that's because they're 

not hardcore gamers, they're all 

casual gamers. Most young 

PlayStation owners are so badly 

brainwashed that they think Star 

Wars Trilogy and House of the Dead 

2 are coming on the PlayStation. 

Core Design can carry on making 

Tomb Raiders - they don't have to 

worry if they run out of ideas 

because they know that these idiot 

PlayStation owners will buy them 

and Sony will be laughing all the 

way to the bank. 

The same goes for EA - they can 

carry on releasing ten FIFA titles a 

year and they'll all be bought by 

soccer fans. People who play real 

soccer games are the people who 

play /SS, not FIFA . 

Sony doesn't care how crap 

games are for the PlayStation. They 

seem to be concentrating on 

quantity than quality, and that's 

why we get very few great games 

like Gran Turismo, Tekken 3 and 

Metal Gear Solid. 

Let's hope that Sega will 

change this when they release 

the Dreamcast here. Otherwise, 

they'll have to make the most out 

of it by getting EA and Core Design 

to make pathetic games exclusively 

for their machine. Then those 

casual gamers will have no choice 

but to buy a Dreamcast. 

Trung On, 

via email 

But without the casual gamer, the 

funding wouldn't be there to make 

more classics like the examples 

you mention. Give the poor, 

deluded fellows a break. 
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